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60% of frosh in remedial programs

By P6t Wier
being instituted for the first time
· Nearly 60 percent of all in- this semester, is called the Basic
coming freshmen at UNM this fall Skills Program and was developed
will be required to enroll in a by the University to teach funremedial studies program, one clamental reading, writing and
University official has predicted,
mathematics to students who have
William Huber, dean of shown deficienc.cs i.n those areas
University College, the location of on the basis of their ACT scores.
remedial studies programs, made
Students required to participate
the prediction last week. He cited in the program may have to take
falling American College Test up to four courses, one from each
scores during the last decade as an of the four areas that make up the
indication that about 2,400 UNM ACT. The areas are English,
freshmen may be ill-prepared for mathematics, natural sciences and
college course work.
social sciences.
The remedial series of classes,
The program includes courses

which one University official th~ University to be less selective
qescribed as ''what shoulq lll!Ve in Hs admissions policies."
been picked up in high school,"
Weaver said he has been
ancl as "not really belonging in a pressured by other elements in the
college curriculum.''
University to lower his admissions
A study compiled by the UNM standards. further. But he said he
Testing Division shows th!!t in the
last ten years the percentage of
UNM fresh.men with ACT
composite scores of 15 and below
has increased from 13.1 percent in
1969 to 32.7 percent in 1979.
The .national average for degree.
granting institutions this year is a
composite ACT score of 20.5.
Huber said that although many
of these Students will end llP
dropping out of college because of
economic, social and political
pressures,. they are not always
discouraged from attending
college.
"If we raised our standards to
screen .these people out," he said,
"we'd lose half our enrollment.
Besides, you .must consider each
individual student and his
motivation, potential and. progress
before deciding whether they are
qualified to attend college."
Some students are turned down
in -their appllcations to the
University, but according to Dean
of Admissions Robert Weaver, it's
not enough.
"Philosophically, l feel the
school should be more selective. I
think there is something to the
fact that the academic credibility will continue to .screen certain
of an institution is damaged by applicants from attending UNM.
low admissions standards," he
At least one University official
said.
apparently is unaware of Weaver's
He said I that ideally
the stan.
. policies, Tom Vernaclos, director
dards shou d be h1gh but that it 1s ·of the College of Arts and
nearly impossible realfstically. Sciences Advising Center, said,
"The high costs of running an ''Any student is allowed into the
institution, and the soda] pressure University.. All in·state students
to. provide more people with the must be accepted,"
said he never
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advises a student against attending
college,
"No
student
is
unguali fled to a.ttencl college," he
said,
·
Weaver
called
Yemado's
statements "nonsense."
The
University
provost,
McAIIist~r Hull, l1as said he is
aware that the students enrolled in
the Basic Skills Program will make
up a large portion of tlw drop,o.ut
rate at UNM, but he also feels the
skills program has the potential to
save some of those students.
"The program has a very able
faculty and is a sound educational
program, "·he said, "and I will be
quite happy if we save just a few
of those enrolled the first year and
maybe a few more the next."
Although the study series will
require that some freshmen devote
a semester to completing its
courses, a majority of the degreegranting college . faculties ·have
voted not to accept any of the
remedial classes !IS credit toward a
degree.
Hull said he was disappointed
with the colleges that have decided
not to accept the .classes as credit."They (the colleges) ought to wait
and see what the courses are like
and what the students glean from
them before making a decision,"
he said.
The colleges that have voted not
to accept the program's courses as
credit are: Arts and Sciences,
Engineering,
Allied
Health
Sciences and P.harmacy and
Nursing.
The
College
of
Education voted to a9cept no
more than four hours credit from
the progqm.
The individual courses in the
Basic Skills Program vary in credit
hours required. English and math

Hours: M-F 10-6 1 Sat. 9-5
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FREE Carnpways Day Packer with each Bicycle or Moped Purchased!!!
(great for carrying books)
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mBATAVUS VA Moped
reg. $485.00

Sprs©iaR $~50.00
.. ·.. .

plusfrelght&prep.

PEUGEOT . Sport Moped
reg. '575.00

Special $529.00· .
plus freight& prep.

,ve&pa,. Grl:lnde Moped
(The two.passenger moped) .
reg. •at.s.,oo
$p~cial.$629.00
plus.treight & prep.

Sales *. ,Repair~ * Accessories
Prices good through sat., Sept 1.

@
BicyoBe Helmets
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Parking near UNM
increasing problem
By M~ry Ann Hatchitt
In case you parked today i.n the
area bordered by Yale, University,
Coal and Central, better get your
car out.
During the summer, residents of
the Silver Hill area asked tlw city
to control tlJe parking in their
neighborhood. Since Aug. 6 only
residents with stickers supplied by
the city may park .in that area,
This. removes what was previously
a popular Parking area for UNM
commuters.
Last semester., residents of the
Spruce Park area west of campus
complained to the city, Now .that
area is a.lso closed to parking for
UNM commuters.
Waiter Birge of UNM's Parking

This are<~

We want to welcome
you back,
so

is accessi.ble by shuttle

bus. So, says Bil·ge, this js one
alternative for displaced Silver Hill
parkers.
Birge says this semester the two
shuttle buses, which take students
from the t'ree north lot to campus,
will both go to the west lot. Last
semester only one of the buses
went to the west lot.
The shuttle buses deliver
students to t)1e campus at Roma
and Yale. The return service
delivers students to either the east
or west section of the free north
lot at Camino de Saiud and
Tucker, and Tucker and Yale.
Parking stickers on camp\IS run
$36 for two semesters.
Birge says the University is 11iso

Pig Out
at the

I

Finding the
space can be a hassle. Those persons
o forget to keep time on
the ':l~ters, .or that the space they parked in is a 10 minute loading zone, usually risk
rece1vmg a t1cketfrom one ofthe campus meter maids. !Photo by John Chadwick)

300 to 400 empty spaces last
seme~ter in a newly paved lot on
the corner of Unive!'sity and
Tucker, so nth of KNME's stuuios.

·~
.

.

FamilY Practice Building which
will provide a few more spaces.
Tom Pennerly of the city
Traffic Engineer's Oftice says an
in-depth study done on the
parking situation at UNM resulted
in resident-only parking in the
Silver HHls and Spruce Park
areas. He says- the lJJtiVetsity's
parking overflow has imposd a
hardship on residents of the area
for many years, and this was the
.
_,...
only alternative.
It is expected that the University
Heighl~ neighborhood, bordered
by Central, Gibson, Yale and
Girard, will become yet another
adjoining area of UNM to go
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this week
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Used Records lr Tapes $1.99•$3.50
All Guaranteed Against Defects
Used Records and Tapes
Bought and Sold
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Open: 10·1Cl Mon. • Sat.
11·8 Sunday
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forjust coming in and saying hi·
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Good while supply lasts.
Off":r ~ood 8/20/79 only.
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Boy 2 sandwichs get the third
of equal value for free with the
pu. rchase oHwo large soft <;)rinks
and this coupon.
E11dudes crown, inflation and health spa.

.
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I
I
1
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Get a hot toasted bagel, a glass of
orange juice, a cup ofcoffee and your
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University gains n,
loses 145 faculty

KNME gets dir~ctor
By Dan Ramczyk

The newly appointed general
lJNM's administration is expecting some 77 new faculty members to manager of KNME-TV 5 says be
is aware of th\l personnel problems
report to work today,
Conversely, figures from the office of faculty contracts show that 145 that have plagued the. station for
full-time and permanent par(-.time faculty persons departed UNM ef- several months,
fective between October of 'i978 and this <:oming September.
John Copper, executive director
Though these facts may show UNM with a deficit in the size of its of the Pacific Mountain Network,
Den.ver•based
r.egional
teaching body, faculty contracts administrative coordinator .Joanna a
Bartlett has a qualifier.
organization of public television
"1 wouldn't re.late the two figures .too much,'' she cautioned. "ln .. stations which includes KNME,
cases where the termination was brought ab.out by the normal end of a was chosen last week as the new
temporary appointment, the position was never meant to be replaced."
manager from a field of 92
As has been previously reported, the University was appropriated candidates.
approximately $1.1 million. .less than requested by the 1979 legislature,
Cooper, 39, replaces Robe1t
The financial cutback, aided and abetted by decreasing numbers of full- G.ordon as Channel 5's director.
time students enrolled at UNM, forced l)niversity officials to consider a The seven-member KNME board
cutback in faculty of about 25.
of directors decided on April 11
Bartlett said the sometimes delicate decisions as to which colleges and not to renew Gordon's contract,
departments an; allocated faculty positions are made by Provost The vote for Cooper, taken Aug,
:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _M.,.,a"'cA=1l""is"'t...
e r...!clil!!l and~hJL!IJivisets, They make their decisions, she_said, 13, was ·unanimous.
·
UNM Presidential Assistant
based on the nl!mber of credit hours produced by a particular department or college, .and other criteria which she termed "general Anthony Billerman, a member of
productivity."
the board, said he was pleased
"lf, as in this case, the appropriation is very low, departments must with the selection of Cooper.
sometimes give up cert<lin line-items," she said.
"Aside from his talent and
Once a department is allocated a full-time position, it must advertise experience, we are also very
nationally for two months.
impressed with Cooper's en.

~nd .~la~s aggr~ssive

thusiasm
for
programmmg, Hdlerman smd.
Lack .of aggressive programming
at KNME was one of the main
criticisms leveled. at the station's
management by a group of ·
unh!IPPY staffers last spring.
Billerman has said the board's
decision to replace Gordon was i.ts
reaction to the criticism.
In a telephone interview,
Cooper professed to be aware of
the station's personnel disunity.
He said he has had contact with •
the staff at KNME while emplayed by Pacific Mountain
Network,
"My hope is that, whatever
feelings. of dis.content there are
now, they can be worked out as
soon \'!S we get the station directed
toward the goal of serving the
community," he said.
Cooper said a statement of
purpose from the station's staff
and management would help
diffuse the rift which has
developed between the two

• O'KEEPPE • GORMAN • SGHOLDER • FOLON-• STEINBERG • MATISSE • -JOHNS
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Natural, artificial birth control available

'

By Bil.l Robertson
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John Cooper

groups.
"l'm very optimistic that most,
if not all, of the station.'s perceived problems can be worked
out," he said,
Hillerman said he believes
Cooper will promote increased
student and faculty involvment in
· KNME.
''Cooper has no~ed that the
UNM facuHy contains people who
have noted reputations in the field
of television programming,"
Billerman said. "He wants to use
.this talent to benefit the Station
and the University.''
"With the whole concept of
having a university faculty
resource that covers such a
massive amount of expertise,"
Cooper said, "my hope would be
that we could draw upon it effectively to help provide a basis
for good content in program"
ming.''

j!

• I

College gets
accreditation
The National Council for
Accreditation
of
Teachei
Education has voted to continue
accreditation of all basic and
advanced professional education
programs at tJNM, said College of
Education Dean David Darling.
"This mean.s that all of our ·
programs have been accredited for
a full seven-year cycle,'' Darling
said.
In a letter to UNM President
William Davis, NCATE .Director
Lyn Gubser said the council found
no weakness in UNM's education
programs. The letter said the
UNM programs were evaluated as
very strong in areas such as
quality of faculty, multicultural
education, quality of graduate
students and student advisement.
"An
especially
strong
multicultural education compone.nt
is required or students of basic
programs,'' the evaluation said.
"'!'he
degree
to
which
mul!icu!tural education com·
ponents have been integrated in all
graduate. programs was found
exern plary. ''
NCATE evaluators said the
College of Education's systematic
counseling and advising program
· for students of basic programs
was found to be outstanding •
"Vocational
iesiing
op•
poriurtities, career orientation and
established student grievance
procedures were noted," the
report .said,
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The various methods of birth
control, both natural and artifici<~l, .are available from agencie~
on and off campus.
UNM's Student Health Center
offers both the oral an.d the socalled "harrier" contraceptive
devices, .as Well as (he ill(rlj·Uterine
(I.U.D.) device, plus· cancer,
venera! diseas.e and pregnancy
testing.
The Albuquerque offices of
Planned Parenthood provide oral
and barrier contraceptive devices
and l.U.D.'s as well as a traveling
l.ecture.service on birth control.
The Natural family Planning
program at St. Joseph Hospital
boasts chemical- and mechanical·
free
contraception
through
detailed knowledge of th.e
feminine reproductive cycle.
Business in contraceptive
products is "very brisk" at the
Student Health Center, said Rita
Benischek, director of the
pharmacy and a member of the
. College of Pharmacy faculty.·
"All types are avail;1ble here,"
she said. "It just depends on what
the patknt feels .is best for the
body."
Women seeking birth control at
the center are advised to see one
of two women's specialists or one
of the center's physicians to
determine which method is most
suited to the individuaL
The average price for 21 -day
supply of oral contraceptives, or"·
The Pill," is $2 at the center.
Purchase and insertion of the
l.U.D, costs $15.50, not including
the charge for a mandatory
preliminary checkup.
The so·called barrier contraceptives include vaginal foams,
creams and jellies, the diaphragm
and the common condom. The
latter is one of few devices
designed for use by the male
· partner,
Dcpsite the fact that most birth
control techniques are designed
for women, Benischek said the
health center receives a large
number of queries from male
students on contraception .
"Once you get past the condom, the .domain of male contraceptives is ralatively limited and
mostly unacceptable," she said.
"Oral contraceptives which have
been tested on men have the same
side effects as they do on women,
and these side effects are unacceptable to most me11.''
These side effects, she said,
indude a feeling of testicular
fullness, nausea and fluid ac·
cumulations. "H appears that a
device for men, though there is
immense investigation going on, is
still far away.''
Referral service for abortions,
vasectomies and tubal .ligation
(female stcdlizatrion) is also
available 'at the center, though not
performed there. ''Surgery is out
of our realm," Benischek said.
Despite their recent rejection of
SoJJie $500,000 in federal funds,
the officals at Planned Paren•
thoo(l in Albuquerque still predict
that they will .remain the largest
provider of (amily planning
services in New Mexico, clinic
manager Carol Tuchlcr .said.
"'!'he New Mexico Family
Planning Council was insisting
that if we were to receive rnoney

tPhQto by Joho Chadwil;:k/

from the feds through them, then five clinics, and lleep only the
they wanted to appoint our busie.st open. These are tile
director,"

Tuchler

said.

"Our

board of directors rejected that."

Northeast and Southeast Bights
locatio.ns.

The outback forced Planned

A 21-day $Upply of oral con-

Parenthood to close three of .its

traceptives runs aobut $3 at PP,

and an LU.D. costs between $610, with a sliding fee scale in place
for the costs of pre"examination
and insertion.
Planned Parenthood also offers
referrals on male and femal~;
sterilization and abortion,
The Natural Famfly Planning
program at St. Joseph Bospital,
according to a brochure, "offers
an effective alternative to those
who, for aesthetic, physical,
moral, .or personal reasons prefer
not to use mechanical or chemical
contraceptives.
In other words, contn!ception
through biological knowledge is
taught. The three basic methods
·one can learn through the Natural
Family Planning program are:
- .the Ovualation Method: days
of possible fertility are defined by
the woman herself, as they occur,
after she has been instructed in the
interpretation of mucus secretion,
which accompanies ovulation;
the Basal Body Temperature

Method:
upon the
in basal
occurs at

this technique depends
identification of the rise
body temperature which
the time of ovulation;
the
Sympto-Thermal
Method: this is a c.ombination of
the Basal Body Temperature
Method and the physical evidence
presented by signs in the women's
body that support the temperature
change indicating ovulation.
The natural program, at .St.
Joseph Hospital also offers instruction in the CaleJJdar Rhythm
Method, which is not based upon
signs <!nd symptoms related. .to
hormonal activity, but uses
to
mathe.matic calculations
determine the probable time of
ovulation based on the length of
the women's past menstrual
cycles.
Fees for the Natural Family
Planning pro!lram are on a sliding
scale, with a family earning less
than $7 ,SOO per year paying $5,
and up.
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The S55 Haircut
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Who would go to a barber who. charges $55· for a haircut? Paul Newman, Peter Lawford,
Richard Benjamin, Paul Anka, Lee Marvin, Michael Sarrazin and Richard Jaekel!, are just some
of the notables and celebriti~s who have their hair cut by Jim Markham.
And now you, too, can. get your 'hair cut with the Markham Style Innovator Method for
S1450 ' (a lot less than $55). The Markham Style Innovator Method Shop listed below offers
you styling expertise and methods developed by Jim Markham. In addition they're exclusive
sources of the rnuch-w9nted Markham Style Innovator Grooming Products. Indulge yourself.

International
Unisex u·air Design Center
exclusively byappoitltment - - - - - - - - - - - - - .

1

2$5·()166 J

7804 Central SE

(between Wyoming and Louisiana)
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Riding a bicycle
SITiart econo!Tiics
By Erin Ross
Thinking of buying a bicycle to
avoid the energy crunch on your
wallet?
Well, ironically, be prepared to
spend a lot of money.
If you haven't priced new
bicycles in a few years, you are In
ror a surprise. While five years
ago a medium-priced 10-speed
may have cost up to a hundred
dollars, prices now run well into
the hundreds, with a bottom-ofthe-l;ne ~ommuter bike seilng for
about $130.
Bicycle merchants point out,
however, that even with prices as
high as they are, the cost of
owning and operating a bicycle is
still a bargain compared to cost of
using other forms of transportation.
Once a bicycle purchase is
made, they say, the cost of
maintaining a good bike is
minimal, somewhere below $10 a
month.
Before putting your money on
the counter, though, bicycle
salespersons suggest a buyer know
how to judge the quality of a
bike.
"If you're interested in a good
b1kc, it's nice to know what to
look for," explains Linda Storey,
a mechanic with R.C. Halleti's
hicydc shop at 2122 Coal Plaza.
Storey says the first thing to
look for in purchasing a well·
built, 3-, 5-, or lO-speed, bicycle is
a good frame. Such a frame, she
says, is usually made of higb"carhon or .>tec!-alloy tubing, "with
the tubing well put together at the
joints, without gaps."

"You see gaps in a cheap
bi J,e," she says.
In the frame, a buyer should
look for for.ged dropouts, as
opposed to dropouts that are
pressed, she says. A dropout is the
section of the frame that grasps
each wheel axle.
Forged dropouts are best,
Storey says, because they provide
a broader surface .area .on which
the wheel rests. Pressed dropouts
are cheaper to m11ke, and provide
only a thin-wheel base.
Another important thing to look
for, says Storey, is double-butted
tubing, or tubing that is thicker at
the joints than in the middle of
the tube.
Once a buyer has inspected the
frame of a bicycle, the next part
to check is the hub, or the central
axle of each wheel, says Storey. A
buyer should look for one-piece
hubs, she says. Cheaper bikes
usually have three-piece hubs.
Storey also warns buyers not to
follow
her
suggestions
dogmatically. ''A good bicycle
won't necessarily have all the
features I've mentioned, They are
just signposts, good things to look
for.''
Bill Deck, owner of The
Spinning Wheel bicycle shop at
109 Yale, agrees with Storey that a
buyer should check for quality
workmanship in a bkycle, but
insists that a person in the market
for a bike first decide what kind
of riding he or she .expects to do.
"The best bicycle for a person
varies so much depending on their
needs,'' he says. "So often l see
people buying bicycles beyond

Free French Fries
With Pu.rehase Of
Hamburger and Drink
Pl~ase Pr~S¢ht Coupon

i'

Expires Ang. 26th
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Shopping for a bicycle can. be both confusing and frustrating as senior Col/e.en Curran
learns; (Photo by John Chadwick)
their need, a $;!00 bike for a $10 bike, the same money might allow
ride, .as they say.''
you to buy a better bike used,
For instance, he says, a student
When shopping for a used bike,
doesn't necessarily need a
Deck says, fit becomes important
professional racing bike just to
since the bike was originally
travel to school and back. A
purchased for another p.erson.
modest 3· or 5-speed bicycle may
Traditionally, he says, there
be just fine for commuting.
should be an i.nch or two between
For a student commuter, Deck
crotch and crossbar.
says, a well-built bicyCle will. cost
Deck says .a student should be
about $200 and upwards when
able
to purchase a moderate-quail·
purchased new. But for students
ty
used
bike for anywhere bet\Veen
unable to afford a bicycle at half
$40
a.nd
$120.
the cost of their tuition, Deck
suggest they look around for a
".It's ju>t finding the used h1ke
used bicyde.
that's bard these days," he says.
A used bicycle can be well "There aren't nearly as many used
worth the money, he says. "When bicycles around as there are those
you are paying $200 for a new looking for them."
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Covitz suggests someone i11 the
market for a used bicycle check
the Thrifty Nickel newspaper ads
and the r-·lca Market, as well as
local bike and pawn shops.
"Bulletin boards in bike shops
art} a good place to start," he
says.

•Jmaw
•J.n.m!.. Oli11t'r
• PI,'UI' l>:A lbl
~MUI't'/)Ain.

... at discount prices!"
r:' fhe
p

Marshall Covitz, manager of .the
AlbuquerqUe Bike Co-op at 106
Girard SE, a shop renting space
and tools to those who prefer to
repair their own bikes, says used
bikes are indeed difficult to "come
by, but a determined shopper can
eventually find what he or she
wants.

UNM STUDENTS

Limit 1
per customer.

4819-21 Central N.E. Albuquerque, N.M. 87108 255-8673

One of the largest selections of
dancewear in the Rocky Mountain area.

'·

Offer expires
Sept.1
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VILLA HAIR DESIGNS

A Special "Get to Know Us" Offer

2914 CENTRAL SE

@

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTESKV

20% OFF

(Central & Girard)

All STYlES WITH COUPON

A Sebring Certified Design Centre
255-3279

35% Off all Perms
)
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THE BAKERY CAFE • 118 YALE SE
7: 30-2:30 everyday and

.,

'Re-s pee\ s fttJi...,d.\$.

'Vent eat-

SANDWICH SH PS
Across from UNM
On Central west of Yale
842.. 9597

GULDEN
FRIED
CHICKEN

<

Call Ahead!

1830 Lomas

A SCHLOIZSKY is made with bread baked fresh daily from our own recipe and bakery. Ham,
Salami, Luhvheon Meat, Marinated Olives, Muslard, Cheddar, Mozzarella, Parmesan Cheeses
are delicately warmed ahd finished with tom aloes and lettuce. Makes a meal in itself and more[
The Schlotzskyl

een* braziet:
has it all
Food and Dessert

Dairy

.

Justone sandwich •.. its --that good!

also at these convenient locations:

:t~sm 1

,

SERVIN& BREAKFAST t.Nd LUNCH (DAYS "wEek
118 YALE s.E'. Yi!. B\ock Sou.th o~ MC coNAL.Ps

®
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5901 Central NE-Just west of S~n Pedro 255·1223
.3244 San Mateo NE-Nortlt of Candelaria 883·0609
Hoffmantown Shopping Center-Wyoming & Menaul294-1641
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~9 friday &

saturday

FREE DRINK with purchase
~· (yj

~
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. a collective: vegetarian re.st.aurant
wholegram breads and goodies
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2 Pieces Golden Fried Chicken
Roll, Rice, Jalapeno Pepper and Medium Beverage

$149

with coupon
Reg. s1.83

Use our convenient drive up windows at
1830 Lomas at Yale
4100 Menatil NE
5231 Centr.al NW

2

Regular Size
SUNDAES

for the price of one

Open at
11:00 Daily
Other Locations
10015 Centr.al NE
11200 (lllontgomery NE
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Editorials
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Pay your money,

F

get on the ride
So, it is pay your monf!y and get
on the ride, you don't get off till
Decl)mber.

No need·for depression, the days
pass quickly. By the time you have
figured out where all your classes
are, and that the strange older man
with the unlit Cuban cigar in his
mouth Is your calculus instructor,
and that you can't park within two
miles of campus without surrendering a small but valua·ble portion
~~-------'J~hecking accountto the City
of Albuquerque, then you are
alr\3adytaking mid·terms.
You come down from that,
resting up from tho.se late-night
bit'\ges (the monotony broken only
by No-Doze and cigarettes) and you
play a little frisbee under the blue fall
sky and then it is Thanksgiving.
Ym.rpig out on all that good food
{at grandmother's house where we
went) and lie around for a few days
and then whoosh!, you are
cramming li~e hell for fi na/s.
"But wait!" you say.· "Slow
down, it's only August." And you
ure right. And this issue of the Lobo
is, at least nominally, the "Welcome
Back" paper for all you veteran
students who have returned to the
front lines to continue that struggle
(sympathize with Sisyphus) toward
a degree.
We hope the first thing that you
noticed about this Lobo was the
cover art. Harold Yazzi is a Navajo
artist <Jnd student at UNM who
walked into the Lobo newsroom one

gJmjnimeti'le ptl(tls/fesl

i

day and asked if he could draw for
us. His illustrations can be found in
most of this summer's issues. The
piece on this week's front page was
one we liked particularly and we
though we would share it with you.
The next thing we hope you
noticed was the new logo {that thing
that says New Mexico Daily Lobo).
Gale Owings of the art department
designed it for us early in the
summer and it has replaced the
aging and crotchety old flag that
used to fly toward the top of page
one. It has a more modern ap·
pearance and the simple design is
quite appropriate to U NM.
We decided in late July that the
Lobo needed a full-time Arts Editor.
The task of covering all arts events,
WJiting Leviews -and inteLviewjng
artists, as well as writing other
general·interest features, pro.ved
too stifling for former Feature Editor
Bill Robertson. Robertson moved to
Staff Reporter, where he felt he
cou.ld better apply his energies, and
we hired Pamela Livingston to cover
Arts.
The Lobo Staff is looking forward
to the year. In these days when
cynicism is hip and optimism is
passe, don't think we dislike the
inevitable controversies we will run
into with the administration or
ASUNM. We are out to have fun
with this paper, and that certainty
doesn't cohflict with our jobs as
journalists.

McCabe thankful
Editor,
1want to thank Mr. Sam Montoya
for writing such a fine article about
the Student Health Genter in the
August 2ndi!lsue of the Lobo. There
is, however, Ohe area 1 want to
clarify. The Student Health Genter
operates basically on an ap·
pointment system. A patient may
make an appointment with any of
our full-time staff physicians. The

~----------------~----~----~------------------:----·
Hello, I'm tha Clltllpusloho.
Thersl!re, here at UNM, ma"l it!fere#ing things/
For .ex~mp/e, "Bud" Dgvis ~(II/ the iC8 cream social.
Yes, UNM iris itt share of

Walk-In Clinic, on the other hand, is
designed
to
handle
those
emergency or urgent conditions
that· need prompt attention.
Therefore, a patient may either
make an appointment or be seen iri
the Walk-In Clinic if the situation
requlresmotepromptcare.
Jack McCabe

But w a/n hive the &mel liiBft~ry
of WD11!1MJfDrfl: Srt1ds Jollfllqnf
\

;

For IDtne ruson, tfuJenfg here enjoy
I!Dmp/efdyw,orthless orgttniz#ions.

'O~,NO! ViH~T'S OJR. NANN'!' WING TO 'PULL NON? WHO~ ~T?1? ~L ,~~N'w,T·"J.r~~Y· 1ru~,
N-!Offi!:R PLAYI'M"'£ -l SA'{ lr'S n!AT 'PIRiYUi'iL.'S AAfiFAT KIP. m~o~ 1 nv · ~~~~0 rYI"\ •

Wingshots
ByCharlesPoling Backpacking is .all the rage.
wlllked Into " wilderness store the
other day in search of a rain poncho
- the cheap plastic kind that cost
$1 .98 three years ago when !.bought
my last one, which is still in use. I
have thrown it under my sleeping
bag in cactus country and put it
under a tent in the mountains and it
only has two small, .22-caliber-size
holes. aut the saleswoman in this
backpacking shop decided thi'lt I
needed a $28 nylon poncho with.
reinforced grommets and a hood
with a drawstring (lnd no matter
how hard I tried !-couldn't convint:e
her that all I needed was the cheap
$1.98 kind.
The saleswoman I had en·
countered was that bane of back·
woodsmen, the equipment freak.
I he equipment 1reak is not limited to
the realm of hiking gear; one finds
photographic equipment freaks arid
stereo equipment freaks and
automotive equipment freaks. Whl'!t
these people intend is to
metamorphose themselves Into
· something different from their
present selves by the wholeseale
aggrandizement of things which
reptesent that New Being. They are
clones of a nonexistent ideal.
in Naked Lunch (a perversely
brilliant novel by William Burroughs)
the reader is introduced to the latah,
someone who imitates exactly all

the mannerisms and idiosyncracies
of behavior of those around him.
The nearly mythological fate of
many latahs is violent sel.f·
destruction when multiple mimesis
is attempted.
The latah, as artistic device,
springs not so much from the Naked
Lunch narrrator's drug-crazed mind
as from people's trend·crazed
personalities. Authenticity is
bypassed in the frantic quest for
self-definition. In this apparently

chaotic world, becoming a superb
mimic often may be easier than
becoming a real person.
In the case of the backpacking•
equipment freak, there is a longing
to be a more "essential" human in a
more "essential" world. Living in
the rugged real world of the
wilderna$s authticates - so the
logic goes. But the paradox is that
the more trappings the freak takes
on, the farther away from his ideal
he moves.

Off-CIImpus pgrking it t/ea/t
with leirfy by the neighborhoods;

.•• and o~r campus cops love theirjob$1
But eventually, everyone finds api11C8.
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Don't·. PASS up this··.·deal!

Jf1

l''I

With rising gas prices and dwindling
parking spaces, a pass to the SunTran city buses is a deal you can't afford to pass up.

'"

Sun-Tran bus passes will be on sale
this fall semester on the UNM campus.
Any pass is good for unlimited rides
on any city bus for the duration of the
pass .
University Passes·for Fulltime
UNM Students*
$28.00 a semester or $8.00 a month

!'i

j '.l

'

. '

Fall Sem~ ~us Pass
•......··... ;·.-~f.::.:........ . .
..···'· .· ........
..... ~._

New. Me"rctJ·'Un_ily Lo't,o

No.1

Vol. 84

The New Mexico OnHY LQhQ is pul'!H~hcd
\-lnnday thrm_tgh f·riday every regular .week of
1he Unh·er,.lfY year, weekly during clo~ed and
Un::~l~ ~~eckh llnll ·wccl<\y t..luting ll_!c ~umnter

Semester PC1SS

\C~~iCII'I

by 1hc Uoard_ ot Studcr.t PubJfC"a!i~ns.or
the ·l,.'ni\:•mi1y ot New Mc~t~o. -anti ~~ not

finandally tt\~o~•a!cd with UNM. _Second cl~~~
IX>\Iag:c paid fil Albuqucr~ue, New MeXJC_(j
SiUL Suh1~:rimitH1 roue '"' ·$l0.00 ·for the
·

.

ihe opinions C)fpfc~~C'J mi the cd1tt.ulal J'll.!.gcs
:or the th111r l.oho Me ,ihQ_sc .Qf the_ aythor
~ol-~ly. tJtni,gru;d ophTdll 1!> lJiUt ~r the ~d1tor!al
bMrd of lhc Dally l,l,bn, Ndtlll~S Pt_mtl.!d Itt
the: Oally l.cJtm rt~ce~s:trily reprcsciiiS th-e viewsor the ·unh·cr~it:Y or New Mcx.iw.
tobo edtl•iriM Mnfr:

Editor:Charles l•onrtg·
News Editor:l!rln S:tiss
Arrs ~ditor:Pilili~lo. Livings! on
Sportsl.;tlilor:Oail koscnblum
Photo CdHor:John Chadwick
StaftPhQto_graphtts:Miirk 1-fo_lbc-rg
Jeanettc~ilig,
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(* A fulltime student is registered for 12
undergraduate hours or6 graduate hours)

)81400

acudcmlc year.
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Mark l'uulscti

StaffWrilcr:Diil ft(Jbc'r(son
M~1'i;Cnary Edittinf.h. l'nrmer

~·

Commuter Passes for Faculty, Staff
& Part·time Students
$11.00 a month
Sun·Tran will be
at the UNM Bookstore
August 23, 24, 27, 28 and 29
9AM to 4 PM ·
Stop by the Sun-Tran booth for free
bus information or call766·7830.
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M llt1fi~ii1g l;cti tor :Ray Gla~s-

Sni.Hni~~~~~~~~

~

j)o\lcy

b~!lct"~ .L~:ucr~

to the eclilot tt1U'>t !:Itt :typccl
anti "ig-ncd by the lluthor wilh the· autlgn'$
t'lilmc, tldtlrc~, nnd lclc.plwnc nmnber. fltey
~hoold be rro· longtfr' than 300 wotd,\, Onfy lhC
name -or lhc iHIIhor will be ):)rimed and Hatncs
wiU 1101 be ~ifhltclcl.
Gillhlu~.~l Or>iniol1~ mu~1 be typed lnltf
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People behind those
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job titles ln Scholes
As with all organizations, the
hierarchy of UNM adrninlstrators seems
to loom high above the class~and-crisis
existence of the anonymous stuaent, The
student reads a name in the newspaper,
looks at a grainy photograph and may
dismiss the matter in the face of more
important issues - such as where can
you park a car near campus?
When the fall semester begins, the
camp\ls population will swell to more
than 22,000 students. UNM becomes a
small city complete with media, police
department, maintenance crews, stores,
major sports facilities and all the
problems that bless a community.
But important differences between city

William E. Davis
and university government .exist. The
city government must be responsible
directly to the voters through popular
elections. UNM administrators are
responsible to the Regents, who in turn.
must answer to the state legislaturee.
Only by knowing who policy-makers
are and within what parameters they
perform, may studellts gain insight into

the machinery of adrn.inistration and
understa!lc! hoW this machinery affects
student life.
Since the days of Harry Truman, the
buck has stopped in the president's
office. At the University, this office is
occupied by William E. Daivs.
Dav.is carne to UNM .in 1976 from a
ten-year Stint as president of Idaho State
University. He was the unanimous
choice of the Regents as successor of
Ferrel Heady.
One of Davis' first actions as VNM
president was a reorganization of the
University's administration. This action
included the establishment of such
positions as provost, associate provost,

dean of faculties and assistant to the
president.
While Davis has final authority, his
time is spent dealing with the 'outside
world' - state and federal government,
politics, and community opipion.
McAllister H. Hull Jr. was appointed
in July 1977 to the UNM provost
position. He was dean of graduate and
professional education at the State
University of New York at Buffalo.

RE

·~.
Marvin D. Johnson
As provost, Hull is the University's
chief academic officer and supervisor of
all UNM programs of instruction and
re.se.arch. He oversees the adminstration
of all colleges, schools, libraries,
divisions, research institutes and
academic programs on tile UNM
campuses.
Hu·ll was also a professor physics at
SUI'l i /Buffalo and workec! on the
World War II Manhattan Project at Los
Alamos.
Hull is active in professional societies
such ;IS the Westem Regional Scientific
Laboratorks
and
the
National
Association of State Universities and
Land Grant Colleges.
He is on the board of directors. of the
New Mexico Ballet Company.
As administrative vice-president for
student affairs, alumni relations and
developineJ!t, Marvin D. Johnson- is
never far from the student's life.
In his capacity as vice-president for
student affairs, Johnson's influence is
felt in areas ranging from student
housing to student disciplinary
problems.
By corning to UNM in 1977, Jqhnson
ended . a 27-year career at the University
of Arizona where he served as assistant
graduate manager, director of the
Student Union Building, UA alumni
director and finally vice-president for
UA relations.
A testimonial .dinner in I 970 commemorating his 20 years of service to
UA. was attended by 700 people from

FOR

Anthony G. Hillerman
the u.s. and Mexico.
Johnson's reputation as an adminsitrator earned him a presidenetial
·appointment from 1971 to 1974 to the
National Advisory Council on Education
J>rofessioQs Development.
Along with his administrative activities, Johson has also ;ippeared on the
silver screen. Students wishing to see
him in action might check the T. V.
Guide for the next appearances of
"White Line Fever," in which he plays
the dour attorney, Hy Kitchmiller.
Professor of Journ;J.lism A.nthonyG.
Hillerman's duties as assistant to the
president are offically describec! .as, "He
shall function as a staff executive officer
representing the office of the president
and serve under the immediate directio11
of the presic!ent. His duties shall be of a
general administrative nature and shall
include such responsibilities as may be
temporarily or permanently assigned."
Hillermao, who was also an assistant
to UNM Pres. Tom L. Popejoy fro 1963
to 1964, has been a member of the
Department of Journalism faculty since
1965.
After receiving a bachelor's of arts
degree in journalism in 1948 from the
University of Oklahom<1, h.e worked in
various reporter and editorial positions
in Texas, Okla·homa and New Mexico,
as well as for United Press International
in Santa Fe.
Hillerman is also the author ·Of
numerous articles, stories and award·
winning books.
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GENERAL & GIFT BOOKS
T-SHIRTS, SHORTS, SPORTSWEAR
ART SUPPLIES
STUDY AIDS: SCHRUM$, ARCO, BARRONS,
BARNES & NOBLE/COS,
CASENOTES, GILBERTS,
mONARCH, IRWIN, WILEY
CLASS RINGS
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

HEWLETT-PACKARD CALCULATORS
HALLmARK CARDS & GIFTS
MAPS
TECHNICAL BOOKS
SOLAR ENERGY REFERENCE
UNm SOUVENIRS
ENGINEERING SUPPLIES
SHARP CALCULATORS
TEXAS INSTRUmENT CALCULATORS
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measures, totally realistic, totally crops w reed the estimated l
prallmatic measures,'' Wheelock million Nicaraguans who now are
said. "We are going to follow an dependent On international relief
[!grarian reform program thar is aid.
consequent with our own interest
Domingo Vega, a member .of
a,nd possiblities.
one of the three 50-family
"For the moment," Wheelock communes in Rancho Grande,
adc!ed, "we are not dividing the said there will be no time this year
land
but. trying to form to plant corn, but said area
cooperatives." .
farmers hope to gel governmentAn example of what the issued seed to plant wheat and
government has in mine! can be beans, two basic staples of the
seen in Leon, Nicaragua's second Nicarag11an diet.
largest city 55 miles north or
Vega said that he a11d other
Managua, w[]ere nearly 20,000 farmers would have preferred· the
acres of land ar'! now heing goverment to give them each a
organized into communes for separate plot of land that could be
I ,056 families.
worked as part of a. cooperative
Wheelock said the land effort.
surrounding Leon was seized by
But the farmers are optimistic
the Spanish from indiginous the new govenement will fulfill its
Indian communities that did not promise to provide them with
recognize the concept of private health care, schools and decent
property, Consequently "There housing.
s.till exists a strong sentiment for
"We hope that there will not be
communal production," Whee.Iock a repetition of making promises
said.
and nothing more," Vega said as
BtH Nicaragua's Immediate he worked the ground of the
problem is to- generate-·
- -Rartcho-Griuid·e estaf~.-

.I

Se1vlngs of 25% o.nd mORE on UNffi's le1tgest selection of USED textbooks. Shop eo.tly-o.void long lines. S.B.S. Is stocked NOW with the
books o.nd school supplies you need. S.S.S. stocks o. COmPLETE
selection of new & USED textbooks, ~nd mORE:

;

them with much needed fertilizer, percent of ail the land cultivated
seeds, fuel and equipm~nt.
in Nicaragua. The holdings inArrogil~ <1nd other farmers eluded major indtlstrial operations
interviewed in the Nejapa Valley su.ch as three sugar mills,
say they look forward to a better processing
plants,
coffee
life now that Somoza no longer _producing
enterprises
and
rules Nicaragua, but they have livestock.
also adopted a pragmat.ic Wait"Never would we have imagined
and-see attitude. ·
the volume of property, the
''We the farmers need to have amount of production, in the
more contact with the government hands of a few individuals," the
so that we can have more con- minister tolil a news confere!lce.
fidence in H,'' Arrogila said as he
Because the expropriations have
sat in his house with his wife ana suddenly turned the government
four children.
into Nicaragua's largest !an''We will honor the promise of d[]older and chief agricultural
giving land to our people," says producer, the c!ivision of land will
agrarian
reform
minister be limited to that owned by
comandante Jaime Wheelock, a So.moza !'or the time being.
former sociology professor whose
The government of national
soft voice and gentle manner belie reconstruciton has also decreed
the 10 years he spent in Ull" that it will run the Somoza
dergrounc! fighting and organizing businesses, keeping the same
for the Sandinist<t National personnel that worked for Sornoza
Liberation Front.
in order to insur~ continued
By Wheelock's estimate, the production. The profits are to be
Somoza f;~mily and the former used to build much-needed
president's top aides and military schools, hospitals, and roads.
commandersowned--60- ____ ,.We~ m ·. t -realistic

REGULAR HOURS:
ffiON-FRI, 9Rffi-5:30Pffi
SAT. 10Affi-5Pffi

SPECIAL BACK-to-SCHOOL HOURS:
SUNDRY, RUG. 26;12 HOOH-4Pffi
mot-tDAV-WEDNESDRV, RUG. 27-29; 8:30Affi-7Pffi
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RANCH 0
GRANDE,
Nicaragua (Ul'l)- Adan Arrogila
llves amid the rich farmland of
Nicaragua'~ --Nejapa Valley but
11ntil the last month he had never
tillec! the soil in front of his hut.
The land belonged to Anastasio
Somoza.
He was fmced to find work as a
driver ·in tl.w capital 10 miles
away. But the new revolutionary
governrn'ent chan~d that by
confiscating 480 a.cres of the
depos~d dictator across from
Arrogila's wood and tin. house and
three other large estates.
The fallow fields ~ Somoza
had not had them worked for
oeveral years - last week were
turned into the first agricultural
cornmmune in the infant government's ambitious program of
agrarian reform.
Under the plan, farmers like
Arrogila will jointly own aud
work .the land in the hope their
harvest Will alleviate the countrY's
serious f.ood shortage. The
-it- 1vill

LE
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l

Somoza's esta~es split, distributed

2122 Centtal SE (across ftom UNm)
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·Featuring the single.: ''lONG LIVE ROCK"
Music from fh¢ soundtrack of the Movie
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Students face limited job availability

Educational Foundations cancels classes
UNM operates el~ven academic !!dvisement centers
for entering freshmen as well as returning students.
Some require appointments, while others are "walkinn centers.
Those requiring appointments are: Anderson
School of Management, Engineering, Fine Arts,
Nursing, Pharmacy, Dental Programs, Allied Health
Sdences and University College.
Those with "walk-in" centers are Architecture
and Planning, Arts anc! Sciences and Education.

For "re-entry" students, or those resuming their
formal education after several yeArs, guidance can
be obtained. thot~gh Pat Luna in the Office of
School Relations. She requires an apppointment.
There are qualified academic advise<s in all of
UNM's colleges. These persons can help plan class
schedules, answer questions on University
procedure& and provide information on career
programs and vocational options,
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President William E •. Davis.
"We anticipate feeding about
fuu1 thousand to five thousand
people," Linton said. "We just
want everyone to have a good
time and to know that we're
l!appy to have them at UNM," he
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said~

A mariachi band will play on
the mall in front of the Student
Union Building at noon and will
lead people to the field for the
fiesta.
Other activities include a disco
dance unit from KRKE Radio, an
ice cream social and a pep rallY
for the football team conducted
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The current economic environment is
hi;;i1/y reminiscent of /ate 1973, Once
a;;aln• inflation is racing along at doubledip,it rates, !he oil-producing countries
have cut the supply of petroleum and
raised its price, .and the U.S. economy is
slowing down.
Official Washington figures for the
country's gross na/ionaf producl, that
index ofAmerka's outpulof goods and
services, show a drop of 3.3 percent in
the second three months of 1979. That
was lite sharpes! drop in GNP sfnce
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Welcome--back fiesta planned
A "welcome back" fiesta for
returning and new UNM sruc!ents
will be Aug. 31 at noon on
.I ohuson Field.
Spomored by the UNM
hnranmnrls -Division and the
Ofnce of Student Affairs, the
f1e.1ta will begin with an exhibition
of .>ky diving onto the field by
member; of the UNM Sky Diving
t'lub. A hot air balloon will be
tethered on the field.
Terry Linton, coordinator of
the eveLJL, said chili and beans and
'oft drinks will be served to all
fiesta participants after a brief
welcoming ac!dre.ss by UNM
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"We hope we will never have this problem
again," he said.
Vogel replaced Louis Rosasco as chairperson July
23.•
Educational problems courses, as well as courses
giving credit for internships and doctoral dissertation
work, will be offered as originally scheduled.
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GNP figures are out for the period we
are in now and see if they were right,"
Regardless .of whether the Washington
establishment acknowledges it or not,
America's economy has been showing
. signs of a slowdown for a number of
months. Some economists have argued
that the recession started in April.
"One ol' the mo~t important
characteristics associated with recession
·s 1111 e~.plo·
"' y1nc· 11 t," sa'td P•arker. "A r· 1·se
'
in unemployment, ·particularly a1nong
minorities, young people and those with
poor educational backgrounds, ac"
companies recession.
"If recession does come." lie saitl, "it

!J:KI•IHS'
ij()(l

MIJOO

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS

Steve Harper

Does a college student really need
Iife insurance?
No. Not unless your life is important to someone. Or wili be soon.
Like if you're planning on a marriage,
a family and a career.
But not just a policy. You need a
sound program, designeq to fit your
pocketbook now and your needs 30
years · from no.w. That's financial
planning. Let's talk about the right
program for you. Person to person.
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difference between .a gaod and a bad
year is 6-8percent.
For those who look. for a glimmer of
hope in a bleak picture, Parker, like the
government in Washington, ha> little
encour;,gement.
"There are some economists,'' .he
said, "who would sUggest that a very
severe recession would stop inflation.
That appears to me to be a high price to

can't really see any redeeming
v.inures to a recession -- it can't really
stop inflation. There are some things
one can do, h.owever."
Basically, one does not fight
recession, but survive it. "Budget your
limited income," Parker advises.
"Students, as well as others, will have to
make some adjustments in their
lif'estyles,_Lt _will .12.~ painflll [Q[ somoe,.
less for others.
"We'll probably see increased. use of
carpopling and mass transit. People will
seek out cheaper recreation. Skiiers will
go to Sandia Crest instead of to

.

. l\;:it~:J(,E;·~::R~Y~~F. :,~;-";;t:}:. : ;~:J;;I}i;~~77: ~:::~:~
J<iSO

l<ilfO

activity in the construction .industry.
"The rationale' behind the .Fed policy
is to slow inflation, but in fact 1 don't
think it will have a significant effec(,
Recession is not going to slow inilation."
Parker said timing plays an important
part in government reactions to
"W e ·.ha d. a s1m1
. •1ar pro bl em tl1
.
rcccss1on.
·
1960 when a recession was not really
clear. John Kennedy argued for a tax
cut then, and it finally came i.n 1964,
after the recession.
"Third quarler figures for -the GNP

lq60

1'170

1 'l80

discouraging consumers (rom spending,
the professor said. "It's this reduction
1n spending which is going to move us__
or already ha.s moved us ·- into
recession.
·"The wl]ole consumer philosophy, as
utility, gas and other pri~cs go up, is to
cut back on spending wherever he can.
Th e auto mdustry
.
is a good ind.icator: it
is ··having inventory problems, sliuttfng
down factories and. laying people off.
These are all indicators Of a slowdown."
Indeed, the news from Detroit has
been very bleak for the Amerfcan

courses because the vaccuum left after a
faculty member resignee! could not be
filled,
"We have six teaching assistants for
both M.A
and Ph.D.. programs,''
Parker said. "We need a minimun1 of
20 lo rnaintain a viable program."

Interestingly enough, though, higher
education has enjoyed somewhat of a
bonus historically during economic
slumps,
''University enrollments go up," he
said, "But that's not a very reasonable
way to encourage people to get an
education, as far as .I'm .concerned. u
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economy, which is affected by su~h a
large manufacturing segment. New car
deliveries plunged 20 percent last rnoJHh,
and some economists are predicting that
sales for the last three rnonths of )979
will be 15 percent below 1978~ --and the
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About lO courses offered by the department of
Educational Foundations and listed in the fall
schedule of Classes 1979 have been canceled or
rescheduled. A variety of problems were responsible
for ihe course changes, said department chairperson
Albert W. Vogel. Mainly, he said, the department ..
lost three out of I~ faculty mebmcrs in a single
semester.

if not

limited availability of job opportunities,
· both ftill- and part-time," says Dr.
Alfred Parker, chairm~n of UNM's
economics department.
"At the same time," he continued,
"prices will continue to rise, American
househoLds in general, including
· students, will see the so-caUed necessities
of life ·--~ous]ng, f~od,traOS()Ortation -become more c!)stly."
Most economists are currently unsure
of an actual recession. The accepted
derinition of a recessi.on is two consecutive quarters of decline in the 'real'

+ hrs ~IU

'"\I

Recession seems imminent,
already here.

will be in around October or November,
but we can't wait until then to do
something for the summer of 1979, so
we depend on projections."
New Mexico is in better shape than
more fnc!ustrialir,ed states like Ohio and
California, Parker said, because our
manufacturing sector is smaller.
Traditionally; among the hardest-hit by
recession are blue-collar factory
workers.
"This will, however, affect job opportunities for UNM graduates in other
states," he said.
The contribUting factors in America's
economic slide h·ave a]l resulted in

--!f-~--h"a"'ce"'(iiS'ilresuln:lr recession) is more

'"

'"

1975.

will irnpact Primarily o.n graduates
seeking employment., In a period of
rece$sion, students will fi.nd that
companies which usually come to
campus recruiting won't come at all, or
will hav.e feWer jobs to offer,"
Parker s&icl a Federal Reserve policy
, ·of allowln~ high interest r&tes, coupled
with high energy prices, were the two
factors which most directly contributed
to the onset of economic slowdown.
"Most economi:;Js would suggest the
high interest rates we now see are a
reflection of the fed's policy of
restricting growth in the money supply.
This, in turn, contributes. to a slowing of

I
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returns from sea

'
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Maritime histor!<til ·and arA retired Navy commander,
chaeologist Eric Berryman has BerrYm'!n h.as sailed the world
been recovering from the rigors of over and is no stranger to the
his l<~test archeological excursion seafaring life, As director of the
in the North Sea,
Richard project be oversaw all the
Havjng gained international details of the month-long, 103notoriety for raising ships from square-mile search.
·
the ocean floor, often sunk
From the chal'lering of the
hundreds of years ago, this· <tf· research vessel Arvor III, which he
firmative action program ad- characterized as a "North Sea
ministrator has just concluded an fishing trawler," to outfitting it
, with a ·crew, special detection
·,, equipment
and
provisions.,
Berryman has been working on
Ore project si nee September 1978,
An Air Force colonel who was
serving as an attache at the
London embassy when they first
met was co"ntactcd by Berryman
and hired as chief diver, Martin
Klive, a sonar specialist who
spends much of his time searching
for the Lock Ness Monster,
provided the "best damn sonar
in the business" at a cut
rate, said Berryman.
The remainder of the 12..
member crew, said Berryman,
were former associates or highly
regat·ded in the mariner field.
Navigation hazards such as tides
and a narrow inlet to the bay
where Arvot II! moored each
Eric Berryman
night made for 12- to 16~hours
expedition seeking a relic of days. Once in . the search area,
American history.
fanes 200 meters wide were swept
The project was to locate and to overlap the effective 300cmcter
raise 1hc Bonhomme Richard, a range of' the sonar.
40-gun frigate commanded by
In ~II. 350 million square meters
John Paul Jones during. the of ocean noor were gone over "in
American .Revolution.
painstaking detail," he said.
Although a 26-day expedition in
Using a
magnometcr,
a
'June and early July failed to sophisiticated metal-detecting unit,
either chart or recover the and side-scan sonar, Which takes
Richard, Berryman is unwilling_ to pictures of the oceal) noor, lanes
concede defeat. Hoping to recover were swept at a very slow speed of
"at least a ponion" of the 140- about 2.5 knots.
foot-long, 40-foot-widc Richard,
A special navigation system
Berryman vows to return for using 50-foot tower beacons called
another search in the spring or trisponders, that have an accuracy
of plus or minus .one meter, was
summer of J 981.
"After 2.00 years of laying in used to correct the course ev¢ry 30
water !50 to 180 feet deep she will seconds. iller~ was no relief for
have collapsed on the ocean floor. the navigator or sonar operator
work day
Her rigging will have ddTted away and tile length
but her ballast mound and can- became "grueling."
"Knowing that at any moment
nons should be, there. God knows
you could spot the Richard, a
what else," he said.
In the battle of Falmborough constant and alert watch must be
Head in September 1779, the maintained at the sonar. The work
Richard was seriously battered by is very demanding. For the rtrst
the superior HMS Serapis, Asked couple of days, it's quite an eye
if he Wi$hed to surrender, Jones strain. It's like two ten-pound
yelled, "I lli\VC not yet begun to weights on your eyes," said
OPERAnON JOHN P.IUL JO:-;i\S
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Taco Villa confirms- the Hungries are back! Those stomachgrowlers who devil your appetite, captured and bonded on
sparkling party-time glassware in lively fiesta colors.
Eight different glasses. Eight differwt tJuneri!'.l'.~J!.3"uravM1•
-6h:b-rors'; ·
-·
Next time the Hungries strike you, strike back. Grab a tasty
Mexican specialty at Taco Villa: burritos, chalupas; guadalajaras, taco·burgers, hamburgers and more. Top it off with a
Coke ..• and keep the glass for your own collection. Get all
eight ..• or 16 •.. or a zillion •... exclusively at Taco Villa,
where the good times begin.

1I

days later, the electronic "fish"
that the research vessel towed expedlHon served a useful purbehinct it was nearly cut off by a pose, "Now that we know where
it isn't, we'll know where not to
fisning trawler.
look," he said.
Despite failing
the
Praising the
Richard,
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Home Entertainment System
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COMPARE ANY BRAND

ANYWHERE AT HIGHER
PRICES!... A SUPER BUY!·
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fight." Jones tht:t\ lashed the Berryman.
Ilcyolld the technical difficulties
ltichard to the Scrapis Ulld won a
hand~to-hand
battle
before of the expedition, the Arvor 111
releasing tlte Richard to drift and crew was confronted With "pea
sink a~ a result. or the battle soup fogs" at1d heavy fishing
traWlct' tmffic.
•
·
damages.
"I
rctnclilllcr
on
one
pat·
acrrytna n headed a group of
specialists he picked for the ricularly foggy day we brought n
Richard flrojcci, which was couple of shijJS to a gtinilhtg halt.
funded by Clive CussiGr Of We were flying 'difficulty
Oolde!l, • Colo, Cussler is the munue:vering; scict\tific expedition'
author of' sevcrlll bcs(-se\littg signals but nobody could see
- "'
novels
includiitg
Iceberg, them./'
bn
another
occasion several
Meilirerralu!an CajJer and Uaise

PRICES GOOD THAU AUGUST 29

Lafavel
SIEARA VISTA

MOnt gomer/ & Eubank !Hex! to K·Mort)

.

294-4422
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Rape reports triple since July 78

Long thin wire will fill airwaves
By Bill RobertsQn
Beginning at 6 p.m. tonight, KUNM wHl broadcast
an unprecedented, uninterrupted, 120-hour-long
musical composition entitled ''Music On A Long Thin
Wire."
The introduction of experimental composer Alvin
Lucier's work to KUNM listeners, the beginning of
"Radio Performance Project 1979," will solidify the
station's position as one of the most innov11tive in
America today.
lt will also alienate a few listeners.
"I'm expecting people to call me up, me personally
as station manager, and say, 'Why the hell are you
allowing this shit on the air?'" says Paul Mansfield,
the administrative director for Performance Project
'79,
"The point in us broasdcasting this," he explains,
"is that we want to be able w provide an outlet for
all kinds of - for lack of another word - artistic
expression, and we don't define that expression,
"For those people who get very angry, I hope they
understand. But what they're going to be saying is
that they don't like it and we shouldn't do it,''
The object of such controversy - the station has
already received letters and. phone calls condemning
the project - is the most basic of music-producing
instruments; a metal string. Lucier, a musician whose
reputation is we11·kilown ln avarit-garde cirCles, will
stretch the cable (the stuff of which piano wire is
made from) between two points in the stage-pyramid
area of Winrock Mall.
The wire will be stimulated to produce what .is
known as a ''drone chord" by use .of a magnetic fork,
which itself will be charged by a sine-wave oscillator.
The tone will be changed by slowly altering the signal
from the magnet.
Two pickups on the wire ("implicitly stereo," says
project artistic director Ned. Sublette) will send the
signal via phone connection to KUNM, thence to the
listener ..
"Jt's a very simple piece - there's nothing simpler," says Sublette. "One wire, Which implies all .of
harmony.''
Though media watchers expect radio to be almost
totally de-regulated with the Rewrite of the 1934
Communications Act now before Congress, it hasn't

happened yet, so the Federal Communications
Commission will be interested in KUNM's plan to
broadcast for jive straight days without so .lnuch as. a
simple station identification. Sublette has thought of
this,
"We're not setting out to outrage the FCC," he
says. "I wrote them em KUNM stationery and informed them of the project. Actually, their rules say
you can do this. They require a station I,D, every
half-hour, or hour, or 'at the first natural br.eak in
the bro!!dCi!st,' In this case there will be no break.
They said OK."
Sublette says. the five-day realization of "Long Thin
Wire" was his idea: "I wanted it to be long enough to
become a presence in the community," he says. Such
lerigth, he admits, is revolutionary in radio circles,
and both Sublette and Mansfield say the entire project
raises basic questions about the meaning of radio.
''A whole tradition of very long music has now
grown up, but it's been effectively .censored by the
notion that in radio you always have to change the
record, to preserve the illusion of change," Sublette
says. "So in effect, radio always has this hyper-kinetic
feeling.
"With this stuff, there's time to listen to it, and 1
think the more You listen to it, .the more You'll hear.''
. Sa~s Mansfield; "~e're n~t doi~g this .to be clever, __
or htp, or avant-gmde, We ~e domg thts ?ecaus~ a
composer (Sublette) has an tdea for a ra?to proJec;t
that he has money for, and lte needs a statwn to do 1t
at.
''The thing we're challenging is, what is radio? If
you asked people that question 99 times out of 100
they would say 'Huh?' or 'What do you mean?' The
whole concept of radio is as a conduit for music, or
that It's there for news to teach people. It is the
medium for other things to be disseminated through.
Peopie don't usually think of the med.ium itself as an
art form."
Lucier's work is but one of nine components which
comprise Radio Performance Project 1979, a series. or
experimental works (o be broadcast on KUNM
between now and Sept. 29, All were funded in large
part by a grant ·of $18,500 from the Media Arts
Division of the National Endowment For The Arts.
The other eight works are;

1

Jly Dan Ramczyk
Officials at. the Rape Crisis Center of
Albuqu~rque said that the nurnber of
reports of criminal sexual penetration has
tripled a[ the c~nter since July of J978.

In July of 1978, 23 rap~~ we.re reported,
l.n June of J979, 47 were reporte(j, and in
July of 1979, 65 cases were recorded,
Betty Trujillo, director of the center,
attributes the increase in reports to the
emotional support given the rape victim.
The Rape Crisis Center serves three basic
functions, she said. lJ offers direct services
to the rgpe victim soon after the victlrn
calls the center. The center will explain to
the person wnat will take place at the
hospital, at the police station and various
other agencies.

Secondly, psychological services are
provid~d. The center retains a counselor
who will help a victim an a long-term and
shart·-tcrnrbasis;

KUNM's Paul Mansfield and Ned Sublette plot
strategy foi _the upcQming _fladip _f'erformaiJCf!
Project 1979, which kicks off tonight. (Photo by·
Bill Robertson)
.
- "Pecos .Bill," a feature-length radio play written
by Placitas poet Larry Goodell;
- A 30-part musical radio serial {working title;
"X'') by Sublette, to air for 15 minutes every afternoon .during the month of September;
- Three works by Escrow, a radio performance
group from San Diego;
"Autumn Equinox Celebration," by Taos
composer Tom Ehrlich, a live broadcast of trancedrumming;
- "(in memoriam ... ) Kit Carson. (Opera),'' a
three-hour radio opera by Robert Ashley;
- The American premiere of the complete (allnight) version of John Cage's "Empty Words," a mix
of phrases, wards, syllables and letters randomly
chosen from the joumals of Henry David Thoreau.

finally,
the center conta.ins an
educational component. People from the
center I peak to various local groups, explainingcrirninal s~xual penetration.
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m.a.nclmi~ni~n.tin.·ap.enpu.blic

A woman. "'?l·k··.in·g·alo.neb.et.w.·cc.en6.. p...
areas i~ marc likely to ra~e a rape auack, the study mdtcated.
"A young wonlan, alone in 011 open public are~ at night, is in a
potentially ctangcraus situation," it said . ''Because few rape vic-

1imi7 ation' involve more than on~ victim, one suggesti~n ~~erhap~

cira~~.l.stance.

u.bemg
n..rc.alistic
.many
sl .ls th.at you. ng wom. en.· s·.·ou .av·o·).
out atinmght
alone.
Womc11 who tried to protect themselves by screaming, running away
or fighting back, greatly increased their chances of being injured, the

st~~:c~o~~~·other

minority women were mare often involved in attacks
in which a weapon was used by the rapist.
But while vlctimsc reported rape incidents to the police Jess often, the·
survey round, because they felt it was "pcrs.onaL"

t
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t
t
t

Older women and those with higher incomes had a lower incidence of .
rape, according lo the study.

The survey revealed that rape victims were most often single- never
Jilardcd, clivorccd or separated,
, ..
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'ARRARO'S PIZZA
Wltl HOLD THEIR ANNUAL 2 FOR 1 SALE (11AM TO
4PM). THE REASON A SALE OF THIS NATURE fS GIVEN
IS TO··. A·C·QU. AJNT THOSE. ·0· F T. HE· U· NIV·. ERS.IT·Y· C·o•·M·

w . . · . ·.
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MUNITY RESTAURANTS
WITH THE QUALITIES
OF ONE
OF JUST
THE '
FINEST
IN NEW MEXICO
THAT
HAPPENS TO BE RIGHT ACROSS THE STREET FROM
U.N; M.
'
IT SHOULD BE OBVIOUS THAT CARRARO'S lOSES ·.
MONEY WHENEVER IT HAS A SALE LIKE THIS, BUT
THE BEST WAY TO ADVERTISE IS WITH THEIR FOOD.
THAT'S WHAT BRINGS BACK THEIR CUSTOMERS ,.
OVER AND OVER AGAIN... AND THAT'S WHAT
CAUSES THEIR CUSTOMERS TO INVITE FRIENDS AND
·
RECOMMEND CARRARO'S. THIS IS WHAT CARRARO'S
HAS ACCOMPliSHED IN THE PAST AND HOPES TO
ACCOMPLISH IN .THE FUTURE••. TO BRING FRIENDS
T. OG
.. ·E·.TH·E··. R s·H··A·.·R· IN. G A .MEA·l, A.·ND. WH.AT BE.TT.. ER
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Officials at the Albuquerque Rape Crisis
Center said Volunteers are needed at the
momament. Any interested person should
contact the crisls center.

'

.·

COtlj)Oit

Boyer also emphasized the need to report
all sexual crimes on campus .. "Our officers
are becoming more sensitive to vicims of
sexual asault," she said. "The only way to
stop such crimes-is by reporting-them to us,-

WAY TO SHOW OUR NEW FRIENDS WHAT GOOD
EATING IS All ABOUT THAN TO SPONSOR A 2 FOR 1
SALE (11 AM TO 4PM).
WE'RE RIGHT ACROSS THE STREET AT
VASSAR, S.E. COME ON OVERAND ENJOY~

~,!t]-~-;~-----~-~~

Says ...

own your own condominium,
have a free education on us.

Campus Women Against Rape bas not
been active since tlle end of the spring
semester. However, one spokespersn said
the,. group will announce a formal meeting
soon after schooJ begins.

Boyer stressed that these are all common·
sense precautions which should be used.

jjiiiiia;-:;a-.:~iiii~~.-=4iii~lii..-:..iil;:-:;iiiiii..-4itl

in 1974 al\d 1975 indicated black and other ·minority women were more
than I. 7 times as likely to be raped as white women.
Only "a small proportiot1" of black and other minority victims
reported their attacker was white, the study said ..
"Rape is also highly intra-racial if the attacker is white: the data
contain few instances of white offenders choosing nonwhite women as
victims," the rcort found.
~
However, survey results indicated white women between the ages of
12 anti 19 had a higher incidence ar :tttempted rape than minority .
women in the same age gmnp.

Your best bet for new and used books.

Call today for an appointment.

The .rape laws in New Mexico are some
of the most progressive laws in the nation.
Because of state funding, groups are able
to lobby in the legislature and push for
laws which they feel are ilccded.

Detective Pam Bayer, oJ the UNM
Campus Police, said that the Sexua·l Crime
Divsion will be offering several crime
prevention programs during the fall
semester,

"The laws are still basically new," said
Trujillo. ''But peale are becoming more
"Rape does nO( occur that often on the
aware of the problems the victim faces,
And, hopefully, we w.ill see significant UNM campus," said Bayec, "but ft does
happen. students have to become more
ch&nges.in the fut.ure."
aware of the preventive measures they can
On-campus organizations exist also to take,
help tl1e rape victim .. The Sexual Assault
Response Team, SART, is a group of
Preventive measures include walking with
medica], nursing an.d pharmaceutical another person at night, having car keys in
students who volunteer their time to help Your hand rather than fumbling for them in
rape victims,
a parking lot, 11ar king in well-lit areas ~nd
locking your car,

SART provides immediate, direct services
Criminals face different degrees of lo the victim at local hospitals 24 hours a
penalty for penetration under the new laws. day,
Various degrees of violence receive different sentences, This allows a jury more
Campus Women Against Rape is another
leeway in making decisions on a convicted
sexual offender passing .a blanket sentence. aganization that was formed last semester
due to increased incidences of assault on
the UNM campus .

bl;~ck

.Just ojjCarlis~e S.E. 10 blocks south of Central

Must be enroiled full time
Male-Female between ages 18•28
Find .out if you qualify .for a Marine Commissioning Program
Find our if Flight Training can be guaranteed to you
No fee. No obligation.

A witness' testimony is now as important
as physical evidence. P 0ychological damage
has also been ruled pertinent ill court.

Do these progressive laws in New MeX.ico
work? Do rape Shield laws keep past sexual
history oUt of the courtroom? ·

or minority women who often are assaulted by a member
their '
own race, according to a federal survey released last week.
Women walkin£. alone at night were also more likely to be attacked.
A study by the Law Ettforcement Assistance Administration .round.
.
The government agency survey of rape victims in 26 American cities

"Albuquerque's Discount Bookstore"
3611 Simms S.E.
•
266-1229

•
•
•
•
•

Trujillo said the rape laws have changed
drastically since 1975. The entry into the
court of past sexual history is no longer
admitted unless it meets the requirements
of the New Mexico Rape Shield Laws.

f7v~e;o~t;f~~~s~~~~~~f!r~e~

Chamlsa Bookshop

The Aviation Selection Test
and the
Officer Aptitude Rating Test
are being offered by the
U. S. Marine Corps Officer
Selection Team

An especially .significant long-term goal
of the educatiom\1 component is tl1e at·
tempt to change the n1ythS of rape,
Officials at the center hope this will help to
increase the awareness of future jurors.
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Health insurance
/good deal' at UNM·

. '

Hodgin Hall i!S it stood in the 1890's, two miles east of thi'J
w1Jage of AlbuqiJerque, (Photos courtesy of the Alum.ni. Of-

fice)
Hodgin Hall today. The building will soon be remodeled and will house 'the Alumni
Association and a museum. (photo by Mark Holberg)

Alumni plan Hodgin Hal/restoration

Hor:fgin Hall following the 1909renovation,

By Stephanie Dominguez
In 1892, a solitary building stood on what was
known as "the h\11" - 20 acres of dry desert land
two miles east of Ute village of Albuquerque in the
territory of New Mexico.
Now known as Hodgin Hall, the oldest building
on the University Campus is being renovated by the
UNM Alumni Association.
Once restored, it will act as a home for the
association and as a museum filled with turn-of-thecentury fumishings and treasured memorabilia from
the University's past.
The first session of UNM was held in this threestory red-brick building on June 15, 1892.
Enrollment was 7.5 students.
Transportation to and from the University was by
a horse-drawn buggy named "Jumbo."
To prevent students from tying their horses t()

_trees, .corrals. were builL near whaUs now Coronado
Hall.
A large U was erected high atop H!ldgin Hall, lit
by $2,500 worth of electric bulbs donated by the
Public Service Company.
The building's bell tower would later be removed
because of the antics of some rambunctious students
who. made their way to the roof in the middle of
many still nights to clang the booming belL
Hodgin Hall's pitched roof was removed .in 1908.
The walls of the building became too weak to
support the Victorian-styled roof l!gainst the
pressure ·Of the strong desert wind.
All University alumni ate urged to bring
photographs or information· about Hodgin Hall to
the Computing Center, across from Bernalillo
County Medical Center, to aid in renovation.

. :
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By KahaleQla Chong
Students interested in purchasing he.alth insurance at UNM will be
happy to know that Keystone Life Insurance Company offers a good
deal, says insurance agent Charles R. Brothers.
Brolhers said the plan protects the insured student 24 hours a da.y,
while at home, at school or while traveling,
"It shoulp also be noted !bat, regardless of whether the stuoent drops
out of school at the beginning of the semest~r, that student will still be
insured for the period the student has paid for," said Brothers.
.
Eligibility requires that a student carry a( least six or more credits
during a given semester, with certain minor exceptions, he said.
~,il.
Dependent coverage is also available. Either the spouse of .the student
and any unmarried children over 30 days anp up to 19 years of age,
~'1lff0l::f'f
w~o reside with the insured student rnay purchase dependent coverage,
sa.1d Brothers.
The medical expense benefits cover nine different areas. Brothers said
l1is company will pay up to $5,000 for .the following medical expenses
incurred during the period the student is insured: hospital confinements,. ~
surgeons' and anesthetists' fees, me.dical hospital visits, outpatient
benefits, hospital emergency roorn expenses, as well as dental exp.enses,
ambulance service and maternity coverage,
"Students may purchase the hcaJth insurance for the full ye'ar at $70
or for the fall semester for $37," Brothers said.The student can opt for the sping and summer policies at a cost of
$43 or for just the summer at $16, he said.
According to Brothers, enrollment for heatlh insurance has remained
stable. About 10 percent of the student population usuallY purchases
hc.alth insurance.
"Students get a far better deal. through this program than .if they were
to purchase it on their own through a private insurance company," he
said.
Keystone Life Insurance Company also services 65 other universities UNM patrolman Tom McCollum looks on as Police Chief Berry Cox works at.breakfng into a
in. the South and Southwest.
locked pofice vehicle. McCollum explained that he had locked his keys in the vehicle. !Photo
Students needing more information about the health insurance should by Erin Ross)
contact the UNM Student Health Center on campus or Keystone Life
Insurance Company here in Alb\lquerque.

Whatever music you want to
hear-classical, jazz, country, .or
rock-. We've got your song!

The EpiscoJJal Church welcomes
you to UNM

St. Thomas of Canterbury
425 University,-N.E.

€PISCopal

We do the Liturgy:
Sunday 8, 10 & 5
Wednesday: 12;30
St. Oays: 12;30

ChURCh
Sponsoring:
*CANTERBURY ASSOCIATION OF
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
* Canterbury Bookstore & Library
* Canterbury School of Theology
Seminars, survey courses
Bible Study & instruction
in historic theology
.........-~
Y LECTURES

Soaring
High

Dancing
Slow

You've tried all the restnow try the best

PERRY'S PIZZA
10% student discount
on rentals with ID
20% delivery discount
with thi's ad

Pizza by the pan ...
Pepperoni pizza
by the slice....
Fresh salads

Budget.Tapes & Records
2222Central S.E.
M·Th ten to ten
Fri, S~t ten to midnight
SUr!

noon to six

255·2225
2004 Central S.E.
(across from UNM)

Feeling Low

We've Got
Your Song

843-9750
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Deaths destroyTitan's anonymity
By ThQmas B. Bil.lam
CHENEY, Kan. {UP!) - Concealed
innocently beneath a few dozen feet of
Kli!nsas sod, just a stone's throw from
Cheney Lake, stancls a steel and concrete
silo that could in li!n international clash
introduqe nuclear holocaust .to the opposite
side of llw world,
Until last summer, the rresence of 18
165-ton, nuclear-tipped miosiles buried deep
in America's wheatlands was common
kt<owlcdl,le only to the Kansas farmers
whu'c plowed fields abut the fence;! in''tallatiml' or to curious driver' who
bntlwr~d to follow cryptic highway sigm
tli·;playing an "M" bisected by an anow.
But on Aug. 24, I 978 - some 15 year~
atr~r the Tiran lis were first inst11lled - a
fuel transfer line burst at the Rock, Kan ..
,·,mlplc.x und the general anonvmity of
K<tmas silos perhaps faded forever.
Within minutes of the leak at Complex
533-7 - later blamed on a jammed valve
- one airman was dead and another w,.:
soon to die. Two others were critically
injured trying to escape the toxic gas.
Hundreds of nearby residents were
evacuated.
The worst militau disaster in the missile
program's history had occurred whil~ most
Americans calmly were finishing their
lunch.
Kansas 25l,a quiet, black-top country
road, leads visitors past numerous farmhouses and wheat fields to Complex 5329, about 49 miles from the ill·fated sister

The surroundings of the Complex are
unmistakably agricultural and the insta!la~ion, set 50 years back from the road,
could be easily overlooked if i.t wasn't for
the chain-link fence and the stark red-Jet·
tcred signs warning, "use o.f deaclly force is
authorized."
While poppy-like flowers dot the
gre~nery between the antennas sproutinl;l
onlY yards from fields of Kansas wheat.
Two concrete slabs for loading fuel and
oxidizers sit on either side of a 740,ton
sliding silo door the Air Force claims can
withstand anything but a direct nuclear hit.
Visitors are met at the gate by two
security airmen who pop out of a blue Air
I-roGe pickup brandishing automatic M-16
rifles. A quick electronic &ear.ch, a call by
an Air Force major leading the tour to give
a coded identification to the "missile
combat crew commander" below and the
gale is unlocked.
Entry to the underground is through interior-controlled steel doors and a series of
two-ton blast doors which can be opened
only one at a time with the approval of the
crew commander.
. Inside, Maj. Pat Farley said the 16-yearold, liquid-fueled· Titan ll missiles "no
doubt . . . have outlived their inventory
life." But he added they were still part of
the Strategic Air Command's nuclear
deterrents.
Past the doors, and visitors are inside an
electronics-packed, three-level steel egg

where a four"person crew co.ntrols the 103foot Titan Il missile through a series of
"fail-safe" restraints against launching.
First Lt. Lee Fahrney, .34,, leaned back in
his ·commander·~ chair, adjusted the pistol
strapped to his hip and eyed the six dozen
buttons and tell-tale lights across the
console he uses to control the complex.
A few steps to his left sat 1st Lt. Roy
Hayden, 26, at the deputy commandei·'s
console. To Fahrney's right was a doublelocked red metal safe containing the codes
and launch keys the pair would 11eed to
decipher a presidential order to launch.
Atop the commander's console Wils a
row of three-ring "secret" and "top
scctet" binders. containing launch
procedures. Beyond the console lay a bank
of electronic syst.ems including guidance
control.
·
And pushed to one side, underneatl1 a
library of technic<Jl order manuals
specifying repair sequences for every piece
of equipment, a small ice chest containing a
crewman's lunch,
"1 volunteered. for this duty, because it's
challenging," said Fahrney., one of instructor crews who teach others how to
command an underground silo.
-"We have a lot -or -exercises because we
never really get to do what we're trained to
do,"
Could he push the Qutton to launch a
nuclear missile?
''We're prepared," Fahrney said.
A grim smile played across his leatl face.

·'

"That's what we're trained for. There
wouldn't' be any problem gettinl;l it done if
we had to."
Hayden, lk Wichita ll<!tive who went
through ROTC training and received a
missile scholarship, said he llkes the job
and was planning on starting u:aining the
next day to become .a commander.
The possibility of launching a nuclear
warhead also doesn't bother him, "maybe
beausc after a while it gets a little impersonal."
As the tour ended, a buzzer raised its
raucous voice and the silo's lights 'vinked
out. Crew members broke off handshake;,
and raced to their posts to start an
auxiliary generator.
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A light glowed on his panel. Although
Fahrney was almost certain the moment<Jry

power outage had caused a detector
malfunction, he went by the book and
ordered missile facilities technician Donny
Fountain to check the toxic analyzer and
close blast dampeners.

u
R

''He doesn't really haYe a _hazard~''_ Maj.
Farley said, "but he's committed to the
checklist."

y

Once the minor crisis was ov.er without
mishap, Hayden smiled and told the
visitors to ''enjoy the sunlight" .if it wasn't
raining.

..

Paperbaeks, Magazines
and Mueh, .Mueh Mor.e
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1he
propellant
nitrogen
tetroxide that spewed from a
clogged quick-release valve at the
base of the missile was highly
corrosive, officials aid. Also,
thousands of gallons of water
which poured into the silo,
partially
to
neutralize
he
propellant, were not kind to
electrical wires, conduits and
components.
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McConnell spokesmen say they
have no timetable .for returning
the site to duty, but say it could
be another year.
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Power returned. Fahrney's voice barked,.
"We have indication> of explosive fuel in
the launch duct."

periodic maintenance checks
before the accident, now swarms
with repairmen. Teams of workers
often .descend inro the silo and
crew command q uartcrs repairing
a freight elevator and replacing
electrical controls.
The 10:3-foot missile, identical
to those used by NASA to power
the Oemini sp<Jcecraft, was
removed last November. Parts are
stored at McConnell Air Force
Base at nearby Wichita. Others
were sentto· manufacturer Martin.·Marietta Corp. in Denver for
repair,

MEifr

MANFFiJM

Empty silo scene of activity
ROCK, Kan {UPI) - There is
more activity now at an underground non-operative Titan II
missile slto which was the site of a
fatal propellant leak last August
than there was during the silo's
working days.
Complex 533-7, which was quiet
except for crew changes and
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AND BEDSPREADS

Open Enrollment Period now for all students carrying 6
or more hours. (Coverage for dependents of eligible
students also available.)
Enroll at: UNM Cashier's Office; or Student Health
Center beginning August 27, 1979 on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and F1idays from 1"'4 p.m.; or- mail application and payment to the local representative's office at
the address below. Visa and Mastercharge accepted.

·.----~~--

1\h•ltiic 's

2625 Pennsylvania, N.E. Stc.ZOO
Albuquerque, N.M. 87110, Tel: 299-6827

Alternative
Corrllnunity
Center
1\omn

101 in the

.

Cmnn1unlty Center

Just stmth of Girard & Ccntr!tl hchilld Munnlcs
Opctt JO to 6 Mondu~· throttp;h Suturdu)·.

ENROLLMENT PERIOD ENDS
September 16, 1979

. VISA
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Crystal mine seen

Re~uired test determines
~rit_i~Q competence

"'living'ln mountains

. , 1 he ~On1mtlnJca!tons ~kills Test
a wnt~en cxat.11 adnlllnstere~ by

fly UlLL ROBERTSON

have so far not stoppec! the unWheh UNM geologist Rod natural processes of change which
Ewing talks about the Harding have afflicted the pegmatite:
Pegmatite Mine, one gets the ,;cavenging of rock by gem dealers
hnpre.;sion that this internationally in pickup trucks and general
famo~1s rock formation in the
vandalism by unknown inmountains of northern New dividuals.
Mexico is actually alive.
Another form of man-induced
Volcanic deposits in the Rockies change at Harding perhaps most
aren't usually regarded as lfve, altered the landscape-- mining.
moving entitles, but the Harding
Tl1e Harding mine has seen
Mine is special. As a Pegmll/ile, it three basic mining periods:
was formed during the last period lithium, microlite and beryl. The
of crystallization of a once- first commenced in 1919. Large
flowing magma body, It cooled quantities of lepidolite were
from O\ltside-in, forming gigantic blasted out of the formation With
and often spectacular crystals.
TNT and milled Into lithium;
The very last c!regs of liquid which was then used in the
betame so corrosive that they production of ceramics and
replaced rock and crystal for" glasses.
mations which were themselves
This first period, lasting until
just solidified. Several scarce 1930, showed a net loss despite the
minerals have been .identified.
removal of roughly 13,500 tons of
When Ewing speaks about .the material. However, excavating
mine, he uses such tGrms as mining
processes
provided
'moving', 'metamorphose', 'stop_-. geologists some. of the world's
ping', 'dipping', 'volatile' and greatest pegmatite exposures.other words which convey a
The mine remained largely
feeling of life, but in actuality the dormant until World War II,
Harding formation is millions of when military pressures forced an
years old.
almost frantic search for tantalum
UNM is leasing the Harding metal, a light but extremely strong
Mine from Dr. Arthur Mont- alloy of steel. Large quantities of
gomery, a resident of Trinidad,
Colo., who would like to donate
hhis m ining claims on the site to
l e 0 niversity. While this action
1~ay app.ear to be relatively
s1mple, it has proved to be a
~ source of frustration for UNM's
geology department, the federal
Bureau of Land Management,
attorneys involved in the case and
Montgomery himself.
While
the
paperwork is
straightened out, Ewing and
company have taken steps to make
the pegmatite an "integral part of
the teaching and research program
.at UNM," according to a paper
written by the geology faculty.
·
These steps, some of which are
mandated by the BLM,- include;
performing yearly 'assessments' on
the property to retain the mining
claims; modifying the. mine to
insure the safety of the many
visitors Ewing guides through it
each year; designing and completing a walking tour; and
establishing museum .and reoear¢h
collections of pegmatite rock
specimens.
While these steps have in mahy
ways greatly accelerated the
natural 'motion' at Harding,. they

easily recoverable ore had earlier
been discovered at Harding,
h Montgomery, after discovering
ow potentially large the tantalum
deposits were, entered into a leasepurchase agreement for the
property and began mining,
Extraction proved amazingly easy,
as the ore was, in the professor's
own words, "incredibly rich."
From the tantalum was extracted a substance called
microlite. It was used in the
production of certain defense
weapons because of its amazingly
good weight-to-strength ratio.
Harding became the major
domestic source of microlife for
the U.S. Government.
During the war lithium and
spodumene, another mineral
found in copious quantities at
Harding, were also mined for the
defense effort.
By the time production of
tantalum ceased in 1947, the
eastern parts of the main quarry
had been considerably reshaped, '
continuing in human ways the
metamorphism of the pegmatite
· which had begun so long.ago.
Also, the remarkably efficient
and .economical e~E~ction of war

JS

the ,Bngltsh .Dep~rtment four tn;1es
duri~Jg each semester WhiCh
1 equtres the stud.ent to
strat~ competence 111 the wqt1ngof
!'lnghsh.
T~e CST is an admission
requirement to the College of Arts
and, Sciences as well as a
reqUirement for transfer to, or
graduation from, other U NM
colleges.
It is a two and one-half hour
examination in which t.he student
is given three passages containing
college level reading. The student
is to select and read one of the
passages after which there are two
topic questions. The student then
selects one of the topic questions
and answers it with a literate, well
organizaed essay of worthwhile
content and free of major errors.
The CST is graded independently by three graders. Two
of the these graders are ci.thcr
recipients
students who have completed all
but their dissertation .and work in
the English Department. The third
grader is Zane Takhert, director
fo the CST. who also makes the
final decision in case> of con-

??mon-

,..
_, ''

...

The entrance to the Hwding Mine .in the mountains of northers New Mexico. (Photo by

Bill Robertson)
metal_Ljlt Harding had profited
Montgomery enough to enable
him to purchase the property.
The final mining chapter began
in 19~0 with the exploitation of
beryl, also an alloy of steel.
Concentrations of this mineral
were again so thick, ".like a thick
dab of frosting on the top of a
cake," as Montgomery wrote, that
New Mexico became the leading
beryl-producing state ill tne' urli.bn.
Beryl mining ceased in 1958
with the death of Flaudio Griego,
one of the five men who had
mined an average of 100 tons of
ore per year during the 8-year
period.
The mine is now used as a
display
site
and
geologic
la,boratory.
UNM' s
Ewing
regularly escorts scientists from
around the world to the
pegmatite.
For now, however, the actual
title to the land will remain in
Montgomery's and the U.S.
Government's hands. Because the
professor possessed both pate/lted
and unpatented mining claims to
the Harding site, the transfer of
title has required transFer of
federal lands to state ownership.
This transfer has .required,
literally, an "act of Congress."
Tne l:Hll; sponsored by New
Mexico Sen. Pete Domenici, was
passed and signed by Pres. Carter
in October of 1978.
The bill did not okay th.e
transfer,. but set· up conditions
whereby it could be okayed. These
conditions require UNM to,
among other things, pay ''fair
market value" for the unpatented
claims and ensure that no conflicting mining claims exist on the
transferred property.
On this last point the BLM is
adamant. A bureau mtnmg
engineer,
who
requested

anonymity., said lhere are other
claims which conflict with
Montgomery's unpatented claims.
''As far as. I'm concerned," he
said, "they are still there .and
haven't been extinguished."
.
Since the BLM, as executor of
federal lands, holds the title to the
unpatented claims, they insist that
these conflicts be cleared up. They
also require that UNM validate
Montgomery's unpatented claims.
Also, since the mine contains
almost a]] of America's supply of
these strategic minerals, the idea
of putting up potential roadblocks
to the mining of these minerals is
a point against the transfer.

-P~.D.
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on Sunday
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August 26th,
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Get acquainted at a supper
& sign up for backpacking

=
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September 1 & 2

=

Backpacking weekend in the Pecos
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225 San Mateo Blvd., NE
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Taichert says she spends

at least

:25 )lours. a week counseling
students o.n the exam and encourijges those who repeatedly fail
to enroll in English courses at
UNM.
"The CST results are made
available to the student about two
weeks after the exam at the Arts
and Sciences Department.
"This fall the results wil(be in a
written form containing not only
lh<! score, but ~omme.nts on the
exam as well," said Taichert.
This semester the CST will be
helc! in Room 170 of the
Anthropology Building on the
following dates!
Thursday, Aug. 30 at 3:30 p.m.
Monday, Sept. 24 at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 25 at 3:30p.m.
Monday, Nov. 26 at 6:30p.m.
Students are advised to bring a
pen, a dictionary, and their UNM
identification cards with them to
the exam,

88
h
.
- ··. OUf testI.S. require.d·
..

of the chores to be_takencare
$.hQpping
for books. l.inda Mansfield lost her balanc.e when shepicked
up one too many books. (Photo by Jeanette King)

Grievances streamlined

The Undergraduate Assessment
Program, otherwise known as the
88-Hour Test, is a degree
The. months-long backlog of unheard student grievances has
requirement which must be, evaporated, said Dean of Students Karen Glaser. Meanwhile, a special
completed by candidates for any committee charged with streamlining grievance procedures continue. its
undergraduate bachelor's degree research.
during the first semester of their . Glaser said that the committee, which is chaired by Marshall Nason,
senior year.
director of the Latin American Center, boiled down the general problem
Smdents should. sign up for the to research in five different fields; academics, misconduct, employee
(est when they draw up their .class grievances, appeals of decisions of the Student Court and discrimination
schedules in the Registration by race, sex and handicap.
Center,
The committee has been meeting continually since last year, AccorThe ,Program consists of one o[ ding to Glas.er, discrimination and employee griev;!nces are already
three groups of tests, depending being handled efficiently by existing committees, 'including the
on the student's major. These University's Title VI/Title IX Committee and the Due Process Comgroups are the aptilud~ test, the mittee. The. special committee does not plan to recommend major
aptitude and field test, or the changes in these.
aptitude and advanced test on
Glaser said, however, that other procedure. will be.removed from the
subjects related to .the .student's scope of the old Student Standards and Grievances Committee. Chief
major·.
among_ these are procedures regarding academic complaints. A new
__ Sfudents wo.rklng on their procedure, takes appeal~ . through. col!~ge channels, then s.tmigl!l !<J the
second baccalaureate degree are UNM prestdent.
-not required to register for the
In addition, Glaser said appe!!ls from decisions of the Student Court
program,
should go directly to the president. Several of the backlogged cases .
There is no required minimum including some election disputes, involved such appeals,
'
score for the test battery. It is
Occasionally, appeals of decisions in ASUNM have been taken
given to provide the student an directly to ihe president to save time.
idea of how he or she compares
As for misconduct cases, the special committee is investigating several
with other students on a national plans to make it easier to cond\lct headngs. The present system calls for
level. It also provides the two students and two faculty members to be chosen randomly from a
University research data on the pool of StUdent Standards and Grievances Committee members. A fi ftli
petson is then chosen by the first four ..
performance of its students.
!"or
further
information,
The Special committee is scheduled to meet again Wednesday at 10:30
students should contact theil" a.m. in the Modern Languages conference .room of Ortega Hall. The
individual college office or the committee includes several students, among whom are ASUNM Pres.
. Mario Ortiz and dSA Pres. Mike Daly,
.
UNM Testing Division •.
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"The U.S. is now importing all
of its tantalum and beryl," he
said.
"Anytime you put
something that has to be done
before $Omething else, that's a
cloud!'
Owners of conflicting unpatented claims in the Harding
Mine area .have until October 21
of this year to r.ec.ord their claims
with the BLM, said the engineer.
After that time, if no conflicting-claims exist in the proposed
transfer lands, the "greatest
hurdle" to UNM's ownership of
the Harding Pegmatite Mine will
be overcome.

f!i~ ling grades,
Scorii_lll ts based on a number
~ystem_ to which one is the highest
score obtainable and four is the
lowest.. The numbers correspond
to Enghsh courses in which certain
s.kills hav.e n.ot been mastered. For
instance, a score of two signifies
that the skills learned in English
102 have not yet been mastered.
In the same way a score of three
corresponds to English 101 and a
score of four corresponds to
English 100, A complete sco~e of
Ill or 112 (in any order) is need.ed
to pass the CST.
Taichert says. the pass rate runs
at an approximate average of 45
percent with the highest pass rate
among students who have just
completed English 102.
If a student fails the test he is
allowed to take it again as often
as he choses.
''Among those students who fail
the CST are those who have not
had Freshman English in many
years, those who had-Freshman
English at a.notber institution
where the course content may
have been different and those
UNM students who !)ave not
completed English 102," Taichert
said.
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ASUNM guarantees rights
chartered organizations, and the
right of due process in judicial
proceedings,
- the right to vote in ASUNM
elections,
access to all student
government records and
student representation on
University policy committees.
ASUNM bas a three"branch
governmental structure,
Laws are made by the ASUNM
Senate. Normally, it has 20
members elected at large, 10 each
semester. The only requirement is
senators be In good standing. That
is, not on academic or'disciplinary
probation.
Senators serve for one year, as
do most elected and appointed
officials outside .the judicial
equal rights regardless of branch. Presently, there are 18
race, creed, sex or national origin,
memb.ers. Senators are not paid.
- freedom of speech, press and
The senate has three standing
expression,
committees. The Steering and
-- orderly assembly on <:ampus,
Roles Committee considers most
- the right to contest the bills and resolutions; the Finance
wnstitution;tlity of any ASUNM Committee handles all money
law or n1ling, plus those of matters; and the Presidential
By Phil D. Hernandez
Now that you, the undergraduate. student, have shelled
out your $14 to the Associated
Students of UNM. you're
probably wondering if you've
tossed your money away again.
Relax. Student government
really works, and the fOL111dation
of the who.le structure is the
ASUNM Constitution, avail able
for the asking at the ASUNM
office, SUB 242.
The consltutiton's lofty purpose, buried under a statement of
the chain of command in its
preamble, is to det1ne student
rights in the UNM community.
Students arc guaranteed the
following rights:

Ha.Br Designs for Guys &

Gal~

tiAil? 1()1
open mondays

featuring

Appointments Committee interviews appointees to vario\ls
executive positions.
Aside from usual !egisl!!tive
duti.es, the Senate is required to
prepare the annual ASUNM
buclget e!!ch spring. Students then
vote to approve or disapprove the
budget.
The amount of the budget
varies from year to year, but
usually is around $300,000.
The executive branch .is led by
the ASUNM President, who
performs the usual duties: signing
or vetoing laws, seeing that
ASU NM laws ;Ire enforced and
serving
as
the
principal
representative of the student body.
Other presidential duties include
preparation of a ·budget proposal
to help. the Senate in drawing up
the annual ASUNM budget
(traditionally, the president's
budget is ignored), the power to
issue. executive_ orders . .and the
appointment of students to fill
exect\tive committees.
The president is assisted by the
vice-president, who presides over
the Senate; the attorney general,
who issues advisory opinions on
ASUNM laws; the treasurer, who
ovcrse.es student t1nances, and the
executive cabinet, including all of
these and the chairpersons of the
executive agencies.
Both the president and vice-president must be in good standing
and have completed 30 hours of
cou(se work.
ASUNM has many executive
agencies, and one of the
headaches awarded. the ASUNM
president and Senate is finding
people to fill the positions. Besides

thooe, all faculty committees,
except those dealing with tenure,
anq many administrative comniiteees !Javc St1Jdeht represen.•
t<\ti ves.
The .agencies &re: the Student
Publications Board and Student
Radio Board, wh.lch oversee those
operations; the New Mexico
Union Board, WhiCh sets policies
for the SU13; the Cultural
Program Committee, which cO·
sponsors the Cultural Program
Ser.ies in Popejoy Hall; the
Speakers Committee, Popular
Entertainment Committee and
Film Committee, which present
lectures, concerts and films
respectively; the International
Affairs Committee, which oversees
the International Center; and the
Election Commission, which runs
ASUNM elections.
Other agencies, not in the
constitution, include the Lobbby
Committee, -which lobbies~ for
students before the UNM ad~
ministration, the Albuquerque
City Counc.il and the State
Legislature, and the Fiesta
Committee, which sponsors an
annual festival at the end of the
spring semester.
In all, there are over I 00
positions :.tudents can filL
Judicial powers in ASUNM are
concentrated in the St\ldent
Standards
and
Grievanc.es
Committee, which is presently
undergoing several proposed
changes, and the Student Court.
The court has five justices and a
clerk. Justic.es serve two-ve:l•
terms, mu~t have attended UNM
at least one semester and must be
in good standing.

Disenrollment snags 1,144 students

266-2272
2316 central S·E· • Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106

ON CENTRAL • ACROSS FROM UNM

ff you were disenrolled this summer, don't worry, you're not alone.
Assistant Registrar Jim Acosta said 1,144 students were ousted from
the University's fall class schedules for failing to pay their tuition before
the final deadline,
Acosta said 1;600 students were disenrolied last year. He said he
thinks the extra two-week extension on the tuition deadline is Why feWer
students were disenrolled this year.
Acosta said some students. don't pay on time because they think
classes that were closed when they pre-registered will open later.
Acosta said not enough people were disenrolled this year for any

~~~!!~!!~~!!~~!!!!!!~~!!~~!!!!!!~~!!~c;!as~s~e~s~to~re~-~op~e;n~';;;;~~~~

Campu Cru
FarChri t

**********

Average age
continues
upward trend

The
court
pronounces
judgements in all ASUNM
lawsuits, determines the constitutionality of laws, and can
issue injunctions, restraining
orde1·s and subpoenas. In election
cases it can issue fines.
Elected officials, the attorney
general and conrt justices can be
impeached if they don't do their
jobs. The grounds for. impeachment are violation of laws,
violation of trust, or wilLful
neglect of office. If an impeachment occurs, the .case is
decided by a jury of 12 students.
Under a pending constitutional
amendment, approved by students
in April but not yet approved by
the Regents, elected officials many
be removed through a recall
election.
Aside from electing officials,
voting on the ASUNM budget and
voting 011 constitutional amendment,- UNM- students can -also
create and overturn ASUNM laws
through a referendum process.
To place a referendum on the
ballot requires a petition with a
:;mall number of signatures,
usually under 1,000. Although
another pending amendment
would prohibit such referenda
from spending ASUNM money,
this power being reserved for the
Senate, the amount .of the
ASUNM fee can't be changed
without student approval.
'fhat, in an ASUNM-sized
nutshell, is the structure of ·
government your 5J4. '"''~~ ""'Y
r~•, 1-\<::>UNM encourages stu demo
to attend meetings of the ASUNM
Senate and ASUNM committees,
which by law must be announced
in advance, and to serve on
ASUNM committees,
Students who want to apply for
these posiiions, or who want more
information aboUt ASONM, can
get it at the ASUNM office.
One warning is in order. Caples
of the constitutition haven't been
reprinted since 1977, and in the
meantime, ten. separate amendtncnts have been passed.

The average of students at.
lending UNM js rising,
According to .Information from
Catherine Furman, university
statistician, the average age. of
students on the m·ain campus has
risen over the last eight years from
44.5 in the fall of 1970 to 25.6. last
faH.
The change in age has been
gradual, with each yearly increase
averaging a.pproximaiely two
months.
The r.ise in the undergraduate
population's age was slightly
higher than the Graduate, Law
and Medical school's averages.
The undergraduates were I ,4 y@ars
older in 1978 than in 1970, and
the graduates' ages increased by
I. I years.
Also included in Furman's
statistic.s arc figures showing that
lhe percentage.of students aged l7
to 19 has dropped more than six
pcn:ent in the last eight years. The
percentage of students ·attending
UNM within the 30 to 39-year-old
age bracket has gone up frorn II
percent to 16 percent over l he
eight-year period, according to the
statistics,. which is the largest
increase of any age group.
These figures indicate perhaps
that high school graduates are
waiting longer before attending
college and that more middle-aged
adults arc returning to college to
further their educations,

"The increasing complexity of
society has necessitated that more
p~opie spen\1 more of their lives
attending school after the
traditiOnal four years of college.
We (the provost's office) are
dealing with this situation by
increasing. the aniOunr or courses
offered at night and the .late
afternoon." he said.
HttH said students are taking
· longer to obtain their degrees
became they ar~ taking fewer
hours each semester to allow time
for off.eampus jobs. He said tim
last semester the. average student
took less th~n 1'2 hotif5 of CO\trsc
work.

Casey Optical Co.
13 dOOIS WEST ol Rexoll Drug)
LOMAS AT WASHINGTON 265·6846
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* SOLOR ENERGY

Kick off meeting Thursday, Aug. 30, at 7:00pm in
Rm. 340 of the Family Practice Center Building,
located on North Campus.

'

For more.
information
call:
266-2343

•

INTERESTED??

The . College of
Engineering is offering these and other relevant
topics to NON-ENGINEERING majors. this
semester. These courses are designed for
students in the humanities, social sciences, arts,
and. education. Only a minimal .amount of
mathematics is used when needed to explain
basic principles. All courses are for 3 credit
hours and graduate credit is allowed except
tot engineerlngmajors. Further information may
be obtained · from the UNM Bulletin or the
Engineering College Office, FtC 107 (271~5521)
ENG320-Engir.eerlng It its Social Context
ENG322-Approprlate Technology
fNG337•Water Pollution Control
·ENG382-Ehergy dnd the Environment
ENG385-Solar Energy Use
CP SCi lOS-Survey of Computing

MWF ll:00-11:50
TT 12:30-1:45
MWF 8:06-8:50
• TT 3:30.4:45
TT 2:00-3:15
MW 3:60·4:15

JFnr§tt Plaza 1fwnn TlrJlealtrce
Ev~ry

movie i~ the house discounted up to 50%
Adults $2.00 Children $1.00

Midnight flick every Friday and Saturday night August 24 & 25
Up in Smoke screen No. 1 Take themoney and run screen No. 2
2nd and_Tij_(lras(First plaza bldg, in th_e_ G-aleyi[l M~ll)
... - -·- Adjacent free parking, well lit, 24 hour security in area

Phone .242-4402 for infoJrmation and slhov~>r~m11es

)l3&1NTITI~II~TI~
CC@lNPWl:ElNITllili~CCill
Two First National offices are near UNM ...

McAllister Hull, university
provost, said the rise in age indicates several changes i1t student's
and society's attitudes.

SUNGLASS HD'QTS
Prescription lenses Made
From Your Old Glasses

*WATER POLLUTION
*ENVIRONMENT

Grand Opening August 24

'.f.
'-;

.;: .

r'

He said tlwt rhe women's
movement aiS(l may have contributed to the rise in studetil age.
"lVlnny mor\' women arc waiting
until the kids .>tan ochool and then
nrc attc11ding .,·ollcgc," ·he siad.
There lo u campus o;·gunizntiott
which cleah wilh student\
rctuntill!l to colkg~ artcr \pending
time develotling o!hcr pursuit,.
The
Returning
Stutlcnts
A'socintion conois!' ·Of 140
mcmb~rs •and accordil1g tO its
cmrcnt prc.lldcnt Judith Holpti,
ndvhcs t11c t·cturning llt.tidcnts on
· 11ow they cun survive f'imincially
nml "how to get through all the

ntln1infsl nlfivc hassles. n

- ~

'

The tlf'!!l\lliZtHion ulsn rwovidcs
!Litndng ;c1·ykcs and referral 1~1
HJ11~t·npriatc UNM ngcHeics to
meet st.ltdent needs. The group
meets once a IIIOiilh at '11il0tilbcr''
lnHI•t• i'(ll' a shl\1'1 hnsinc" tiicvtlng

nnd n pml~-

-.-;\

-

.c

UNM

.... \ ./

Eighteen (;Onvenient offi(;es

all over town
First National. Bank knows what you need- help with your money.
And we're here to do just that.
Every banking service you need is available at any of our citywi?e offices.
Checking accounts with two different service 9ha~ge plans. Savmgs .
accounts with day-in to day-out interest. Applrcatlo~s for VISA and ..
Master Charge, Check Guarantee, Overdraft Protection, auto loans and
more. Wire transfers of money from out·of-town banks.
If you need a good bank to see you through college, see us~
First National Bank.
·

The first National Bank in Albuquerque
New Mexico's Largest Home-Owned .Independent Bank
18 Convenient Locations Member FDIC
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THE 1979-80 CULTURAL ENTERTAINMENT SERIES-33rd SEASON.
FINAL SCHEDULE-DISREGARD ALL PREVIOUS ANNOUNCEMENTS
too big for our stage!

Celebrating Its

The Amazing 65

100th Anniversary

you will have
reserved chair seats

A Oood of letters and a $) 4,00

LEONARD SLATKIN, COND.

in the UNM Arena

wi.th

ANDY

{program to be announced)

L_

$8.00, $7.00, $5.00

Tony Award
BestMusical-1978
"i!w !'>Jew
~: c1 r.·<s W <'! ~ ut'' 1:1 evu 12

--

Mon., Oc;t. 15

RUSSELL~HELEN

FORREST

THE PI ED PIPERS

7:30P.M.

Mon., Oct. 8

UNM sumtner happenings

$12.00, $10,00, $8.00

Mon., Nov. 12

$10.00, $9,00, $7.00

~~+;~t··~reat.·~.sicai.·Tr~,u·m7l

L~ u:illiv ~~m __j

We proudly present

s...

·~--....-c-"'-in"""'-the ori i n_a_l___
I

:1

in

. I

[_ · ~~.·.I ~~}t~l~P~_ _j

Thurs., Nov. 15
$12.00, $10.00, $8,00

('

Wed., Dec. 12

$10.00, $9.00, $7;00

Wed., jan. 16

You Will Horripilate!

$12.00, $1 o.oo, $8.00
The Celebrated

Comedy Murder Mystery
by the A.uthor of "Rosemary's Baby"

I:rfB1 JGe·vin~ ~
Philippine Folk Festival
A Company of 50 of tho
Most Beautiful Little People
Y()u've Ever Seen

Sun., Jan. 27

$10.00, $9.00, $7,00

"For Crying Out Loud, See This Play,

Wed., Jan :JO

~:feill1 §nnTnl(fl)illl ri'

/->,
t. !-;~::~.\ ,-·;c,;·, C:::'. R~C.I::::J /r.~\Cj7\)
~-j 1;'. ~,· ~"-'.. ~jl 'If \ l\ij/'_,__ __
-\., .If I' 'ti ( --,I !)I'
·\ J .1.· n,\\------" L
)11

-- - --·- rr-<"'
~

~

'·-·
J· L-:--

v '

All New Production of
The All Time Favorite

,.

-,- __ _,

\.>~·Ic-

Tues., Feb. 5

CHOOSE ONE
Special matinee 2:'15 P.M.

rf~«»UIJ§ihn)]rn !Bla1~~et

(C(Q) GW~[E[LuJ~
Sun., Mar. 9

$10.00, $9.00,$7.00

tht' Brilliant Family of Guitarist>

Company of 65
with Orchestra

51 ARS TO BE ANNOUNCED

$10.00, $9.00, $7.00

$10.00, $9.00, $7.00

-OR-

(\~trwu

Fri., Feb. 29

.oo

f}-~ lUl !ills;ll:@D'll illia1~ ~ Q":;R

n

l
'.,- ,._,c...::;
,-·

on New York Today

Jh~

1

(\,t

$10.00, $9.00, $7

lma,glndtlve Chon~ogtaphy

Unexcelled West of the Mississippi

also for Laugh•ng Out loud ...
Gene Shalii-NilC·TV

.:-,

No F1ner Ensemble; the Most

TWO YEARS ON BROADWAY
AND STILL RUNNING STRONG
II'~ A J<ILLER1

Sal., Mar. 8

$12.00, $10,00, $8.00

with
The Univer>ily Orchestra

Wed., Apr. 9

$10.00, $9.00, $7.00

r complete details, call:
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
The Southwest's Center for the
277·3121
Arts

UNM ranks first alongside Ohio

reasons" June 30 at the request of

gift from the Provost's Office State University h1 employing the

Vice Pres. Marvin Johnson.

were responsible for maintaining
Navajo language courses at UNM.
A l the end of the spring
scm~ter, Alice Neundorf,
the
University's only instructor of
Navajo, was in danger of losing
Iter job with the Department of
Modern and Classical Languages,
Her position was to be eliminated
as part of an University-wide
reduction of 2-S faculty-members.
Reason for the 2S reductions,
administrMors said, was declining
student enrollment and a $l.l•million-less=tnan-cexPectei:r annual
allocation from the New Mexico
State Legislature.
Arts and Sciences Dean
Nathamel Wollman said last Julle
that a decisi011 to drop courses in
beginning, intermediate and
advanced Navajo, as well as a
course in Navajo linguistics,
produced a "furor across the
country,"
"We all (administrators)
re.ceived a lot of letters about the
action," the dean said..
Consequently, Wollman said,
Provost McAllister HuU added
about $14,000 from an office
c..vull·ue.....-..... J "~·--~ ~-""'" .thp Co11ee.c of
Arts and Sciences' budget in order
to re-hire Neundorf and continue
the language program.

In negotiations that lasted more
than two months, Seres stepped
down over a situation he originally
characterized as .a ''minor
misunderstanding."
Beres was replaced by former
associate director of the center
Jack McCabe, who is now acting
director ..

largest number of women in
administrative positions, according
to a report released this summer
by the National Assodation of
Sta.te Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges.
The report found UNM and
Ohio State each to have II women
in administrative posltions, the
largest number out of 106 state
schools surveyed.
Remarking on the survey
results, UNM's associate director
of aflirmative action programs,
Marion MetiVier, si:lid the real
increase in women administrators
at the University occurred five
years ago. The women, sbe said,
are now beginning to rise through
the ranks and are obtaining more
visible administrative positions.

For two miserable weeks in
June, the University lost half its
cooling capacity due to the breakdown of a water chilling unit.
At one point, Arts and Sciences
faculty, whose offices were some
of the hottest on campus, were
told. to go home if they felt too
uncomfortable.
The breakdown was the result
of shattered bearings in equipment
housed in- the Fnr<f HtiHtl"•
Center.

By a 3-2 vote, the UNM Board
of Regents last month rejected the
"SUB Pub," a proposal -that
would have allowed students over
the age of 21 to purchase alcoholic
beverages in an area of the
Student Union Building.
Board
chairman
Henry
Jaramillo cast the deciding vote
against the student pub, joining
regents Ann Jourdan and Calving
Horn.
After the meeting, Jar!lmillo
said, "I think the concept is good,
but the timing is not right."
Jourdan said she had surveyed
the students and could not find
any support for the pub. She said
she reared it (the pub) might
become a major issue in the next
state. legislative s.ession.
Horn said, "My concern is for
the 6,000 (under. 2!) whn u•JJI b~
~"QJudQ•.t rrorn~-this facilitY/' He
said that .some or them might try
to enter using forged iden-·
tification.
Graduate Student Association
Pres. Mike DalY responded lo
Horn's statement, saying, ''Any
of those 6,000 students would be
foolish to try lo enter that pub,"
because its carding policy would
be "two to three times more
stingent than any of the local
bars.-''
UNM Pres. William E. Davis,
along with Daly and ASUNM
l'res. Mario Ortiz, had gone on
record in support of the proposed
pub.

Timothy Bottoms pauses during a filming session at University Stadium in June. Bottoms has the starring role in the
television movie, Shining Season, about former Lobo track
star John Baker .who died of cancer in 1970. O...obo file photo)
program which will lead. to a two''"" associate of arts degree from
UNM.
Beginning this fall,. students
who complete a year-long office
occupations pro·gram ·ar T~Vr ca.ll
apply for admission to UNM .and
may receiv.e :lO hours of credit
toward the A.A. degree,
lf they .meet. UNM's entrance
requirements,
students
.of
secretarial science can then take 34
hours of academic coursework at
UNM and be awarded the two.year degree.
Students coming from T-Vl to
UNM will be required to establish
a 2.0 grade-point average after
nine hours of coursework in the
University College curriculum.

UNM Pres. William E. Davis
last June told a group <if New
Mexico student ·body presidents
Michael Kavanaugh, New
that college students who oppose Mexico Highlands Uni versify
tuition and fee increases are student body president, was
''wasting
time
protesting elected director of the Associated
something that's going to happen Students of New Mexico at its
anyway."
1une meeting in Silver City.
Davis' comment was made
The association of student body
during ali organizational meeting presidents from New Mexico
of the Associated Students of New schools of higher education chose
Mexico, a group of .student body Ricardo Campos of the University
presideniS from twelve colleges of Albuquerque as associate
and universities .around the state.
director, and Craig William of
Davis explained that as inflation Eastern New Mexico University as
continues, university budgets will treasurer.
increase, and though the state
legislature will make up some of
Officials at UNM and the
the difference; .the cost t<i students
Albuquerque
Technical-Vocational
Stude~ts, Who have traditionally
ih tuition and fees will also inJoseph Beres resigned as
Institute
ant\o.llnced
last
month
the
parked
theJt autos in the 14-block
crease,
director of the VNM Student
initiation
of
a
ve
Silver
Hill
neighborhood, bounded
Health Services for "

.

by Central, University, Coal and
Ya)e streets, will find that tne .area
has become a permit parking
zone.
Last Marc!), the Silver Hill
Association, a group of neighborliood homeowners, .presented a
petition .to_ Albuquerque Mayor
David Rusk asking the city to
create a permit parking zone. The
petition was signed by 60-70
percent of the hon.teowners.
With the action, the Silver Hill
neighborhood joins Spruce Park
in prohibiting non-resident, daylong, on-street parking. The
residents of the latter neighborhood, located west of UNM,
voted last March for a permit
parking system.
"It' a the trend,'' said City
Traffic Engineer Bob Fosnaugh.
He .said he expects the University
Heights. neighborhood, bounded
by Central, Yale, Gibson and
Girard, to follow suit with permit
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Sports

Fall sports preview
Vol Ieyba Hers
return to net
The UNM women's volleyball
team is beginning its second year
under the direction of head coach
Cathy Lies.
Last year's team finished the
season 12-13, UNM's best record
since 1972.
The Lobos finsihed ninth in the
Intermountain Athletic <:on ference
which included national champion
Utah State, eighth-place B.Y ,U.
and.. e.leventh place Arizona.
Cindy Meyer, Sue Garcia, Susan
Spohr, Barb Baca and Donna
(:havez are returning from last

year's squad. Meyer, Garcia and
Spohr were starters.
Recruits include Central Oregon
State transfer Katie ThalhoJer.
Thalhofer, 5-il, is a national
champion cross-country skier.
Kelly Beadle, 5.. 6, from Artesia
High school, will assume setting
duties with Garcia.
Tryouts begin Ml)nday, Aug.
27, .at 3 p.m, at Johnson Gym flnd
will continue throughl)ut the
week, Lies said.
··
The Lobos open t.he season
Sept. 14 with the Roadrunner
Invitational at NMSU.
Judy Ray, head volleyball coach
at North Dakota State University
for 10 years, has been named
assistant volleyball c(lach.

Tennis team's
chances rise
With two Arizona schools
leaving the Rocky Mountain
Conference to join the California
Conference, women's tennis coach
Larry Lindsay said his. team has a
good chance of moving up a few
places this year.
After placing fourth last year in
the conference behind Brigham
Young, Arizona Sta.te and
Arizona, the loss of the Arizona
schools could put New Mexico
even closer to the t.op,
But not quite at the top, said
Lindsay.

New Service to University Community
DESIGN

COPYING

BINDING

Highest quality, High-speed copying/duplicating of reports, dissertations,
theses, portfolios. Complete design assistance and service in layout, format,
copy preparation, illustration, etc. Wide range of paper weights, textures
and colors. ~eductions.

QUALITY

Potentia I is
• •
prom1s1ng

SPEED
ECONOMY
PERSONAL SERVICE
Visit our Freelancers' Gallery
PRONTO PRESS COPY CENTER & DESIGN STUDIO
138 Harvard SE
265-6981.
Open 10 to 5;30, Monday through Friday

''

The Whopper of
a Meal Deal
The only Whopper in the
whole wideworld, regular
fries, and a regular drink.
Bring the attached coupon
to any of our locations and
get our deal for you.

Only 5110
'

}
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-
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1E
the Whopper of a Meal Deal
rt.'=a I
:

I
1
I.
I

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$110

.

Please present !his coupon before. ordering.
Limit one coupon per customer.
Void where prohibited by law.

I rr.Wd~

Offer good at any

Burger King Restaurant in Albuquerque

coupon expires B/29779

With the Joss of seniors Ro.nnie
Wheeler and Jeff Chavez, last
season's number-one doubles
team, UNM tennis coach Tim
Russell said the upcoming team
won't be as strong as last year's
te!J.m.
Rut hr do~-r: t:e~ pote11tial.
"Last year's team was the best
team we ever had,'' Russell said.
nuut potentially, fhe upcoming
team is as good as any team. It
depends on th.e progress the
players have made over the
summer.."
Top players Jerry Wheeler and
David Geatz will return to the
courts, as will Andy Meikle, Alex
Dorato, Daryl Paluch and Jim
Altamirano.
Freshman Jay Livesay is the
team's first recruit.
"I'm loo]>)ng for the guys to
show more maturity this year,"
Russell said.

Junior Sllerri Chandler, ''one of
the be:;t players" according to
Sandles,
is
on
academic
suspension and will n.ot play.

Men golfers
hardly green
After winning the WAC and
placing .fifth last season in the
NCAA, members of .the UNM
men's golf team could lie back
and take it easy this year.
But according to coach Dwaine
Knight, the 1979-80 team goal is
far from Jiving the life of leisure.
This year's goal is to become
national champions,
''We have come a long way in
two years," Knight said. "We lost
three ..sJarters_so we' II haYe a reaL
young team, but it will be a very
good team.
"We have a lot to look f9rward
to," he added.
Lobo starters lost were Mitch
Mooney, Jeff McMillen and Mark
Pelletier.
With three returning players
plus the top high school .recruits in
the natio.n and a high school AllAmerican, Knight does seem to be
on the right track.
Freshman Don Hurter of
Hawaii, last season's national
junior champion, will join the
team along with Lincoln Junior
College transfer Tommy Armour
III and f_rP-~b-"""'-... -- T.-.. ......o-cu-.-· ;rvuiJ
of El Paso.
St. John was a member of his
high school's championship team
and was a high · school AllAmerican.
These three will team up with
Junior Curt Byrum, who Knight
describes as last year's top player,
Junior Johrt
Fields
and
sophomore
Mike
Putnam,
members of last year's WAC
championship team, are also
returning.
Knight said there are four spots
open for interested walk-ons. The
deadline to sign up is Aug. 25.
Qualifying llegins Aug. 28.
The golf complex is at UNM's
south campus.

Golfers ready New recruits
ready to run
to swing

Where we are:

·~

"BYU is the strongest te<~m in
the conference," he said. "They
are nationally tough.''
Senior Ann Layman, who last
summer won the consolations at
the National Championships, is
returning.
Joining Layman are junior
Laura Chavez and sophomores
Amy Holloway ar;d Sandy
Palmisano.
''These four will be taking the
place of last year's seniors, Linda
Kopriva and Leslie Holmquist,"
Lindsay said.
"We will be stronger in depth
this Year. Last. year we had a
deFinite line-up. This year we will
be stronger n;t the bottom," he
added,
Other returning players are Keri
Henrikson, Sylvia Dorato, Sharon
Briggs and-Loretta Corpnew.
Recruits include Linda Acheson,
Mary Kopriva, Kristian Thorn"
pson, Valerie Hahn and cousins
Adrian and. Jean Ann Maloof.
Interested walk·ons should
attend a meeting Sept. 5 at 3 p.m.
at the Lobo Club, west of
University Stadium.

:
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I
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All but one of UNM's women
golfers are returning to the team
this year.
Henry Sandles, Women's golf
coach, says lie plans to have a
very solfd team.
''We have another year of
experience behind us," the coach
said. He says the team, which
placed 15th in the nation last year,
probably will move up about five
spots this year,
Among the returning golfers are
junior Patty Curtiss, Who won the
Washington State amateur title,
ami junior Kim Eaton, who won
the · Dertver City Women's
invitational.
dther returners ate Selliots
Malia Folquet artrl Cindy Kelliher
artd sophomores Peggy Stanwood,
Kathy Studer and Marybarb
Schouten.
lncorni11g trcshmeri Dana Howe
was the Colorado State Junior
CluimJlion and was on the U.S.
All·Amcdcar1 team last year.

New equals old this year for the
UNM wom.en's track team, as 16
new tracksters w,ill join 16
returnees.
"The w.alk-ons made the track
program this year," coach Tony
Sandoval said,
"About 90 percent of the new
members arc Walk-ons. 1 have a
good shot at recruiting two or
three other tracksters who wmlld
help us tight .away at the regional
and national level,
"I wa.nt t.o get the women
turned on to track. We nave a
really young squad but most of
the Women nave done a lot Of
work this. summer. It will pay off
in the long. run," Sandoval
quipped,
Returnees include sprinters Pam
Gutierrez and Etta Linton, long"
di.slancc runners P;nti Kaufmann
and Janet Wroblewski, 11 igh
Jumper Margaret Met cal r Hlld
hurdler Regina Dnuniga.

Team, club sports plentiful
X-C: better
luck this year?
Assistant men's track coach
Mike MacEachen is candid when
speaking of )ast seas9n's crosscountry team.

Evans, .long-jumper Angelo
Collado, and half-milers Mark
Romero, Jeremiall Ongwae an.d
Sammy Kipkurgat.
Interested walk-ons sho1.1ld
contact MacEachen the first week
of school at UNM's south
compkx.

Alt ern at"IVe f or
Sp·.. orts fans

"H wasn't a go9cl season. It
was a mediocre year. We. had a lot . ·.
of injuries."
But fortunately for the UPcoming cross-country team, things
can only go up.
"This year lool\s beUer, The
t'
h d ,
F
rt '
or spo .s .ana ICs w o on t
team is more solid. The schedule
o f mee·1 s 1· oo ks rea 1 goo d , " he want to sit back and be ensaid.
terta.ined, but who would rather
Three of the state's top high- get into the action themselves,
school tracksters will be joining UNM offers 19 ,thartered sports
the team.
clubs.
Man.zano' s
cross-country
There is the Shotokan Karate
.:hampiQn J~_sse V!lig~~. f<u- _f::lu_b fof those wishing to practice_
mlngton's two-mile champion karate.
Leon Hall and E) D9rado's h(!l(~
The Ski Club offers practice in
miler Pete Serna will represent the fine art of skiing.
UNM this season.
Tile three will be ..;oined by
The purpose of the Boxing Club
'
•
1 b ··
h
European cross-country champion IS to, teac 1 ox1ng and to . ave
·
h
b. oxrng s ows.
Alan Jankunas.
Kipsubai Koskie, whO placed · The Chinese game called Go is
third in the 1500-meters at tlje played on a .checkerboard by
National Championship last June, rlien1bers of the UNM Go Club.
will return to the team. Other
The Rodeo Team represents
ret
are sprinter Kevin UNM in
rodeos.

FRYE
.

~.

.

.
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Rugby fans can learn the great
English game through the Rugby
Football Club.
SaH-water lovers can learn
diving and safety skills through
the Scuba Club.
People with a lot of guts can
find excitement and enjoyment as
a member of the Skydiving Club.
The Soccer Club ptomotes the
appreciation of, interest in,
knowledge of and playing of the
sport of soccer.
Women wishing to develop the
prowess, skill and sens.e of
camaraderie needed to play rug.by
can do so in the Women's R.u.gby
Football Club..
Drifters Softball promotes the
development Of mental and
'physical skills necessary to
compete in high-level softball
competition.
. __ _ _
The Young and Restless
Bowling Club offers a recreational
outlet for bowlers.
Recreational Council provides for ficacious science for developing
Recreational and competitive
recreational, yet competitive sports body, miml and spirit.
activities for the disabled are experiences.
The ancient lndian game of
offered through the Sports Club
Students
intere.sted
in
Lacrosse is played by members of
For The Disabled.
developing skills in handball cart the New Mexico Lacrosse Club..
The UNM Hockey Club do so in the Handball Club.
For more information a.bout
represents the University in inHealth, happiness and higher any of these clubs, contact the
tercollegiate hockey games.
consciousness are the goals of the student activities center irt the
The UNM I
and Kundalini Yoga Club, an ef· SUB.

BOOTS
Ladie's & Men's

20°/o
Oft
lobo

men's
sho·p
2120 Central SE

243,6954

PRECISION M A DISCOUNt
(For students only.)

Come by for a special student discdunt card. It's good fora whole year,
and entitles you to 10% off any Command Perfdrmance service. Including our precision haircut.
Precision haircutting is our technique tor cutting the hair in harmony
with the way it grows. So as it grows it
ddesn't lose its shape. Vbur haircut
will lobk as good after five days as it

does after five minutes.
A precision haircut with shampod
and blow-dry costs just $14.00for
guys m gals, less i 0% of course. We
also offer permanent waves,. coloring, frosting and conditioning. No
appointment needed, just cdme in.
Take advantage bf bur offer, it's
precisely what you. need.

.

.

·.

®

Command Performanee
C ,f9ta FI!SHhteinc:ik~f'lti! serv~Ces Corp

Sierra Vista Sln,pping Center
Montgomery a11d Eubank

298-9521

-

-- -- --

-

Moo-1M 9-9
Sat. 9-6

!)

Arrowhead Squal'e
Sau. Mateo and Zuni

266-2949

.,.
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With 24 seniors returning, UNM Head Football Coach
Bill Mondt is optimistic about the !979 season.
"We have a good. quarterback situation and more speed
than anybody we'll play," said the coach. "We're not a real
big team, but we are quick and agile."
Junior Ja.mes Bell, who was to start at right corner, is
scholastically ineligible for the 1979 season, artcl has been
suspended from school. Senior Lyn Wesley, a reserve ofc
fensive lineman, has decided to quit football. The loss of
these two players leaves 76 returni11g Lobos.
"We were so close to winning all of our games last
season. We could have won all of them, but it's better to
wi11 seven than to lose seven,'' he said.
The Lobos finished las.t season 7-5.
Here is a preview of some of the Wolfpack's top players
and what Mondt has .to say about th~m.

frank Giddens

Tackle Giddens, at 6-8, 375,pounas, unproved 100 percent between last fall and
spring. He's so big that it takes a long time
to matur£J physically. He should have an out. standing year as a tackle. "Andwho 's going
j_

---

Mark Williams

.

Sophomore Williams, 6·1, 207, "has the ability to
become an .excellent fullback. He is quicker than
his brother Mike and is a better pass receiver. He's
tough and quick."
(Photos by Mark Poulsen)

New Mexico's 5-11, 180-pound sophomore tailback
set a rushing record at VNM as a freshman and
was the WAC's top frosh yardage producer with
587 yards. "Mike has worked really hard this sum·
mer and is in the best condition he has ever been
in.

Coach Bill Mondt

USED& NEW

Ricky Martin

CLOTHING

Senior Martin at 6-2, 208_ has ''great speed
and good hands. He really developed into an
.Jimmy Sayers
outstanding receiver. He is aggressive and $ayers, a 5-10, 166-pound junior tailback
physical."
from Austin, Texas, "won some games for
us last year. He's an important guy on the
team."

(Excellent condition used clothing,
new Items from various mo.nufo.cturers
o.nd loco.( store close oUt$)

We o.re now o.cceptlng
the following used fo.ll
clothing on consignment;
-slacks

:dresses
- evenlngwear
-hats
-shoes
-jewelry

- jecins

-tQpS
-skirts
-pantsuits

Brad Wright

New Mexico's 6·2. 202-pound junior quarterback led the
WAC in total offense as a sophomore with 219.5 yards per
game and finished ranke.d fifth nationally. "He's a good_·
leader and competitor and passer."
I Photos by Mark Poulsen)

-furs

s

"Only current styles In

good condition accepted"

JAN'S RITZY RAGS
2823 So.n mo.teo NE

This could be the bMirming of your
favorite course this year.
just cur out this coupon and come on
over for a big, fresh Wharaburger<ll cooked
just the way you want it and made with
everything you like.lwuce, pickles,
tomames •.. you name it!
Add some bor, crispy Fretlch fries.

wh11t ~w'tl

t!f1j~1~' wnh.cwry piece tlf rl!!:.1

Whataburger.
•
And when you dip out this coupon
we'll introduce you w something free!
So come on o.ver andget in to your

(1\it\1 Piu.1

I

BUY AWHATAIURGER®FOR AFilE..

I
I

bfft:r i.:)(pit_t•!. St~[itt-mbct '16, ll)i'l). OrfcF:~tiu~lnnly.at !flt_Villt.• S.F.. Nf>~\lhStltutc.•!i.
Nofru bl.' used Jn t'Oti!Uhtlinrrwlth_:ln}' tHhcr offt:r'fll'-q,upmL

I

l'lcn!"l''"'""''"~"~"·~~~4r<>npcttil"tlmoi.

I

W-'!!!~!t...

:

~·

~-------····--·-·

,-

A fcdin~ nfht~I1J1ihcs.~ :\lid

wnrcnrl\lcht·. Thr~r':s

gor a regular, full course meal! All from

r•••••••~·-·----~

:

Find Inner Piece
at Pizza Inn.

A large, ftosry cold dtink. Artd you've

favorite course!

A
L

Inn. Wc.wve ynu.fo:1ds

pryour(nvorite toppings llnJ ..iJ
ch\'!lcc Cl( thick-or rhin.crust. Hllvc
rrplr.:tl!. And find 'true O.lht'entniCtit.
A\ Piii.l lnnj that's lnncr Picl"d

:•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Buy one pizza, next smaller ·Size free. 1
W1th this _COUfiOnf blly_ ~my

gmfit,

teJtl_Jlar.mcnu rrlcc nnt! MCt yrlllr !.CC.(lhd pizza tlf t"h~: r1CX( l'im:tlll!r

1I

.I.I_Z.c·
'.4". tl~isnt1m.
h. '.'.'.'. With
f hlJlr. guest
cdlcnt.s
•. \Ill to tluc.··.c
free.w.lt·h.
Pres~nt
C<l.~pofi
check,

•.

\lalkhlnu ,\lr_;:, 2UIJ, W7!1

~1

I

CAlupon Not Valid.F'otGottrrnet-Pinn

ih~. rCUicntst . I<>~·.··
"' .

P.JUA. f.._..,

·

FIP I 0 .

..

.

.

.

•

1240 Wy9ming Blvd. N.E.
.5555 Montgomery N .E. ·
3040 Juan Taho

. . A&&.&&•

all shorts
with this ad.

I

1I

1

.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••I
Find Inner Piece at
Pizza .inn~
·.

20o/o OFF

_I

_lnr,q_c or rncdlurn Site plzm t'lt

I

E

•

296-0588
881-1018.
298-6868.

shorts.by
Woolrich Lowe
and Landav

9611 Menaul Blvd. NE

RUN BACK
TO SCHOOL

••• in a hot new pair of running shoes from the hottestathletic
shoe store going. Come a' running for yours.
2116 Central SE
842·5992

293-9725
Mon. • Fri. : 9:00~9:00
Sat, 9:00·6:00
.. •.e11p ires 8/31 /79 •· •

129Winrock
883·5848

I

I

VISA

j
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t state championships

Scholarship fqunded

Frisbees to fly high
By Gail Ros~nb1um

The three-day 1979 New Mexico State Frisbee
Championship tournament will be held with the
flying Disc-A-Then for Muscular Dystrophy, Sept,
1, beginning at noon on Johnson Field.
Rick Kovacic, regional director for the International frisbee Assocation, said frisbee has gotten
"real hot, real quick."
"Frisbee needs a lot of exposure. It's not just fun
and games. There is a lot of sporting skill involved,... he said.

"Maximum Tim~ Alofr• is a test of how long the
tosser can keep th~ frisbee in the air, before catching
it with one hand.
"Tbww, Run and Catch" tests the competitors'
skill. in throwing the frisbee in the air as far as
possible before catching it with one hand, In this
event, distance col!nts,
"This is a real strategy game," Kovacic said.
"The players are dealing with natura) elements."
Competitors in the State Championships are
eligible for the state title in one of five age divisions.
The FlYing Disc-A-Than begins Sept. 2 at noon.
Participants will compete l!nder a pledge system
for Ml!SCl!lar Dystrophy, an-d will be assigned to
Senior Novice or Junior Novice divisions.
Events for MD competitors are distance and
accuracy._

William

Owens

Owens, KiJ/en, Texas-bred, is a sophomore flanker.
the 5-10, 170~pot.mder, "played a lot as a freshman.
We plan to get a lot more mileage out of him.,-,
(Photos by lVI ark Poulsen)

•

_

Staffed. by members of the
Order of Preachers (Oominicans)
Area Code 505_Phone 247-1094

WELCOME TO AQUINAS NEWMAN CENTER
Catholic Student Center at U.N.M.

Masses:
Daily: 4:30p.m.
Weekends:
Saturday: 4:30p.m.
Sunday: 8:00,9:15,10:30,11:45
Wednesday Student Mass: 9:30 p.rrt.

· Sacrament of Reconciliation:
Saturday: 3:30
Or by appointment
Monthly Penance Service
Monthly Anointing Service

.,_

Inquiry Class
Scripture
Social Justice
Prayer
Morality
Marriage and Covenant
Human Sexuality in Christian Perspective

Staff:
Rev. Tony Romero, O.P.

Rev. Don Bruckner

_

.

Smith, a 5- 1t 163-pound junior from Killeen, Texas,
led the conference in interceptions last season.
"He's got good speed. He's aggressive and quick.
He's a real smart football player."

Four senior returners
aggressive, competitive
Other Mandt notables include senior .Roark Shirley, who was red-shirted
last year and Who returns to the pack as a sirongsafety.
At 6-l, 200; Shirley is "a good leader, a rca: I interesting guy and a real
• competitor. He wants to win.'' says Mandt.
Defensive tackle Mike Dickson has lettered and has played all through
college. The 6-5, 22.7-pound senior "is a real good tackle and a real com·
petitor."
Senior Chris Combs, 6-3,242 lbs,, "has been an excellcnttight end all the .
way through," sa.ys Mondt.
"He has grown and has good speed, He's a good receiver and a good
leader."
Chatles Baker, a senior from Odessa, Texas, led the conference .last year
in sacks. At 6-2, 218, Baker is said by Mandl to be one of the best pass
rushers in theW AC

Sr. AmataDawson, O.P.
Rev. Ron Kreul, O.P.

I••

Open Division players have the option to solicit
pledges from donors and become eligible for prizes
to be awarded MDA fund-raisers.
Prizes include 50 record albums from Odyssey
Records and Tapes, a lifetime admission catd to
Graham Central Station, a ll 0-pound weight set
from H. Cook Sporting Goods and four gift certificates from Rocky Mountain Ski Company.
Persons interested in the MDA Competition can
register at any Odyssey Records and Tapes store.
Persons interested in the NM Frisbee Association
competition should write NMFA, P.O. 40062,
Albuquerque, NM, 87106,

I VOURCHOICE! BUYONE,GETONEFREE
·I
Tneone~?n1yTas:e
Nobo~can. doit
like McfJonalds can
.I .
.
I
McDonald's
•
I
I
II GOD
at
' DOD
DIG MRc • auRRJ!;R r:cuHo~;R

fll.(;JO'FI6~ • OURRT!;R r:aJHD!;R
\olllll Qll;l;~(;

Ale you In the mood fot.a m..,at In a so.nclwlch? Th .. n ho.ve
0: Big mac. rm R!>ady lr" o cho.ng& of po.c<>? Tty c. FU ..t-0Fish. rm looking fo1 <> big, be&fy hombu1ger to satisfy
you1 hea1ty app.,lit .. ? How about c. Quo.t+o>r Pounder• or
Quail'" Poun<f.,, with chees~t? They oil taste gr.,at. But
the 1eo.lly gteo.t thing o.boiJt this offe1 Is tho.t you con
ho.v~- o.ny one of t-h~rn ftee, ·when you buy Qne of the
same.

OFFER EXPIRES oeptePiber 30,1979.

=·········
Need auto ;

•

II
I
I
I
I·
I'

•r•q•••l

Goodonlyot MeOonolcl'o

N.BMFFOPOC~-A:-,
.•
,--

DON'T MISS IT!

COUPON

2200 Ccnllol.$

HEWLETt~~PACKARD
HEWLETI PACKARD DAY
STUDENT BOOKSTORE
· August 28
. . •
(on Central)
New Product Information- Demonstration
SALES-SAVINGS
10 am - 3 pm

1
Need a home for your books?
We have fine unfinished bookcases.
Compare our prices and quality!

Snack Bar- Daily 9:30, i: 15 p.m.
Counselling: by appointment
Weekend Retreats
Library, Study Room
Meditation Chapel
Classes:

,1-

_ __

. :l!k:

CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTE.R

1815Las Lomas Road N.E Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

_ •

Semor Forrest at 6-3, 230. IS the top returnmg
linebacker in the WAC. Forrest led the Lobos last
season in total tackles, with 162, and in unassisted
hits, with 46. "He's big enough and strong enough
to be a professional linebacker. He has a great personality-he's tough and aggresive."

Univer.sityofNew Mexico
-·-

_

Events begin with the State Championship Frisbee
Open Division, which Kovacic says draws mosily
expert players.
Competitors test their skill in accuracy, distance,
free-style and self-caught flight.
In the accuracy division, competitors throw the
frisbee through a hoop from seven stations. They
are given ~8 throws.
The distance division world record throw is 444
feet, Kovacic said.
He said the free-style division consists of fancy
throws, catches and spins of the frisbee,
Competitors, in groups of two or three, throw the
frisbee between themselves, spinning it on their
fingernails.
The self-caught flight div.ision is divided into two
sections.

A scholar~hip has been established at UNM in the memory of
Anne Gilliland, wl10 was killed by lightning July 28 l!t El Vade
Lake.
The· scholarship is in recognition of Gilliland's de.dication .to
and many accomplishments in track and field; and her academic
achievements.
The scholarship will be awarded to New Mexico residents who
are participating in women's track and field programs at UNM.
A good academic record and proven athletic abllity will be
primary considerations in selecting recipients.
The selection of recipients will be made by the University's
.Office of Student Financial Aids, based l!pon recommendations
received from Linda Estes. director of women's athletics.
The Gilliland family and representatives of the New Mexico
AAU TracK and Field Association and the New Mexico High
School Activities Association will be involved in screening c.andidates.
The scholarship, awarded at the beginning of the fall and spring
semesters, may be renewed.
The amount of the scholarship shall be determined by the
amount of principal in the fund,
Gilliland, 19, accomplished much as a New Mexico tracl<ster
before attending a semester at low a State University,
Her awards in 1976-77 included New Mexico Female Athlete of
the Year, Natioila:l Junior Wolnen's-1-Iigh Jllmp-Champion, Ali~
American Track Team <tnd High. Jump Representative in a
USA• USSR Meet.
.

Ours:
154 Sizes

Theirs:
24 Sizes

1 x 10 pine
18rr X 24 11

2' X 2'
2' X 3'
3' X 3'

3' X 4'
1x12pine
3' X 7'

19.45
26.05
31.85
50.20
59.83

36.98
39.98
49.98
61.98
73.98

97.70

131.98

We also make Chests of Drawers,
Solid Pine Beds and more•••

fi.nishing also available

11t.i'16o; 73ttfc~rf#
the small shop
with small .prices

38044th NW
345·0506

7th ANNUAL
END OF SUMMER SALE!

: insurance? :
1 Callthe
•
: specialists! :
1

Insure your car with I
I ~dterion and enjoy I
I l~tportant benefits I
I
I hke these:
I 0 Convenient Pay- I
I
ment Plans
I
I.· 0 Country-wide .1
Claim Service
1
I
1. · 0 Dependable
Protection
I
1
of.
I
1. .0 .Choice
Coverages .·
. I
I Call or visH today for I
a free rate quotation .•.

1

,I

'J
1

881-1688

720(1 Mc11aul Blvci. NE
Mtn1-Frl !)-5:30 S:it. !)_,I

Criterion

Saturday August 25 ·8:00am
40-50«ro OFF- All Rental Tents, Packs and Bags.
20-JOo/o OFF· Selected New Tents, Packs and Bags.
20-30% OFF- Hiking Shorts, T-Shirts and Misc.
Summer Clothing.
20-30% OFF .. X·C Skis ·and Winter Clothing.

BE THERE!

I

1.
1

2421 SAN PEDRONE

~•••r•••iril•
-

-- -

.

266-8113

·

-

_ _!_

......__

~· -.-,,,_~

~ -.,,"~-:];.;<..
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Lobo Club's

Lobos, Aggies meet again
The fourth annual John Anders Lobo-Aggic
Alumni Basketball Game is set for Aug. 25 at 7
p.m. in Johnson Gym.
The game is played to benefit the Si.ckle Cell
Council of New Mexico.
The Lobo Lineup includes· former basketball stars
Michael Cooper, Marvin Johnson, Petie Gibson,
Wendall Taylor and Mike Stewart.
Former Aggks include Rob Evans, Dexter
Dawkins, Charlie Criss and Truman Ward.
In addition to the game, there will be a slam'dunk
contest, a celebrity free-throw contest and an
exhibition by 69-ycar-old B.ill Belzer, who says he's

tourney set

Free beer, troph.ies and visors
will be given to players in the
Lobo Club'.s "Michelopo" tennis
tournament Aug. 31.
Men's ten!)is coach Tim Rttss¢11
said there will be open events and
a 25-and-over section.
Cost is five dollars per person
per .event.
Events .consist of class A, B and
C singles, doubles and mixed
doubles,
Deadline for entry is Aug, 21.

the best shooter in the world,
A pair of Lobo basketball season tickets will be
raiTled off as will tickets for two ten-speed bikes.
Jesse Casteneda will walk from Clines Corners .to
Johnson Gym, a tottJl of 60 miles, to help raise
money for the council.
Lobo football <;aoch Bill Mandt will give a
preview of the season.
Tickets may be purchased at any Wendy's Old· Fashioned Hamburger store, Wellborn Paint store or
the Sickle Cell Council office.
Tickets are $3 for adults and $1 for children j 2
and under.

Special issue
The Daily LOBO will
examine the phenomenon of
basketball at UNM in ·a
November special Issue devoted
to the sport.
Women interested in trying
out for the UNM women's
basketball team shoul(l call
· Coach Kathy Marj)e du-ring th-e
first week of school.
Marpe said players must
have a physical before the
tryouts Sept. 10.

f
l

skaters landed in hospital
emergency rooms last year. For
the first six monlhs of this year,
thet·c's a 29 percent increase in
~evere roller skating acciden'ts
compared to a ~imilar per.iod in

1978.
Roller skating sales, estimated
at 300,000 a month, arc twice
what they were last year, say
industry spokespersons. Yet .>ales
are running about 25 percent
behind demand.

teeth, chin guard, knee and elbow
pads and gloves.
Grown-ups, says the American
Association
of
Oral
and
Maxillofaci!a Surgeons, tend to be
le~s ag!le than youngsters, which
isn't exact!~· bombshell news. They
don't fall gracefully. Some,
literally. fall on their faces.
The adults not only arc more
but also they are
likely to
taller and have a higher ~etHer of
gravity th<lfl kitls. Also, thdr
hao(J-to-eye reaction time is
slower. As a result, they are less
likely lo rut out thci.r arm~ or
hanth in time to protect themselves from falling on their face. '
Knocked out. cl!ippcd and
cracked teeth and jawbone injutics
are one re5ult, ~ay <lcntal
authot·itics.

ran,

Fall rec hours listed
'

The swimming ~o~l, handba/lcourts <md weight room reopen today. Hours are noon
to 4:45p.m. unti( Friday. Ref!ular recreatipn hpurs, listed below, begin next Monday.
JOHNSON GYM MAIN ARENA

~on~~y t~:dgh ~rida~

'd.·· .. · .. -··. •· · · .. , ..... , ........ ,..... ,

12:00 noon -1:00 p.m.
.. on.aY,.
nes ay, rt ay ..••........•...............•...... ,, 4:00p.m,·9:15p,m,
Tuesday and Thursday ... , , ...... , , .... , , , . , . , .. , .. , ...••. , •.... 5:00p.m. -9:15p.m.
Saturday and Sunday , , ... ,, , , , , .... , . , ... , , , •.. , •.. , , .... , , .• , , 12:00 noon_ 4:45 p.in.
AUXILIARY GYM
Monday tbrQugh Friday , . , . , , ........... , , .... , .... , ...•. , ...•.. 7:00p.m._ 9:15 p..m,
Saturday .and Sunday .... , ... , ..... , . , , . , , . , . , , .. , .. , ... , , , , • :, 12:00 noon_ 4:45p.m.
WEJGBTROOM
Monday, Wednesday, Friday , , , ........ , ..•... , ....•.• , .•.... , .

12:00 noon_ 1:00 p.m.
4:00p.m.-9:I5p.m.
T ues d ayan dTh urs d ay ......... , ............................... 12:15p,m,-3:30p.m.
5:00p.m.- 9:15p.m.
UNIVERSAL AND MAI\CY MACHINES OPEN DAILY EXCEPT DURING CLASS PERIODS
Saturday and Sunday ... , , .. , ... , . , , . , ... , . , •. , ... , . , .... , .. , .. 12:00 noon_ 4:45p.m.
HANDBALL COURTS
Monday, Wednesday, Friday .. , ... : ....•. , • , ...... , .. , ......... , 12:00 noon -1:00p.m
(Reservations Available)
·
(Faculty/Staffi
2:00 p.!n .. - 9:15p.m.
Tuesday~ndThu~sday , , .••....................• , . , . , , . , , ..• , . l2:15p.m."2:00p,m.
(Reservations AvaJlable)
.
(.Faculty/Staff)
3:30p.m. -9:15p.m.
Saturday and sunday ..• ,.,, ..•..... ,,, .... , ........... , .......... l2:00noon -4:45.·p.m.
(Reservations-Availabler· ·· - ~- ·- ·
·· ··
· · · · · · -·
··

Kids to mark days
Calendars for the 1979.80 !!Caclem!c year at UNM will be sold by the
UNM Child Gare Cooperative beginning Aug, 19 to raise funds for
improvement of the Co-op's physical plant and curriculum.
The UNM Child Care Gooperative, l.ocated at Mesa Vista Hall, offers
a program oJ day care and schooling for chiltlren of UNM faculty, staff
and sttJdents,
"We are <1 non-profit organization and must periodically seek the
slJpport of the Albuquerque community and on~campus organizations in
our fund-raising efforts," sai.d Susanna Gilbert, editorial assistant for
the co.op's calendar project.
A total of 3,000 calendars will be available for purchase at $2.50 each
from the UNM Bookstore, the Family Practice Center, the Student
Bookstore on Central, local children's bookstores, day-care centers and
stationery stores.
"The calendar's theme is child development and it serves as a
resource book to parents in the areas of p[!rental guidance and the ages
and stages in child growth from ages. J6 months to five years, . " Gilbert
said.
"Pooling the talents of the Co-op's own graphic artist,. educational
director and administrator, the calen"tlar makes a strong visual statement
and records UNM events," she said.
Each month of the academic year has one illustration done by a child
in the progr<J.m. "This calendar is 11 first for the Co-op and irs objective
is the drawing or more attention to the Co-op's work," she said,

CAULISLE GYM
Monday, Wednesday, Friday •..••. ,.,., .•• , ..... , ..... , •... , .••.. 3:30p.m. -6:30p.m."
(Balf gym- Volleyball)
6:30p.m.- 9:15p.m,
(Entire Gym)
Tuesday and Thursday .•.....• , , .. , . , , .• , , , ••. , , , •... , ..... , ... , . 5:00p.m.- 9:15p.m.
(Entire gym)
Saturday and sunday •... , , •......•. , .••.• , ........... , , , , , , . , . , 12.:00 noon- 4:45 p.m.'
SWIMMING POOL
Monday through Friday ........... , , .•.. , ...... , ... , .......... , . 7.:00 a.m. -3:30p.m.
(LANES ONLY) Students, Faculty., Staff Only- No Children or .Guests
.
(CLOSED)3:30 p.m.-5:30p.m.
EnttrePool ...•...•.•..•.•......•.........•...•..•.•....•.•... 5:30p.m.-9:15p.m.
(Students, Faculty, Staff, Children, and Guests)
SalurdayatidSunday , ......•....••...•........•..•.•....•...... 12:00noon-4:4Sp.• m.
ENTIRE POOL- (Students, Fl!culty, Staff, Children. and Guests)

Management school seeks dean
A f!er a year's search, the
. Robert . 0. Anderson Graduate
School of Management is still
looking for a new dean to replace
outgoing Dean Robert R, Rehder,

his teaching duties. Peters had
been the assistant director of the
Bureau of Business and Economic
Research at UNM and is also a
professor in the Anderson School.

Rehder, who ended a ten-year
term on Aug. 1, wilL resume
normal teaching duties at the
managemc[)! school. He has been
temporarily replaced by Associate
Dean William S. Peters.

The search committee looking
for Reh>!er's replacement is
chaired by Oniversity College
Dean William Huber. Other
members include management
professors Edwin H. Caplan,
Joseph E. Champoux and Rod J.
Livano, former UNM Pres. Ferrel
Heady and local businessmen J. T-

Peters became associate dean
July I, replacing Raymond
Radosevich, who is also resuming

Michaelson and Henry JaramiiJo.
Jaramillo is" chairman of th.e
UNM Board of Regents.

SAVE-WAY
LIQUOR STORES
5704 LOMAS BLVD. N.E.
YOUR FAVORITE BRANDS COST LESS AT SAVE-WAY
AND YOU ALWAYS GET WHAT YOU ASK FORI

5516 MENAUL BLVD. N.E.
Rgfa
Rrko.y
Beseler
Bronico.
Canon
Chi non
Cibachrome
Davis & Sanford
Eastman Kodak
Eikl

Edwal
Elmo
Ethol
Gepe
Gralo.b
General Electric

IIford
Komuro.
Kreonite
Logan

mallory
marshall's
Olympus
Polo.roid
Pearlcorder
Printfile
Petersen's
Rollei
Soligor_...;
. v
Siriar

Smith-Victor
Sony
Schneider
Scotch
Sekonic
Tiffen
lim e-O-Lite
Unicolor
Vivito.r
Wollensak

SAVE MONEY••• CARRY OUT SERVICE, PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

Iceland
Bowl
Take A Day Break

AUG. 20·25

DISCOUNT SALE

TANQUERAY GIN ENGLAND ••• , ••••••••••••• 750 ML.$5.99
AUG. 20·25

DISCOUNT SALE

COORS ORSCHLITZ BEER CANS 6 PACK •.•••••••••••. s1.85
AUG. 20·25

DISCOUNT SALE

PABST BEER

CANS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••

AUG.20·25 .

12 PACI(S3.45
DISCOUNTSALE

Bowling Is Cool Fun

ANCIENT AGE BOURBON 86PROOF •••••••• 1.75 LITE~9.99

Rent· a· Lane

SMIRNOFf VODKA SOP ROOF •••••••••••••• 1.75 LITER59.29

$4.00 per hour

CALVERT EXTRA WHISKEY ••••••••••.•••• 1.75 LITER59.25

-'

AUG. 20•25

.

DISCOUNT SALE

AUG. 20·25

DISCOUNT SALE

AUG. 20•25

a:

""'Z:

DISCOUNT SALE

BACARDI RUN • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 750 ML.S4.49

u.J

u

AUG. 20·25

DISCOUNT SALE

IMPORTER'S;VODKA ORGIN • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . . • • OUARts3,59
AUG. 20•25

HEAVEN HILL ORTEN HIGH BOURBON ••••.••••• aUARt$.4.19

UNrrltRmPUS

255·1628
5110CopperN.E.
2929 rTlonte Vista Blvd. N.£. Rlbuquerque, New mexico 87106 (505) 265-3562

DISCOUNT SALE

(one block norlhwest of . .
San Mateo & Central intersection)

USE OUR
DRIVE-UP WINDOW
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Drama illustrates homosexuality

By Pamela Livingston
If Anita. BrYant saw this play,
she'd vomit orange Juice. The
Boys in the Band is intended to be
an illustration of homosexuality
and is successful in this regard.
Eut in the Tiff;tny Playhouse
production, there is such serious
miscasting that one wonders !row
and why any of tlwse people got
together either as actors or as
homosexuals.

To giv~ c!irector Les Spindle
credit, Tiffany is a community
theatre, and he probably had to
choose from among a numbered
few who auditioned for parts. But
the resultin!J cast is one of uneven
quality.
First, there is Chris Cornel) as
M icbael, central figure in the play
and instigator of much mischief.
Cornell's performance was really
quite good; he was the only actor

BeheiTioth ·disco
stages opening
3600 Central SE
PHONE 266 • 3600
IIOUFlS
f1kF

8-6

Sal

9-3

MOUNTAINTOP PROMOTIONS
AND K·L~·PRESENT

~&~&~&U[}{]&Q

By Pam Livingston
and Dan Rarnczyk
On August I,. the "world's
largest disco" opened its doors in
Albuquerque. The disco, besides
offering its "bigger is better"
dance floor, has a little something
for everyone who has money to
burn,
The disco, at 3301 Juan Tabo
N.E., is billed as "the world's
largest" by owner Gary Graham,
a Texan whose explanation for
this Barnum and Bailey pitch is,
"Well, just try to show me a
larger one. or
People attending the opclling
paid $4 to see and be seen at
''lilore than jusc a disco:•• lvhist.
came to gawk at the attractions
they ,bad heard 50 much about.
They saw that Graham Central
Station indeed has a large dance
floor - a total of 22,100 square
feet, to be exact, which will accomodate 1,200 people.
They "oohcd" and ''aahed" at
the number of bartenders and
waitresses, a total of )9, who kept
the booze flowing. It was 25 cents
a drink that night.
But they couldn't see the much.
d
h d. s·o 000 "
ype . 5 ,
computer ance

floor." IL was conslnntly crowded.
Graham boasts that the floor can
"spell,· among other amazing
things.''
They were able to ogle each
other while the $150,000 liglll
show flashed steadily, illunlin;tting
the heady scene, from people
playing backgammon to couples
dancing to the glitter pasted on
women's faces.
!hey heard the loud canned
music, apparently not caring that
they paid cover charges for plastic
discs rather than a live band.
·After aU,· people come to .a C]isco
parlor to dance. This particular
joint boasts a sound system
totaling 80 loudspeakers.
The biggest amaction for the
cast of thousands in the world's
largest disco, however, was the
people themselves.
Graham Central Station has a
dress code which prohibits tennis
shoes, t•shirts, frayed jeans and
hats, except on Country \Vestcrn
Night. Apparently, the op·
portunity to see people in other
than their usual altire is worth
paying money ror. There wa~ no
worry about violation~ on opening
night, as it turned out.
. ·-~~~~~~~~~~.•·•n

©~[l~~~&UO@~
WITH

BENNY HESTER~0 BAND
KELLY \1\/ILLARC
AND

.JIN\. KEI\APNER
FRIDAY. AUGUST 3~§! 1 7:30
THE CHRISTIAN CENTER
TICKETS $4•$3eEIN ADVANCE
ON SALE AT KINGS WAY. LIVING WORD
AGAPE CHRISTIAN SUPPLY AND KLYT
''•'

Welcomes You Back
pipes, cigarE!Ues
domestic & imported
paraphinalia, cigars
tobacco sampling bar
TELEPHONE 268•7578
107·8 CORNELL SE
NEXY TO NUNZlO'S PIZZA
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 871.06

in the play, besides Eric Ham·
pleman who played Emory, who
physically matched his part.
Actually, Cornell c.oulcl have fit
into any of the parts well, except
tbose of Bernard, who is black,
and Emo~y, who "everybody's
always
known''
was
;1
homosexual.
On second thought, he might

even
make aseemed
good Emory.
Cornell
to understand
his character's v;~nity and self.
absorption,
Michael
is !I
homosexual who delights in
ruminating over his psychic
wonnds. He loves to chew over
such topics as; why he's a
homosexual; isn't it a tragedy?;
and his last thousand wild ni!lhts.
In other words, he makes a career
out of feeling his own emotional
pulse,
That's really not too far afield
from the ''new narcissism"
psychologius . are talking about
these days. When people are
packed together 1n a dense urban
scene and have little opportunity
to make their mark on the world,
they revert to making monuments
of themselves. Sometimes they
become homosexual when they
attempt to love a representation of
themselves.
WiU Brennan played Donald,
Michael's never-quite lover.
Donald is supposed to be
polished, weH-read,. urbane. But
Will Brennan's Donald wasn't. He
was just a little unfocused for the
duration of the pfay. His. voice
was soft and uncertain, although
at times he used it to advantage in

exchanges with Michael. Cornell's well with the background, like a
high-pitched witticisms grated on scrap of mee.t a dog would have to
one's rwrves. By contrast, find first before he could fight for
Brennan's
Donalct
seemed it.
reasonable a11.d sane.
The fighting that goes on
Despite the aid adage, ''variety b.etween Hank and Larry about
i~ the spice of life," Donald Donald's and Larry's otber oc,
hardly seems tempting enough to casional lov.ers hasn't enough
break up Hank's (Eddie Tafoya) passion to be found even under a
and L;trry' s (Chuck Pike) microscope. Pik\l gave .Larry

_'..:'a~gr~e:e;m~e:n:t·:":H:e:b:le:n:d:s:i:n:ro:o::::::::1•:o":":""s•~d""~"'c:"c:".c::51i
DON'T LET

MONEY
DICTAT~

YOUR FUTURE
Whether you go to college no longer has to be based on
how much money you con eorn durtng the summer.
Air Force ROTC offers a four, three or two,yeor scholorshtp
·to poy·you $100 o montli and oil tuition, textbook ano toll fees. ·
With money prolllemsreduced.lha decision to go to college is

your own.

The A1r Force needs dedicated officers in a vonety of pilfer·
ent JObs, and one or these Jabs is bound to fit into your picture.
After graduation and commrssioning, you'll find challenging
work along wrth the chance to grow through experience.
Rnd out about the Atr Force ROTC scholorshlp program today. It's a great way to help yourself through those tough col·
lege years and a greol way to gel ready for an exciting future,
as a commissioned officer in the United Slates Air Force

For Further Information Call:
Captain Trice
217-4502
277.4602

l .

HOTG

Gateway -"':c- n gr.eot way o'f Hie.
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Wolfman Jack came to .Albuquerque Saturday to howl at
"the world's large!# disco," Graham Central Station. (Photo
by John Chadwick I
I'

For the finest in
backcountry equipment
Moutaineering
kayaks
Outdoor clothing
Backpacking
Cross country skiing
Equipment rentals

Finding daylight down the sideline or

.

lr6m behind the end zone, you'll find the cheerrn.'

of every Pepsi Generation rnaking,the.
most out moment. And when trme-outs called,
.
they calllqrplentyoOce-cold Pet:Jsi-_. ,
Cola. But Pepsr Peot:Jie aren'tjust sports fans rn the
Stadiutn.They're kids in Pepsi.Cola's Youth
Sports Program~ leamin,g sports skilfs today
they can use for.~ lrfet!me. . .
. Kids learning to love the el!cttemen! of a II sports
each and every day. K1ds learnrng to
make each daya Pepsi Day. You can,
too, G'mon. C'mon, G'mon
and Have a Pepsi Day.

6307 Menaul NE

881-5223
•
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Saturday Night Downtown· uptown
The theme of the first three ltalian., Jewish,. Greek, Arab,
Saturclay nights, which will be Armenian and Irish groups
held downtown, is "Americana," representing the East. Meanwhile,
Marjorie Neset, who is planning Southern ethnic groups will
this year's series, sai<l the intent of highlight the origins of jazz, soul,
the theme is to shoW "the creation golipel and bluegrass music.
Festivities oil the third evening
of the truly American culture."
"The Beginnings," the first will evolve around an "Out West''
S(lturday night of American?, will theme. Mississippian, Rio Grande
focus on the early cultures of the and Pacific cult1.1res will be among
Southwest with Native American thos.e explored.
Continuing on the music theme
and Hispanic foods, exhibits,
crafts and dances. A Pow Wow from the previous Saturday night,
Dance Contest and various Mississippian cultural gro1.1ps will
Hispanic folk dancing eXhibitions perform gospel and jazz music
will b¢ the highlight of this and dance. Scandinavhn, Slavic,
French and German groups· will
evening's actiVities,
"Up East, Down South," is the represent the Middle West.
theme for the second night and J ap<tnese, Korean, Chinese and
will feature the cultural groups of Filipino groups will present
the American East ;:~nd South. martial arts, dance and music
"Sidewalks of New York" and performances.
The "Wild West" is another
"Boston Streets," both a part o.f
the second night, Will be hosted by facet of this evening's activities.

By S. Montoya
An abbreviated version of last
year's Downtown Saturday Night
began this Saturday August 18,
the first of a foJJr·night series.
This year's festivities, held at
both uptown and downtown
locations, will run four con"
secutive Saturday nights. The city
council tecenUy <tpproved funding
for the fourth night to be held at
a heights location. Adobe .Village,.
at 7Z18 Central S.E., nas been
selected.
The city, in co-sponsorship w.ith
the Downtown Association and
Adobe Village merchants, is
funding the series, The first three
nights will each cost the city
$5,500 and the Downtown
Association $2,000. For the fourth
night Adobe Village merchants
have matched the city's $2,000
appropriation.
Q

II
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Weare a member-owned, worker-ma~aged bicycle shop.
Expert repairs on all makers-all work is guaranteed.

''

or

Do your own repairs in our shop. We'll supply
the tools you need as well as .competent instruction.
Bicycle commutors, we carry a wide variety of locking devices, UghliJ, bicycle bags and rack$, all at .:enJ
reasr.mable prices, city bike route maps available at 1IQ charge. Our uniq11e bpecial orcler palicy will save
your money. For a /imitec/ time, increclible savings on Protogs 100% wool CIJc'le clothing.
Also stocking:
Camp:tgnolo •· Cinelli • Clement • Regina • Kirtland • Avocet • Trek handbuilt framescts
Located in the Alterrn•t.ive Community Center, 106
Girard SE, across frpm c~mpus.
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Callus at265-5li0
Open 10-6 l\1()nthruSat

Jl
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Country west<lrn singing and
dancing, as well as a ''wild West
snoot-out" an<l a me!o<lrama, are
planned.

"A Song and Dance Act," the
uptown finale to Saturday Nigh[,
takes a n oslalgic look at the
clifte!'ent decades of this century,
A look at fashions, styles,
music, dancing and personalities
since t!)e turn of the century are
scheduled for the final night. The
'20s through the '40s will · be
presented simultaneously with the
'50s through the '70s on different
stages.

Off-campus beaneries are
rounded-up and branded

Central Avenue between Second
and Eighth Streets will be cordoned off, as well as Fourth and
Sixth Streets, with stages for
Americana. Both paid and free
parking will be available around
the downtown area. Parking for
the final night at Adobe Village
will be available at the State Fair
grounqs.
Stressing the importance for a
community to possess a center
where it can present a forum for
celebratiOJl S\lch as Saturday Night
Downtown, ~·~eset said, "Hundreds of families will gather to
enjoy the festivities."

Night is latest release
by Perry's Planet label
By GEORGE GESNER
When Richard Perry formed the
Planet record label, his intentions
- were to- have- a company- that
people woulcl identify with quality
musi.c. ln order to keep this
prestige, he decided to limit the
number of acts on the roster so
with every release people would
know it must be .sometlling
special.
The first Planet rele<.LSe was the
Pointer Sisters'
ttiJJmphant
comeback, Energy, Months later
broUght the second release, simply
titled Night.
Night's lineup certainly qualifies
thern to be on a prestigiol!s label.
Sultry blues-oriented female singer
Stevie Lange and former Manfred
Mann frontman Chris Thompson
share the double lead vocalist
billing in fine fashion. The group
also features the return of guitarist
Robbie ·Mcintosh and renowned.
keyboard specialist Nicky Hopkins

With the combination of
producer Perry and a fine melting
- pot of musicians, Night proves to
be a tight unit playing every track
with precision. But the group
seems to lack feeling and
songwrifing .skills. With the exception of the first three tracks,
Which gears one to a positive 'view
of .this debut effort, the album is a
tired rendition · of the same old
rock 'n' roll.
The first three tracks are
c.ourtesy of outside songwriters.
Wal.ter Egan's ''Hot Summer
Nights" is the group's first
chartbreaking single. The highlight
of the album, however, features
Thompson on lead vocals in a
warm, striking ballad called ''Cold
Wind Across My Heart,'' writt.en
by unsung songwriter Tom Snow.
TIW piece. that best uncovers the
vocal talents of Stevie Lange is
Night's remake of an old Rudy

Patty Evans {left) and Ted Werre slurp ice cream under the
watchful eyes of the purple hippo at Hippo's Ice Cream.
(Photo by Jeanette King)
·

.4._

Make a Fool of Soinebody."
Night has the potential to be a
successful outfit if they find more
time to feel each other out,
mn<ir.;;tlv. and. P.~rsonally. So of! en
musicians is put together time is
needed to establish identity.
Night's debut album lacks identity
and collective spirit, but with their
talent .and better songwtiting, the
next effort should prove to be the
difference betweet1 rtight and day.

--•

Breakfast Lunch Dinn.er

Italian Fatso Subs
Deli meats & cheeses
Tuna
Egg Salad
Vegetarian Meals
Soup
Homemade Deserts
Chef Salads

Spaghetti
Lasagna
Ravioli
Eggplant Parmesan
Sausage & Peppers
Meatballs
Hot Roast Beef
Veal Italiano

Family Owned
Authentic Italian Cooking

New hours
Monday to Friday
7amto 8pm
Sat. and Sunday 12·8

~

A.

.11'i-'

255-3696
2206 Central SE

~

I ~e ~~~~~¢)~,.

I
+o~
1 . t. '~:.J .
I 'J)\.0
II

Nextto McDonald's

Monday to Friday

OneStyle

only

7am-11am

Breakfast
2 s~ramble_d eggs
2 stri.ps of bac.on
. . .· .

. .. . . . .

.. .·

. ... . . ·

potatoes and toast
·

s··

·· .

II

0 " 1Y

1

1···

I
1

4
9
•·
·
So good
weunlyniakeit
oneway.

~·
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Parts Plus .._ ,.
autostarf.\ ....

····---------------------------------·-··

·II

Campus
Auto
Parts

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $20.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center

100Jo
OFF

With Student I. D. Card
SAVE 20o/o to 30o/o
All name brand auto parts
M·F 8~6

Sam to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

(continued on pagE! 53)

INTRODUCING
HEWLETT-PACKARD'S HP·41C•.
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The French toast and huevos rancheros are also very
good: the toast basted in cinnamon, the huevos portions liberal and tasty. The luncheon sandwiches and
dinners are a bit high-priced, but one is almost always
sure of gooo quality and service (which can mean surly
service, but that's only on busy days). The place is
small, more of a diner than a restaurant, and there can
be a waH for a booth or a seat.
While on breakfast, one should avoir! the Omelette
House on Harvard SE, across .from Hippo Ice Cream.
It is new and it shows; the interior is cold, lacking in
decor, the service unsure, the food -undistinguished.
The chees'e and mushroom omelette I ordered was small
and slightly greasy (although the wholewheat toast was
fine), and the orange juice, at SO cents, was small and
warm .. And at $2 for an omelette with one ingre<licnt,
the price is not right.
Sandwich hottses are plentiful around campus. The
best is Italian Fatso's on Central, next to McDonald's.
Their submarine sandwiches a.re good-sized, and priced
right, Dinners such <.tS spaghetti also are served, but
generally are -undistinguiShed, The sub is \\;riat one
wantshe!'e.
•
Schlotzsky's, wedged between the Student aook
Store and Odyssey Records on Central, is where one
goes when hUnger takes precedence over everything
else. For around $2, one gets a mas.sive roll st1.1ffed with
cheese, lettuce, ham and things l could not begin to
decipher. I'm .not sure if it even tastes good, but it looks
and smells great, and will keep one going for hours- if it
<Jan be finished,
Gyros Diner, 106 Cornell SE, specializes in Greek
and Middle Eastern fare. 1had the Gyros, roasted lamb
rolled in Pita Bread in a fetacheesesauce, and at$1.99,
it was a thoroughly satisfy.ing meal. The lamb wasn't
overly .strong and was tender; it proved to be a very
palatable alternative to beef. The french fries served

By Jobn C~pute
College students Jove to eat out. There are many
re<.LSons why: boredom, a way ofsociali~ing, an escape
from studies and being an Intellectual mac!Jine, and in
lhe case of campus live-in students, an opportunity to
get away from dining-hall food. We like to eat and feel
as if we're eating well. And, as in the case of almost
every urban university, the local entrepreneurs nave
provided a diversity of food to .keep students happy,
and a way of fattening their wallets. Around campus,
the food ranges from very good to mediocre, but is
almost always high priced.
At Frontier Resta1.1rant (corner of Cornell and
Central) price and quality havefound a very nice way of
living together, The Frontier offers breakfast, sandwiches, some Mexican fare,and all at good prices. The
decor is Western tacky, the atmosphere rarely quiet,
but it would not be the same UNM institution ifit were
any different. My favoritemenu item is the Frontier
Burger: what looks like a quarter-pound of beef
smothered in barbecue sauce with fries and a salad.
·Much. of-the time it's overly greasy, 'bun he meat has trs
own taste, and thesa.uce is hot and flavorfuLAt$1.60, it
ranks as the best burger-buy in the area.
• Not to be overlooked is the Frontier classic; the sweet
roll. It .is 50 cents, almost as big as tll.e plate it's served
on, is warmed in a micro-wave so that it comes out with
the butter- glistening on and pooled aroUnd it and is a
certified cure for the most violent sweet craving. Just
watch it past 11 p.m.; the rolls are often stale.
If breakfast is on the agenda, the place to go is The
Morning Glory Cafe, 29JMonte Vista NE. The breakfast special is two eggs, two pieces of whole wheat toast,
home fries, sausage and chili, and !!II for a $1.80. All
this maY sound a little steep, butfhe coffee is good, and
the breakfast clientele may be entertained by two
talented musicians. Besides, the food is flawless and the
service is friendly.

Sat 8·5
Closed Sun.

ACALCULATOR. ASYSTEM.
AWHOLE NEW STANDARD.

The new HP-41C from
Hev/lett-Packard is a
powerful programmable
calculator that features:
an LCD display with
alphanumeric .capability;
63 registers of data
storage or up to 400 .lines
of program memorye.xpandable to 3.19 registers
or liP to 2,000 program
lines; up to 6levels ofsubt'outines; lO condi·
tionals and 56 internal
flags; specific loop
control; indirect address·
ing; local and global
branching; Continuous
Memory; RPN IoiJc.
And when you need them: Memory
Modules-plug-in modules for
storing programs and data; an "extra
smart" Card Reader; a. Printer that
prints Upper and lower case glpha
pi us special char·
acters and does high
resolution plotting: the Wand to
•
I.l Memory Mo<!ulos

··..

·i.rip. ut·jJ. r·o··.grams in
bar code form
(available early
1980); Application

rs

842-6991

.....

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

2112 Central SE

247-0321

Modules-prepro·
grammed, plug· in modules
th<tt give solutions to a
wide range of problems.
The HP·41C lets you
reassign any standard
function, any programs
you've written, or programs provided in the
Application Modules-to
any keyboard locati.on
you want. And of course
Hewlett-Packard backs
the HP-4 tC with total software support including
an Owner's Manual and
thousands of programs
in the HP-4lC Applica·
tions Pacs, Solutions Books, and the
HP Users' Libraty.
Experience this remarkable instrument. The new HP-41Cfrom Hew leuPackard. A calculator. A system. A
whole new stnndard.

2.) 'rhe Prihtcr

-
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~

-

.2122 Central SE _(across from UNM
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Sex and i'ntrigue miX with science
Good science mixed with a iit.tle
intrigue, violence, sex and. a lot of
suspense can provide an &ppca!ing
story for a novel and perhaps even
a motion picture, two UNM

research scientists <;lecidect in J 976.
The result of their brainstorm
during a breakfas.! conversation at
a meteoritics confer.ence in
Pennsylvania tluH year is Impact!,

a novel about a gigantic meteorite
on a colJision course with the
Ear01, just published in paperback
by Nordan PubUcatiOilS of New
York.

New Student Orientation
let us
help you
get informed
get organized
Information Centers
outdoor booths:
1) south of Johnson Gym
2) south of the Duck Pond
indoors and cool:
3)SUB in north ballroom lounge

Campus Tours
4) Begin at SUB center 9:30 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.

weekdays. Everyone welcome.
5) A service of the Dean of Students Office: Call 277·
3361 for further information

Orientation Sessions

.

Tuesday August 21st 1·4 p.m.

llNM PHBTEI !iERVIEE
1820 Las Lomas NE277·5743
Inexpensive & Convenient

Jeff Taylot, .a s~nior res~arch
scientist
with
the
UNM
Meteoritics Institute, and Ron
Fodor, a former researcher ll\ the
institute who is now an assistant
professor of geology at North
Carolina State University, are co,
authors of the book. It is the.ir
first novel.
"The scie!)ce in the. book is all
authentic," Taylor said, "and so
is the sex and violence, Originally
we thought this was a unique
topic, but there are four other
books .and two. movies on the
same subject. But none of them
was done by m~teorite scientists.
wd think our book is superior."
The two main chan:tcte.rs of the
.novel are a Massachusetts lnstitue
of Technology scientist and his
female graduate assistant who is
also his lover. They must determine the composition of the
meteorites while the rocks are still
far out in space.
Once the determination is made,
a plan is devised to blow up the
largest meteorite, which is more
tllan seven miles in diameter, with
nuclear weapons before it can
reach the .earth. Government
intrigue, including covert CIA
activitiy, complicate the plan,
however,
''H's a. good, suspenseful
story," Fodor said. "We made ll
a point to avoid scientific com·
plexities and make it readable for
laymen. This is a story about
people, too. It's not pure science
fiction.''
Taylor said he and Fodor are
"somewhat optimistic" about the
book becoming a motion picture..
"We had a movie in mind when
we wrote the book," he said. ''J
think we would be interested in
writing a screenplay if there
sh01ild be any interest in making
impact! into a movie."
.
An actual meteorite the size of
the one Fodor and Taylor have
writ ten
about
would
be
devastating if one like it were ever
to collide with the Barth.
"A meteorite that size would
arrect the climate and populations

of at least half the world," Fodor
said. ''But as far as tMt a.ctunlly
happening is concerned, th.e
probability is like ante in every
few milliaii years."
Impact by a meteorite .more
than seven mile.s in diameter
would create a crater more than a
hundred miles across, Taylor said.
A meteorite crater near flagstaff,
Arizona, is almost a mile across
and 600 feet deep, Th<lt is a
relatively small event in terms of
crater,forming me(eorite collisions
he said, which can occur about
every 25,000 years.
"Th~ biggest crater in Canada is
50 miles across and one .in tbe
Soviet Union is. 70 mites across,"
Taylopr said. "The moon bas
some cwters that are hundreds of
miles across."
· Fodot said reader and movie
audiences seem to be fascinated by
powerful forces such as a glganti<:
ineteo-rite --that could threaten
whole populations.
"Or possbily people find these
disaster situations interesting to
view because they can get involved
in the e.witemcnt and, at the same
time, they're glad it's not happening to them," he said.
Both authors .have written nonfiction works previously. Fodor
has written several children's
science books and Taylor has
written a children's science book
to be publshed soon. They have
also collaborated on scientific
papers for the Meteoritics
Institute.
"We're both encouraged to
write more ilOW that the novel is
published," fodor said. "But
we're not going to quit our jobs
any time soon. We received a
$1,500 advance on Impact! plus
we'll get four _cents each from
every book that sells. To make a
living this way, you'd have to
. write .a book a month".
Impact! is currently available at
Walden book store in Coronado
center and at the t\Vo Book Worltl
stores in the Bastdale and Northdale shopping centers.

Ben Stryker is the darling of the Haldeman, the · presi(!ential enWhite House press corps. Ca!kd tourage emerges abruptly a•1d
the "Robert Redford" of the 111ake; a mad dash for W<liting
limousines, in hopes of avoiding
the jackal pa.;k of reporters who
11e in wait. Stryker, leading the
ACN sight and sound crew, lunges
fo.rward to meet the President,
who quickly shoves an. aid in a
viol.ent attempt to shield himself
from the press.
The aide brushes Stryker,
pushing his microphone abruptly
into .his chin, sending signals of
ByBill Robertson
pain sharply into the newsman's
brain.
He
re.acts quickly,
screaming out:
"All right, you idiot! Damn
you, yoil see what you've dont:!"
Real-life NBC newsman Chuck
Scarborough
has
written
somewhat of an autobiography
about broadcasting and politics in
the most political town in the
world, Washington D.C.
Stryker reveals the nation's
capital as a. giant whorehouse
where network chieftains plot the
overthrow of a government, where
an .ex-CIA dirty trlckster, paid by
a network president, is the.
seemingly -honest -and c-oncerned
"Deep Throat" who reveals a
corrupt president to a couple of
young Washington Post reporters,
where murder is justified by an
insane .desire to preserve the
sactity of broadcasting.
One wonders what kind of
abuse, if any, the handsome
Scarborough may be putting up
with as a result of the publication
of this book. It is a fictional
account,
granted, but the
scenarios. of power and corruption
are all too real, so close to
believable that the reader can't
Richard Nixon had ruined Sen Stryker's c<ueer and now the A-CN newsman attempts to help but speculate on the viability
exact his revenge. The trick is in the camera. (Graphic by Mark Woody)
of the story.,

Washington home
of novel's intrigue

For those who dmi't wa.tch TV,
Scarborough is an nnnouncerrcponcr for NBC who can often
be se.en on the "Today Sh.ow."
He has written a superb su~pense
story, using the tight writing style
of a TV newsman laced with
enough embroidering to ple~se
even the most discriminating
mys.lery writer. The liming is
right, the use of flashb~cks
moderate, and the .overall picture
tantalizing for media watchers.
Stryker .is an intense look
behind the scenes of the electronic
.media, told by a man wl]o is in a
good 'position .to do· ·so. Scarborough may well think of himself
<Is the next Jann Chancellor -- a
superstar who enJoys more
credibility than the highest
politician in America. Reading his
book, one can't help noticing that
this man knows TV, knows its
fragile and temporary nature, its
superficiality, but also its immense
power over events.
It is also a good look at a. media
superstar, In a most revealing
picture of the coddling many of us
meclia people __enjoy, Stryker tells of the tr~_atment he received
'before the fall':
"f've traveled the world in Air
Force One, I've talked with
presidents and -kings, ru/ibed
shoulders with the .soctol elite of
Washington, twirled the thin stems
of champagne glasses and sipped
Jhe finest wines. I've luxuriated ill
limousines, been catered to, had
my shoes shitted expensively and
my shirts hand-pressed. I've
cracked jokes with the famous,
swapped secrets witlr the mighty,
been celebrated by celebrities and
become one myself, an idof to a
world of devout lelevision
viewers..• 'J
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THE UNION FILM THEATER
resents

SATURDAY

.FRIDAY

August 25

August 24

PARAMOUNT PICTURES presents
ADINO DE lftlJR!NlllS f'ROIJ!XJ!ION
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The Best
E11tertai11hle11t
Picture

- ..

~

Of1977
It's Comedy!
It's Adve11ture!
It.'s Romance!
It's usiLVER STREAK"

chemicals, paper, film
cameras and more

"An Clljoyabie ·a11d relaxiug
entertainlnent. Witb the
arrival of Pryor tbe fi/nJ be·
cO lites sometbing more tban
ail amt1sh1g spoof of old
movies. Pryor bas tbe best
lines cmd the ntost energy. He
and Wilder playiJ[{eacb
other terrifically well, It's a
pretty divertb1g ttip."
- Los Angeles Times

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1936

come see us and use this
Puts It all
together

coupon for .an even better deal
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for fall!
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MPLIIN
Educational Center
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OFF All
SUPPLIES IN STOCK
good throughSept.10th

.,
127Jefferson NE
\

I

265·2524

Hours:
mort-Thurs 10·6

I }~

:1'

Use oui convenient

layo.wa_y plan

SHOWTIMES 7:00,9:30 and MIDNIGHT

~rl.l0-7

Sat, 10-6

.L-------------.J'
· .·' . ,.1~~..

Central SE(o.cross from UNm) 842-86.....
78.·,,.....

'Cehtcrs ln More Than llo Maior
us Ctttes" Puerto R_leo.- Toronto,
Canada .. lugano, Switzerland
~
outside WS!ate . . ..
CALL TOLLFREE: 100·223•1712

admission $2.00
The Union
Film Theater is located in the south lower
of the SUB.
'
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Disco to religion, FM stations have it
sim\lar to ads).
hundred percent Led Zepplin), theY KFMG 108
By Ricl1ard Hughes
They
publish
a
12-page
monthly
·
avoic!
junk fooc! music, which aloog
For years FM was the music band,
paper
called
ZOUNDS
that
has
a
with
their
greater stability lil staff
The reason the market is shook up
having few commercials, little
chatter, and those long unin- schedule, amoog other things, and programming maybe why.more now is that I(FMG, without
commercials, has opened in
terrupted sets. This pulled over quite related to the station. Since they run people tune them in.
time-block
programming,
wh.at
they
·
They
do
quite
a
bit
of
special
·
Albuq uerqu.e and' has been
a few listeners from the noisier AM
air
can
be
radically
different
every
programming,
including
the
snowballing .ever since, They play
baud, ancl with them came a
time you tune them in. This is. a popular "Lunchtime Concerts," proven album hits of the most
potential marl\et.
To capitalize on these new change from stations that run the "Sunc!ay Driver," and the p 0 pularand suo;:cessful rockgl:oups.
listeners many FM stations are same thing 25 hours a day, 8 days a nationally syndicated ''King Biscuit Thi.s is a thinner spectrum than most
stations, lacking the semi-hits and
drifting toward AM formats. This is week, soitisimportanttoremember Flower Hour."
the day .11nd time of anything IileY
responsible for the recent "FM
brand new material, but perhaps as
air, that it may be heard again or
boom" in Albuquerque, which has
.....5 "F:. 99. "
Kzzx 77
avoided, as necessary.
the station grows older (it opened
caused the n11mber of st11tions to
A.pril27) this will improve.
swell to ten.
The antithesis of the stable KRST
.KRST92.3
"TheKrest"
Still, KFMG has done surThe proliferation of FM car
is the former KMYR, now KZZX, prisingly well for such llnew station.
radios is probablythe biggest reason
If listening to wires turns out to be which continues to confuse It will add commercials soon, and it
for the new stations as advertisers
boring,
andyougeta Big-,Fleewood- everyone
with
fluctuating will be interesting to see if their
like to hit people in cars and car FM
Mac
Attack,
then
Albuquerque
(las
popularity.
Why
is
hard
.to say. The popularity continues.
owners have been shown statistically
, a virtual war go.ing on among have always had the same basic KRKE94.0 "RQck94"
to be richer.
.commercial rock FM radio .. KRST, programming, an Eagles-Fleetwood
the old standard, used to be alone, Mac-Chicago kind of rock, a full
KRKB has been scratching out a
KUNM90.1
but now three more stations are shade lighter than KRST, and in place in the rr:arket, and has found it
tough going. One reason may be
Not all stations rely op paid fighting for a share of that audience. maoy places, more successful.
has
held
up
well,
Since.
they
were
the
first
to
KRST
actually
that they are a formatted station,
advertising. Most notable is
KUNM, which is owned, funded continuing to b; oot only the top challenge KRST, perhaps their without a live DJ. They get tapes
and run by the University of New rock station, but the top FM station listeners are more likely to jump to from TM Programming Inc. out of
Mexico, Their programming is out overall, according to a recent oew stations for a while, then return Dallas, and play those on the air.
survey.
to KZZX. They do seem to have The music is lighter than other rock
of the mainstream of pop and tock,
Their
formula
for
success
is
good,
done
better in calm times, anc! to stations, buUuerycwe!Ldiversifled,
featuring jazz, folk, Iatino, soul aod
rock-'n'-roll,
andcthe
abilitylo
have
dropped
when the market getsc thanks to formatting, so the same
solid
yes; evenpunk. They also air news;
information programs, and general resist the "new mellowness." When shook up. Thus, tbey don't really songs don't get played over and
aver.
announcements (Some surprisingly they do lighten up (they're nC!!_g!!t__ change, yet their popularity does.
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UNM BOOKSTORE is glad to see you back!
We know you've already coped with
registration, campus maps, parking.
And now, the BOOKSTORE!
We want your experience with us to be pleasant.
Please ask us for late-listed courses, text location,
anything we can help you with.
'c

BOOK RETURNS: Justabouteverybody
drops a class, changes schedules, etc.

PLEASE
POLICY!

READ

OUR

RETURNS

l You MUST have your sales receipt!
.
2. Last day to return fall texts is September 22.
3. Books must be in original condition as
purchased
4. You must havevour I.D.

OUR REGULAR HOURS

are 8am to Spm

weekdays,
and 9am to lpm Saturdays, closed Sundays.

SPECIAL REGISTRATION HOURS
Monday, A...ugust 27 open 8am to lpm
Tuesday, August 28 open 8am to ?pm
It really is easier to shop later if
.You plan to be on campus ih the evening.

UNM
BOOKSTORE
ic

,.

,,

I

;

~----:---:---:------:--------------------~---------------------....

.KOB93.0
The rest of the stations generally
~njoy a monopoly in their own
progri!mming. KOB is the mic!dleof-the-roac! · FM in town. They
previously us.cd formatted tapes,
but have gone to the live DJ style,
like KO:B AM, which just may be
their biggest competitor. They are
more dynamic than background
music, yet calmer and softer than
other AM and FM stations playing
popular music,

J Film

KfJFM96..3
cc c
. CKHFMcis the city's only classical
station, save for I(UNM's weeklY
program. It relks on local contributions with some advertising.
The programming is good, but
because ·Of the extra dynamics
required to reproduce many
classical pieces well, the signal can
sound. weak unless one cranks up the
volume something rock has
helped teach us.
KANW 89 ''Disco 89"
KANW is the student station in
town. They are all disco and lots of
talk, unless the training DJ has mic
fright. They are the only disco
station i.n town, and collect that
audience easily. Unless a commercial disco station opens, a
common rumor, KANW should
retain its popularity, a rare occurence for a trai ningsration ..
KLYT88.0
KL YT is Albuquerque's religious
station,. though if you don't .listen
closely to the words or titles, you can
easily confuse it with some of the
comercial stations in town. The
moral: God-Rock has come a lortg
way in quality and appeal. The
selection of music is severely
limited, but so is the blabber.

festivals., movies scheduled at SUB

!The Kinks- PEC's Sept. concert
, l'
· '":

KKJY lOO "Beautiful Music"
KKJY used to belike KOB is now,
bl)t is now .likeKOB used to be. Got
it? They pll!Y formatted background
music, called "Beautiful Music,"
that is designed to in no way distract
anyone from what he is doing. They
haven't any similar competitor in
town, except for KOB, and that's
only because people who like KKJY
usually like KOB as a second choice,
and vice-versa.

'
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By Pbil Hernandez
ASUNM isn't all student
politics, although it sometimes
seems that way. Throughout the
'70's, ASUNM has brought fine
entertainment and art to students
and the general public through
<everal of its programs.
Two which stand out are the
Popular Erttertain.ment Committee
and the Film Committee.
The PEC brings rock, jazz and
other types of music to UNM, .as
well as popular comedy acts . Over
the years, artists such as Steve
Martin, Foreigner, Chicago, Leo
Kottke, Fleetwood. Mac., Orover
Washington and Gordon Lightroot have all appeared throt•gh
PEC.

This year, PEC kicks off the
schedule wlth the Kinks on Sept 8
in Johnson Oy!ll. This rock,gtoup,
which chas been around since the
'60's, l1as recently m.ade a
~omeback on the rock scene with
iL> new album, "Low Budget."
Jazz bassist Stanley Clarke
appears in Popejoy Hall on Sept.
J7. Clarke holds the Popejoy
record for most money grossed by
a concert, which he set on May

21, 1978.
This
year's
Homecoming
concert, which will be held Oct. 6
in Johnson Oym, features REO
Spcedwagon. PEC chairman
Marcel Lucero predicted that the
concert should be close to a
sellout.
"People really go for rock 'n'
roll here in Albuquerque," he

$aid.
Lucero said other potential
shows were being arranged with
The Knack and the .Beach Boys, as
well as a show co-sponsored with
Citizens Aga.inst Radioactive
Dispos;1!.
·
Lucero said more major groups
will be scheduled once the roof in
the .UNM Arena is reinforced,
which will occur later this Year.
He explained that many a_cts, such
as. Peter ,Frampton, Kiss and
Jethro Tull, have begun to hang
]ightiog and sound equipment
from !he ceiling so spectators
won't have obstructed views.
The PEC has a good reputation
with promoters. Lucero said that
the PEC handles more concerts
than the Civic Auditorium or
Tingley Coliseum, despite the fact
that the PEC must charge more
for facilities rentaCbccause UNM
structures are of better quality.
The PEC also sponsors live rock
and disco in the SUB's Subway
station on weekend nights.
The ASUNM Film Committee's
prices arc "still the c1Jeape.5t in
town," says chairman Stewart
Houck. Admissions at local
theaters may range as high as $4,
while the. committee charges only
$1.25 to ASUNM members and
$1.75 to everyone else.
This fall's program opens AUg.
29 wit11 The Shop on .Main Street,
a Czech film d.irectec! by Jean
Kadar. The winner of an Academy
Award for Best Foreign Film in
1965, it explores anti"semitisril in
the story of an itinerant carpenter

appointee! by the Nazis to run a
button shop once owned by an
elderly, deaf Jewish woman.
Critics have said the film's
strengths lie in the detail of the
characters and the interactions of
the ensemble.
Houck said tl1e program is
divided into two parts: ''mini film
festiv&ls" designed to show ·t\ wide
spectrum of classic films and the
development of film styles over
the years, and "popular'' films,
mainly from the best of American
and. foreign producers.
The first mini-festival, which
will run on four consecutive
Thursdays starting Aug. 30,
features 40 years of French
classics. The films are Blood of a
Poet, a silent fil[Il directed by
Jean Cocteau, Boudo Saved From
cDtawning, b)' Jean Renoir (son of
the famolls painter), Children of

tlte Paradise, by Marcel Carne,
and Breathless, by Jeao-Luc
Goc!ard.
. ·A second festival will run on
five Wednesdays beginning Sept.·
5., showing films by American ''avant-gatde" producers Bruce
Conner, James Broughton, Ernie
Gehr, Andrew Noren, Hollis
Frampton, Paul Sharits and Stan
Brakhage. Houck said these men
established their reputation in the
SO's and 60's.
Other festivals will present
German films of the 20's and 30's,
contemporary filmmakers and
documentaries.
Major theatrical productions are
well represented. The schedule
includes The African Queen,
Deliverance, Last Tango In Paris,
The
Godfather,
Young
Frankenstein and The Birds. ''I feel that they're good films,

The series, co-sponsored. by
Popejoy Hall and the Cultural c
Program Commillee, begins Oct,
8 with the Chinese Acrobats of
Taiwan. ASUNM and GSA
members receive a 75 percent
discount oil season tickets.
The ASUNM Speakers Committee provides individuals of both
topical interest and general en·
tertainment value, for students
interested cin keeping ucp witll
what's going on today.

AUG. 19-21

Solaris 6:30
Alphaville 9.:20

Giant (Sun. Mat. 12:45)
4:30 & 8:15

ALPHA

AUG. 22·23

VILL.E
FLICK

THE

rmntillVtldftam jlage 4"0:

those who don't think canned
music is "modern .and exciting,"
too bad. There will be no live
western barids, in fact, no live
bands period. But those wearing
cowboy hats on Western Night
will be admitted free.
The disco par.lor also offers
Ladies Night every Thursday.
There is no cove( charge for
women, and 25-cent drinks will be
served from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Should the crowds begin to tire
of narcissism and canned music,
Ora.hallt has other tactics for
packing them iil. One he men"
tioned is introducing "big-name"
entertainment at Oraham Central
Station. He might also try a
"disco is for dooes" night.
Graham said he invested
$1,000,000
in
Albuquerque
because the city is in the midst of
a population boom. "This Is one
of the most exciting cities in the
country;" he Mid, "and it needs
something like Graham Central
-Station."
Paul. Jarvis, p.r. person for
"1'ota]. Expcriellcc," a modeling
firm i.n Albuqueri]Oe, agrees with
Graham.
"Graham Central
Statioll . will help Albuquerque
grow," Jarvis said. ''It l'leeded a
boost like this lo get things
happening."
Jarvis said the dancing and
drinkit1g establishment is owhed
by ''specialists" who know what
Albuqucrqnc needs aild wants.
The specialists ate keeping their
knowledge under wraps. ''The
disco scet1e will just keep getting
bigger/' .Jarvis snid.
Graham Central Station is open
TuesdaY through Sahtrday from 4
p.m. to 2 a.m., and Sunday from .
12 to 12, It ls closed o.n Mondays,

Alive and Well and Living in
Paris.

DONPANC

Disco glitter, ogling
Most or the happy patrons were
dressed to kill. Thc.womeh wore
slinky dresses, glittering jewelry,
very high heels and gobs of make·
up, including glitter. The men
wore vests, suit pants, tight shirts
and dress shoes. Most exuded
musk or other over-the-counter
se~ smells.
A small number of people were
dressed in regular clothes. !he
didn't sind! too much either.
M.o.>t of tl1e crowd interviewed
that night had only favorable
things to say about Graham
("entrnl Station.
One woman ·said the di.sco
opening was the best thing that
has haJ)[)CI1Cd to Alb\tquerque.
"It's modern. and exciting," she
gushed.
Two Albllquerquc models at~
tending the opening conip>lred
Graham Ce•Hral Statl.o.11's exdtemctlt to the movie ''Saturday
Night Fever."
01lc eldedy woman from New
York commented; "It's fantastic.
II rates excellent compared lo !he
discos back ht the east;"
Some or the negative comments
inc.luded, "It could be bigger,"
a11d "Most of the music played is
not top-40 disco hits."
Gov.
Bruce · King
and
Albuquerque Police Chicl Bob
Slover nlso attct\ded the gala
Ollcning. Iloth lllcl'l said they loved
the plac~.
Or·aham sees a gHHeting fuwre
for the disco. ''Disco is here to
stay,'' be said. "Right now, disco
,js stronger limn ever.''
Por those Who don't think disco
is ''m!ldern and exciting,"
Graham Central Station offers
CoiltHry and Weslern Nigh!. on
; Stmday arrd Tuesday nights. For

and it's nic.e that they are
popr1lar,... Houck said.
Other entertainment programs
sponsored by ASUNM include the
1979-80 Cultural Entertainment
Series, a 13-show schedule incluc!ing the St. Louis Symphony,
Ain't Misbehavin', ·Neil Simon's
Chapter Two, and Jacques Brei [s

Aug. 24·30

a film you can feel!
(Sat. & Sun. Mat
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Flautist Bowen joins faculty
I also wondered if Bowen had achieving recognition as an im·
By John Montoya
I discovered, in the course of an
Frank Bowen is an ac- interview, that Bowen is also an difficulty combining his musical portant center of music. Bowen
said that UNM could "bold its
complished musician. A recipient amiable man with an infectious and academic careers,
own with many of the flnest East
of two Fulbright grants, Bowen Passion for music.
"Yes,
it
is
difficult
mixing
the
and
West Coast schools."
has studied with internationally
Throughout the interview,
two,''
)3owen
admitted,
''but
most
respected
artists
su.ch
as Bowen's hand was never far from
Lack of rightful recognition is
Netherland flutist Franz Vester. a flute resting in an open case on of my students are ~t a high not the only problem facing
He bas performed for rf,ldjo his desk. I wondered if the flute enough level to inspire me to both UNM's Music Department. Low
networks aro~md .the world and had been Bowen's first choice teach and perform better."
funding is also preventing the
has been recorded on three dif- among the instruments he endepartment
from
properly
Bowen's enthusiasm for his
ferent recording labels. At present, counte<ed at the beginning of his
maintaining
Hs
fa.cilitites
and
students is equaled by a similar
Bowen is teaching flute here at the musical career,
equipment.
Maintenance
and
"I was assigned the in- enthusiasm for UMN's Music replacement of equipment "is in a
University of New Mexico after
having taught at Texas Tech in strument,." he said. ''At the time I Department as a whole. Lack of
sad state,'' he said.
Lubbock, Texas.
didn't even know what a flute funds and publicity, according to
In spite of its problems, Bowen
---:;;=---------------"wt.!!a's.. " _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~-- Bowen, has prevllnted UNM from

·

said he feels that UNM's Music
Department will be put forward.
"We have a new chairman a.nd
three other new people. We spend
a great deal of time discussing new
ideas. It s]lou}(l be an extremely
exciting year."
Bowen will he the featured
soloist in the Chamber Orchestra
of Albuquerque's August 26th
performance of Franz Schubert's
Symphony No. 5 in B-flat Major.
Tickets. are ay(li.l!lblc.. at th~ Fine
Arts ·Box Dffice a-nd at all
Tic~etmaoter locations.
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Will Dannenberg is di<ector of
the tighly knit, 20·member cast,
which brought to life .the ~;lecpy,
''Bible-belt" town of Hillsboro,
Tennessee and kept a full-house
audience abosrbed for two hours.
He is also a star in the play
about the Scopes "Monkey"
Trial,
portray.lng
M atlhew
Harrison Brady. The character is
based on the real-life, three-time
presidential hopeful and defender
of the "Living Word," William
Jennings B<yan.

(.Bertra·..n..C.at·e·s in .. the. Ia. y), a 21-.
year-old school. teacher who had
tl\llght Darwin's theory of
evolution to his high school
biology class.
Dannenberg
molded
his
cnaracter, who could easily have
been a fofl for the "free
thinkers," into three-dimensional
form. Dannenberg's Brady showed
not only self-righteous pomposity,
but symp;tthy· to the preacher's
daughter, and vulnerability when
he made a fool of himselr on the
witness stand.
p.
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J-1KENNV ROGERS....t..CHARLEY PRIDEJ'o-1
YRONNIE MILSAP"'EDDIE RABBITT~
MARGO SMITH

I

Bryan, ':'ho belteved the Btble.
to be t~e hteral truth, was largely
;esponsJble for the passage passed
1nto .Jaw of f! statute whereby
jt !nilerilthe Wind
pu bl IC sc h ool tea~hers ':'ere
The "fundamentalists" duel the
prev~nted from teachmg sUbJects
.
"evolutionists" in the Corra)es . not m agreement with the Bible.
•J Adobe Theatre's successful ~ryan rep.resented the prosecution
" production of the modern classic, ll1 the tnal of John T. Scopes

In/it!ril the Wind.

Miqldy

~
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By .Pamelu Lmngston
. { Jerome Lawrence and Robert E.
(.
.v Lee

(
i\

\
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CLarence
Darrow
(Henry
D_rummond in the play}, played by
Bill Carstens, came from Chicago
not only !0 defend Scopes but to
defend, the "rig~t to. think."
Carsten s gravel·vo1ced eloquence
lent a time-worn qu<~Hty to his
charact.en.·zation. His stooped gait.
made him look as tho11gh he bore

tl.Je. weight of the world on h. is was held outside after .the first few
shoulders. Yet he kept his sense of
humor.
Lawrance Bernabo played the
Bible-thumping,
fire·and·brimstone preacher, the Rev. Jeremiah
Brown. H e, too, avoided turning
his charactrer into a caricature.
His delivery would put Rex
Hum bard to shame.
·
Neil Canavan was a little less
effective in his role of E.K.
Hornbeck, the caustic critic sent
to Hillsboro (Dayton) by the
Bal/imore Stm. Canavan is too
young for the part, He seems
more ·fike a-schoolboy hurling out ·
insults memorized from a .book
than a worldly-wise journalist
(Henry L. Mencken) who wa.s
master of barbed tongue and
poison pen,
Tad Howington as Bertan Cates
(Scopes) and Jacque Zander as
Rachel Brown, the preacher's
daughter and Cate's girlfriend,
gave adequate performances in
their smaller roles. Howington's
role in the play, as with Scope's
role in he trial, was really that of
a pawn - the play and the trial
were batt.legrounds for the
dogmatists verS\IS the champions
of free thinking.

HEADLINING 10 NITES OF ALL-STAR RODEO
SPANISH HERITAGE -SHOW

Starring .

New Mexico's Own Sidra's Armada & Maria Benitez
~
GIANT MIDWAY
..J'-1.

J....(j!IIILLION-DOLLAR RACING MEE'f'.r
andso much morel!
Frank EJowf3n,. professor of flute,. practices for his upcoming concert this Sunday, in which
he vvillperform works from Schubert and Mozart. (Photo by S. Montoya)

Zander'~ role wa$ the traditional
fluffY bit of love interest,
although she was raced with some
difficult ch. oices. Zan.der d. id.· well
with what she had.
A very simple set was useo
effectively. It was not clear
whether the court was held inside
or outside. Aclually 1 the real trial

days becaiJSe of mid-st1mmer heat
and overcrowdin~. ln the play,
some of the cast sat among the
audience and spoke their. their
lines. It gave a "you-are-there"
feeling to the performance.
inherit /he Wind plays at the
Corrales Adobe Theatre Thursdays through Sundays, 8:30p.m.,

until Aug.26.

and

Wrangler
1st pair S15.Q0
2nd pair S14.00

lobo
men's
shop
243-6954

Cheap Trick gives rich performance
By George Gesner
fervent and voracious as any
Cheap Trick is finding out that. Japanese crowcl. The group's
an
as concert at the Civic Auditorium
last Tuesday seemed to be a
momentous occasion in terms of
performance and reaction.
With the appropriate "Hello
There" as the ope-ner; Cheap
Trick proved to be.• if not the best
live act, the loudest group to
perform at the Civic .. The sellout
crowd did little to dampen the
decibels.
The success of the band doesn't
entirely rest on its sound, but also
in the way the group presents
.itself. Certainly the balance of
vocalist Robin Zander and bassist
Tom Peterssen, your normal,
good-looking rock stars with the
appearance of schoolboy in.'
·~ A few places remain i:n General Studies, 3 credit 1 small, in·
llocerlce, offsetting Bun E. Carlos,
the drummer with the whiz kid
. dis····.c.
..ary s. e.rninars. with.. Senior Ho.nors students ac- .·
~ tm.g as fac1htators under faculty supervision.
· ....... look, and guitarist i{ick Nielsen,
help create excitement when the
Sections still open:
~ group takes the stage.
Nielsen, in his baseball cap,
played with tlte audience all night
long, whether he was sporting
three guitars at one time or
leading the crowd in a singalong.
Gen. St. 111003 AWAKENINGS- Mon. 6:30'8:20
111 004 CON1'RADICTIONS • Tttes. 9~30-11:20
He would prance from side to
111 005 AMERICAN PATHS &BEAT DREAMSside, throwing hundreds (>{·picks
wed, 2:00-3:50
out to the worshipping throng.
The zaniest of antics brought
'60s madness back at the end of
''Big Eyes'' when Nielsen played
Gen. St. 211 001 ALL THOSE BOOKS YOU NEVER READmagician trying tO keep his guitar
Mon. 3:00-4:50
.
standing
up, only to see it fall to
211002 WOMEN'SJOURNALS -Wed. 4:30-6:20
the stage each time ~ followed by
the thunderous roar of an injured
Desctiptions of the cotLtses, with book Hsts; are available
guitar.
at tlte.Honors Cente1\ Humanities 114 (west wing, grotmd
1'he group did a wealth of
floor)D.rop by to pick up yom·.otangeclass card or ca11277iMterial from its hectic first
4211 for more information.
album and IJ<.ll\'erftH second
album, In Color. Oh cuts such us
''Downed" you could sec Carlos
taking long putfs on his cigarette
as if he were ready to sign so hie

•••
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~ulti-million dollar business deal.
The antics kept on coming as
the night progressed, The group
featured a backdrop of the logo
for the upcoming album; Dream
Police, previewing a cut called ''l
Know What 1 Want And I Know
How To Get It," sung by
Peterssen. Nielsen would come out
with checkered guitars to match
his slacks, ending the evening
having used the majority of his 20
travelling
guitars.
During
"Surrender,'' Zander threw a Kiss
record out to the crowd after its
mention in the song. And when
the group sang "Goodnight Ladies
and Gentlemen," one knew it
wouldn't be the last number.
the two encores featured "Day
tripper" and ended with an
appropriate finale ·in "Auf
Wiedersel!n. '' Cheap Irick was
like a legend come !0 lire and that
was the. manner in which the
crowd rcac!ed.
Long john Baldry opened the
show with a. short 30-minute set
due to the lateness of the group in
showing up. The set featured some
romping roek 'n' toll from the
new album, "Bafdry's Oul," ar1d
the title track from his II Ain't
Easy album.
Baldry, who has fostered such
stars as Elton John, Rod Stewart
and Mick Jagger, suited his name
with. his 6-7 frame and a raspy
voice that was balahced out by the
talents
of vocalist
Kathy·
McDortald. The biggest disappointment in his show was the fact
t~iat Baldry was not given enough
Umc for an encore with fhe ex·
peetation he would do his most
well-known song, "Don't Lay No
Bnogic Woogie on the Ring of
Rock 'h' RolL"

I

I

:

Will Dannenberg, as Matthew Harrison Brady, approaches
the bench in the p/a.y, Inherit the Wirtd. (Photo by Pamela
Livingston)

PEC
Welcomes You Bdck
with the first concerts
of the semester... ··

,,
I

TRYOOTS ~ Three local organizations are looking for talent. They
are:
- 'the New Mexico Symphony Orchestra. Auditions for new orchestra and chorus members will be held on Saturday, Aug •. 25 and
Sunday, Aug, 26, in the Fine Arts Building on the UNM ~ampus. An
appointment must be made with the Syll'lphony Office, 843"7657 or 842·
8565.
- The Classics.Theatre Company. Open audtiions for "A Comec!y of
Errors'' will be held Sunday, Aug. 26, 2 p.m. at the Civic Light Opera
warehouse. A pre-audition session will be held 2 p.m. Saturday, Aug. ·
25, also at the warehouse.
- La Campania De Teatro de Albuquerque, Inc. The company needs
men and women of all ages (actors, singers, dancers, musicians,
technicians, general help, etc,) interested in becoming permannent
members of the company. Bilingualism is preferred. Auditions Will be.
held Friday, Aug, 24 at 7 p.m. and Saturday, Aug, 25, at 3 p.m. at
Stage II, Fine Arts Center, University of Albuquerque.
li:XPERIMENl'AL MlJStC - KUNM, starting 6 p.m. today will
broadcast 120 uninterrupted hours of ''wire" music.
BACH, .BLOC!<, AND MOZART ~ Also, the music of Mendelssohn
artcl Godart! will be performed ii1 a dUo IJiano and flute recital Sunday,
Aug. 26, 4 p.m., at the Kimo Theatre, Pianist Dorenda Morse and
nutisl ·Christine Potter are the temuted artists. Tickets. $2"$3 at
Ticket master and door ..

Swd4u'lts - 11.00, Public $8.00
Tickets avClllabfe at the
SU8 Sox Office and all
Tlcketmaster locations.

·:(.
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Good albums few and far between
·~

t

pleasures and rewards good music record releases have pmvided obsessed; in other w<>rds, powerful
can bring render m<>netary loss - many pleasures as well as and dangero11s, which is as good
unimportant. This summer's disappointments: following is a as rock"and-roll comes,
review <>f s<>me of the high .and
Squeezing Out Sparks (Artista)
l<>w points of the summer's music, is Graham Parker's bid for the
At the top <>f the heap is Neil commercial recogniti<>n which has
Yotmg and Crazy Horse's Rust eluded him for so long, If it
Never Si~?eN (Reprise). It is eludes him this time, there is truly
Young at his m<>st poetic and no justice in life. In emotional. and
rauwus, making his peace With intellectual passion, only Bruce
American folk mythology and the Springsteen, Elvis C<>stell<>,
Pl!nk movement. ·A live recording, Johnny Rotten and Young rival
it offers eight new songs, in- Parker, He makes pain, anguish,
eluding an accoustic and electric and anger accessible on record as
Vers.i<>n of Young's paean t<> few others can' l.isten to "You
Johnny Rotten, "Out Of The Blue C&n'! .Be Too Stmng," possibly
And Into The Black," the electric the best song ever ab<>ut abortion,
version being six minutes of the and ask yourself ir Parker doesn't
m<>st marrow-crushing guitar ever know the score. He rocks as well
recorded.
Also,
there's as anyone, bur he thinks as few
"Pocah<>ntas,'' which m~;Loages to do.
bring the legendry l.ndian mai(!en
Since the demise of the Sex
t<>gether wit.h Marlon Brando and Pist<>ls, .the Clash have became the
the
Houst<>n
Astrodome; lea(ling punk/nt;:w wave band in
"P<>wderfinger," a song about England, anc! their latest, T/1£?
being 22, resp<>usiblity, and ··Cost OfLlviiii EP (Jem~import)~
suicide; and "Thrasher," a six sh<>ws why. Like the Pistols, the
minute epic about life in general.
Clash have a bitter sense of
Crazy Horse's playing has the humor, but their level of
Sl!btlety
of
a
linebacker musicianship totally eclipses that
rearranging a quarterback's body, of Rotten, Sid Viscious. and
natural fiber clothing
which in this context works cornpany. And they don't have to
perfectly.
Crudeness
never beat Y<>U <>ver the head w.ith punk
sounded better,
dogma to get their message across .•

By J<>hn Capute
At $4 to $7 a shot, record
albums are n<>.t cheap, but the

SALE!

mercia] ear of wmeone who has
her finger on the right pulse. She
will play her music, but make
money at it, a philosophy which
may upset jazz purists, but works,
out the best for the rest .of us,
Otherwise, we might never have
heard ''Chuck E.'s In Love," this
summer's answer to last summer's
big hit, ''Miss You,"

SUMMER CLOTHING

As with the movie it's the
soundtrack of, the Who's The
Kids Are All Righi (MCA) is nOt
the monumental success we hoped
for. But taken in individual
samplings, it is a wonderful and
often glodous retrospect of the
world's second greatest r<>ck-androll band. Sa11dwiched between the
hflarious opening <>f Tommy
Smothers introducing the band <>n
his TV show in 1968 and the
massive--.ocpning- chordes of MC/VISA
"W<>n't Get Foolecl Again"
rec<>rded ten years later are such
oddities as ''Tommy, Can You
Her Me?" from a German TV
show, Peter Townshend's "miniopera," A Quick One,;, fmm the
Specializing in
"R<>IIing Stones R<>ck and Roll
Circus,"
and
momentous
moments like "Sparks/Pinball
Wizard/See Me, Feel Me" from
at his most nervy, ecqentric, and that
sixties
classic
I mean,
could
the "l
SexF<>ught
PistolsThe
do Woodstock, nnd the song that
Law" with total non~irony the s11ms it all up, "Long Live
way the Clash do here? I doubt it. Rock." This double-record set,
or course, the irony here is the while not truly successful, does
Books on: Labor Movement, Political Economy
lack of consci<>us imny; the Clash reaffirm Peter Townshend's
National Liberation and Socialism. Libros en Espanol
(England's last rock-and-roll position as rock's most intdlignent
rebels and social anarchists to artist and cements the lat.e Keith
boot) play the song with an almost Moon's position as rock's greatest
dumb eamestness, really kicking drummer.
out the jams and turning it .into a
solid get-up-and-boogie rocket.
But under all the fun, we know
Like every<>ne else in Engla.nd,
t11at know what is being said. "I
Joe
Jackson sounds like Elvis
Fought The L11w (And The Law
Costello,
· bu[ they definitely are
Won)" coming from a group who
coming
fmm different places.
were banned on the BBC? Jt
Purists
may
holler "Fraud!" at
makes sense.
Jackson's
Look
Shwp! (A&M),
The rest of the EP (Extra Player
claiming
he
is
riding
on punk's
- it's the size of a 45 but usually
coattails
whileplaying
harmles-s
c<>ntains four son-gs) is great also.
Since it's an imp<>rt it costs close pop. lt is pop, but he does .it so
well, why complain1 As with
to $3, but is derini'tely worth it.
How 16"year-old Rachel Sweet "Chuck E.'s In. Love,'' "Is She
The Milagro Beanfield War
from Akron, Ohio ended. up Really G<>ing Out With Him" is
the song to turn up and sing along
The Magic Journey
re~ording for Stiff, England's
most insane and progressive label, to.
William Davis)
If Mountains Die (photographs
is still a mystery t<> me; she has,
th<>ugh, and he debut record (Fool
As is becoming all too comA round; Stiff/Columbia) is worth mmon these days, the mediocre
a listen.
equals and often outnumbers the

Reduced 20o/o
or MORE

Sale starts Aug. 20th

2916 Central SE
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10%
off a II books
with
this ad.

(continued from ~o• 41)

by

Lobo ((Am.pus Phntmacy
Because you're special and desetve the best

We've expQnded out cosmetics department
Let us help you select what's perfect lor you

we specialize In

\

I

*Professional halt care aids
'* Fragrances for men and women
* Pieclslon Implements
*Cosmetic bags
*facial treatments
(for normal and abnormal akin)
*Be~uty alcls by Revlon,loreal,
CovetGirl and maybelllne
(Ju~t to nome a fe..w)

Student check cashing policy now In eHect

Come See Us
W&'re at the cornet of Vale & Central

~~d we'te open 'till midnight seven cloya Ci

w.. k

The same holds true for Rickie
Lee Jones, whose first album on
Warner Borthcrs is a strong a
assured merging of street jazz and
L.A. pop. It is sort of like Tom .
Waits channelea through .Joni
Mitchell's beret and Little Feat
Jones has a!f the street "cool'' of
Waits, (and maybe eve!) mofe, ·
being a woman) but the com"

'rhe only reason mediocre,
dishonest music exists is because
people like and want it. Peter
Townshend has said the the way
to make money ih music .is to·1>tay
~way l'rom quality, and he is ali
too righl. So one just has to look
harder for the good stuff, It is
there.

fiction and the mass appeal of a
t.his time out h<ts more empathy life in 1998? Lobo.
·
horror
movie. Sigoumey Weaver
and awareness. The fight scenes
Alien:
The movie that finds
are brilliant but the pied piper itself balancing between .the and Yaphe~ Kott star, Hiland.
scene and the coma are a little too ct.e~!lns and:..... thought of
melodnuntic, and the movie is .so
predict<tble and stereotypical that
it becomes a bloody bore. Los
Alto.s.
North Dallas Forty: Mac Davis
and Nick Nolte star as aching
veterans in the mad world of
football, C<>ronado Four.
B~eaking Away: A tasteful l<>w
budget film abotlt coming of age
in a small college. town. Coronad<>
Four.
Moonrak!'r: The adventure
aspect of a James Bond movie
seems. to get more spectacular and
intricate each time out and the
scenes in this <>ne have y<>u
wondering whether James Bond is
akin t<> Luke Skywalker. But Jaws
(Richard. Kiel) and Bond (Roger
Moore) seem to have outlived
their- usefulness:- Tne cnaracter 'of
Bond just d<>esn't have the magic
anymore and it may be time fm
another talent search..Coronad<>
Four.
The M11ppet Movie: And wlw
>aid mUppets were for kids? The
muppets go big time but are
restricted to the hands that feed
them. Coronad<> Four.
Manhattan: Not one <>f his m<>st
popular <>nes, but maybe <>ne of
Woody Allen's best as he studies
the merry•gO•I'oUnd W<>rld of
contemporary relationships.
Eastdale.
Americatho.n: John Ritter and
Harvey Korman star i.n the
comedy with n<> re>pect. Is there

'
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authenticity when talking ab<>ut
sexual freedom but his characJcrizatioif pal~d when he attempled to portray a hom<>sexual
on the prowl,
Tafoya acted well for his first
time on stage. Although his
performance was flat through
the play, he did show
much
compassion
to
Michael'.s
hetemsexl)al friend, and gave a
tight-lipped masculine quality
(h<>wever inadvertent) t<> Hank,
who .had been torn between his
wife and his h<>mosexuallover.

into a party fuH of faggots. His
characterization of a middle-class
businessman hit right on the
mark, but left unanswered such
questl<>ns as, what does a man like
Alan feel? Hicks didn't show
much.
After a dramatic entrance full
or promise, Wesley Mason, as
Harold, left the promise unfulfilled. His ''gay" voice was too
affected as were his gestures. His
· d.
· d- ·
ut · nd
war s were · rawn o
a
mangled. His careful poses were
artificial. lt was !<><> much.

Etic Hampleman, as Emory,
was the most expressive of the
actors, but at times he overacted.
His prancing and mincing and
lisping grew quite tiresome,
although that is how some
homosexuals behave. He cut a
tragic figure when he confessed a
humiliating incident in his life,
which was his most poignant
characterizatio.ll in. the play,
Bill Hicks played Alan, and he
was stiff in his part ..But .he was
supposed to be stiff as the orily
"teal man". who has stumbled

Clarence HUtchins, who played ~~--iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii=~~~~~55~iiiiiiiiii~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~iii~~~iiiiiiii~i
Bernard, "Uncle-'r<>mmed" when
he wasn't supposed to as well as
when he was. He was not only
deferential as a character to the
other characters in the play, but to
the audience as welL He seemed
like .he was walking on eggs.
Mike denovese was adequately
dull-witted as CoWb<>Y, but not
quite beautiful enough to purchase
as a birthday present.
Other than the miscasting, there·
Reg.
were few flaws in the play. The
sound system might have been_

or

John Nichols autographed copies:

outstanding music; music is 110
exception, and the mediocre may
even number greater. Queen's Live
Kiflers (elcktra) and James
Taylor's Flag (Warner Brothers)
for i11stance; 01\e the work of
musicians who have never written
an honest song in their lives, .the
<>ther the W<>rk of an artist who
made his rcptllation on often
painful honesty.,. but now is
reduced to groveling for the buck
any way he can. 'rhc fact is both
will make a million off their
latest,
while
hard"working,
dedicated anists lik~ Southside
Johnny and the Asbury Jukes who
c(lfe abotlt their music are lucky to
keep their recording contracts.

sequel that features a. DC-10 that
escapes the e&rth's atmosphere
and gets lost it) space, eventually
plummeting to the lunar surface.
This third sequel to the o(iginal
Airport has nothing that exidting
to off¢r and its all-star cast starts
to dwindle. At this r<!te Geroge
Kennedy <IS Mr, P<!tmni should· be
chief administr<ttor <>f th.e FAA
with his experience. F<>x-Winroc](.
Star Wars: In order to prepare
you for the upcoming sequel, Star
Wars has retur11ed with all its
cinematic splendor. Clips from
The •Empire Strikes Back will be.
previewed. M Plaza.
All!Hyville Horror: An<>ther
horror tale making its way from
best-selling novel to film. Stars
James Brolin, Marg<>t Kidder,
Rod Steiger and Don Stroud. M
Plaza.
Dracula:
Frank
Langella
becomes the year's new sex
-symb<>l ~jn~ what ~seems -16 be the
year <>f the vampire. John
Badham, directm of Saturday
Night Fever, sticks cl<>se to the
miginal plot with a few errant
excursi<>ns. This should and very
well may be the last Drac~la
movie. for awhile. M' Plaza.
Hoi Stuff: Slapstick comedy
keeps getting slapped in the face
and in tliis instance Dom DeLuise
picks on the p<>lice, a likely
bunch. It. makes for a few good
laughs but the rest of its stuff isn't
that h<>t. Los Altos.
~ocky II: Here we go again
with another sequel. Sly Stallone.
g0 es back to the .character that
made him famous. His character

Homosexual play miscast

Hours:
Mon-Fri 11 :30-5:30
Sat 12-5
2920 Central S.E.
265-9473

Sweet possesses a chameleonic
voice, sounding almost as black as
Dian.a Ross or Mary Wells in theit
Motown days on "B·A-.B·Y,"
more homegrown than Tanya
Tucker on Elvis C<>s!eilo's C&W
"Stranger In The H<>usc," and
like an impassioned Marie
Osmund on De.! Shannon's oldie
but goodie ''I G<> To Pieces.'' The
rest of the album fails to measure
up to these .~Mgs, but it still
W<>rks out all right. Sweet ls young
en<>Ugh to learn and improve and
good enough to become bhe of the
best. And with Linda Rondstadt
and Stevie Nicks leHing vanity get
in the way of artistry, there is
plenty of room for a talented
Y<>Ung lady like Sweet.

By George Gesner
Gilint: TV fans <>f Dallas c.an
see the original Texas epic ·at Don
Pancho's Aug, 20 and 21. James
Dean unleashes a youthful and
unabashed performance alongsid.:
Rock Hudwn &nd Elizabeth
Taylor.
Solaris: The highly acclaimed
Russian science {icti<>n piece plays
Don Pancho's Wednesday and
Thursday Aug. 22-23, A scientist
comes face-to-face with a mass of
plasma that brings people back
fr<>m the past. Jean-Luc Goddard's Alphaville follows the
sh<>w.
The Valley Obscured By
Clouds; Don Pancho's brings the
Albuquerque premiere of this audio-visual masterpiece. The film
features a stunning soundtrack by
Pink Fl<>yd which blends in quite
well with the adventures and
rituals to be enc<>untered on
location in New Guinea. Relative
newc<>mer Bulle Ogier is stunning
and seductive in her feature role
while the photography takes you
beyond National Geographic. The
shmv runs thmugh Aug. 30.
More
American
Graffiti;
Welc<>me to the wotld of sequels
as the 50's mil into the 60's with
paul LeMat, Candy Clark, Cindy
Williams and Ronnie H<>ward
returning a lhtle bit older. But the
hopeless
romantic
Richard
Dreyfuss is g<>ne and what's a
movie witho.ut a hopeless
romantic. Showing at Fox"Winrock,
The Concorde (Airport '79):
We're still waiting f<>r the Airpor(

better. It was d1stractmg to hear
dance music that was supposed to _
coming from a stereo on stage
blare out fmm speakers at the
back of the playhouse. The se!,
decorated by Pat ~ut.ton and Enc
Harden, was a ?1g I!l)provem,ent
over so.me <>f Tiffany's prevwus
product!ons. It was. fr~e of extraneous flea market kmck-knacks
that some <>f the sets have held in
the past.
.....·.L e·· Bo"S in the Band plays
'"
"'
tluough September I, 8 p.m. on
Friday and Saturday nights.

oa.,

277-3013
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13-foot fall is ha~ard: OSHA
WASHlNdTON - (UPI) F<tlling of( a 13-foot-high roofis a hazard,
accr<>ding to a split verdict of the Occupational SafetY and Health
Review Commission.
Those, who might question the need t<>r such a decision to be iss,ued
by the government sh<>uld note that the 2·1 vote overturned a previous
ruling by an administrative Jaw judge in the commisssion.
· The ]udge, Cecil L. Outler, Jr., had vacated a charge brought by an
. OSHA inspector against R.L. sanders Roofing Co.
Acc<>rding to a review commission release, Cutler said "falling off a
·. flat roof was recognized (as a hazard) by the construction industry, not
. by the roofing industry/'
.
·
The case Involved an incidel1t in May 1976. when Ollie Young, a
Sanders employee, ·fell off the toof of the North Cl!lyton County High
, School in College I'ark,
while spreading hot tar..
. .· ,
. Because a wheel 011 the spreader was broken, Young was pulling,
•rather than pushing it, and ns. he .bac((ed lo the roof's edge, hot tar
>PlilSn<,tl on him and he Jell off,

.The crisis center on campus is going on its ninth
year. As a matter-of-fact, we're the oldest living
center in the U.S. Wanna know our secret? We
listen. We're staffed by trained volunteers who
understand the demands of student life. We can
give suggestions or refer you to other services if
you'd like. Why not give us a try? Our hours are
1Oam to 1Opm -call or come by the Northwest
corner of Mesa Vista. We exist for you.

LN•·IO
T0K'090

Maxell UDXL·'IIl
TOK SA·C 90
Cassette Case

Soundgard
Soundprd Tape Kit

$.1· 99

NOW.

each

Reg. $3.09 NoW $1.99
Reg, $6.95 NOW U.99
.
. . . . .. .
Reg, $5.6~NOW$3.19
INSTANT.CREOIT!
_Reg. ~.2. 99 NOW .·.ttc UP iO IUJOO ·CREPI'i"! ·No .Pets_Oru1J intiifvlfiWS'.
Reg, -$7.-95 NOW _$4.~9 Simply j)re1ent 098 tJI thtJn f!r•d;r cerdj.; Mestilt
Reg .. $8.95 NOW $4.95 C/>O<go. B••k Amo,lc•t<lili/SA, Amotlcon .Ex·
pr•$•~

C.rt• BlenchtldJi Ofne1'1 Club, .~cu _ciJ_ufd
qu.rJiy (or ·UP to -$1000 t:fedit' In tldditioif
Whet
'(OU i'n•t' lr•~i· ~ftH_d~ clilligtld, •
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NO
•

•
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·.,·'~reakfast, dinner, snacks
'\~bound for paying student

Job counseling available

By DAN RAMCZYK
LJNM students concerned ubout employment opportunities
should seek counseling offered at Career Services, Mesa Vista
South, Room 2131.
:./. :~llcondnue~ from paga 43)
Tina Ludutsky.Taylor, a Career Service center adviser, said that
lack, also .
Career
Services has two functions. The center offers career
.:.... ·{ with it are possibly the best in town, cut round and
best
pizza
and
the
best
dining
place
near
campus
The
counseling
to students while they arc working on their degreee.
. . ·~ thick.
is at Carrara's at 108 Vassar SE. The pic is N!:!w York
Secondly, students who wi.ll be graduating can receive help in
Gyros also serves such exotic dishes as Spnikopita
style, thin crust, a superior compromise of sauce and
finding jobs .
. t (spinach pi~), Tiropfta {Cheese pie), and pastries like cheese, at prices cheaper than the other pizzerias antl in
Career Services is not a job-placement center. Instead, it helps
Baklava and Kataifi, all at agreeable prices.
a restaurant ofsingularc!1&rm. One can eat outside, or
students
to help themselves in finding jobs. Students are given job
The .last place one should con.si!ler for.a sand·w·. ich. is inside, It is decorated with planls <tlld reprints of old
listings,
counseling
and information.
' ! the Posh Bagel at 2216 Central, next to Budget Albuquerque newspapers, not to mention the candles
Career
Services
also
offers help in basic areas such as writing
) Records. The policy here seems to be to charge the
on the tables. And the whole place is heated by solar
resumes,
and
completing
successful interviews.
1 highest possible price while keeping overhead down by energy,which is good to see.
Ludutsky-Tay]or
said
that about half of all students who
~ putting as little as possible between the bageL The
register
with
the
center
usually
find jobs.
: ... r' frozen yogurt is good, but again, the price is not right.
If the piZzl! has any weaknesses, it's that the topping
She
stressed
that
stude)Jts
should
seek employment counseling
·:,;•.J My advice is to walk the 10 yards to ItalianFatso's.
has been lmownto slide off, but it's worth taking that
during cOlleg.;., and not just upon graduation.
The issue of price and serving could also prove to be&
1
chance. The sandwiches. stand on their own, and the
Career Services will be holding a fall seminar. The seminar will
·. l problem at the Siren Caffeeehous on Harvard, next to dinners like spaghetti and eggplant parmigian are the
include
career planning, interviewing and resume writing. Dates
1 the General Store. Tbe eggplant sandwich I had was
best.in the area.
will be announced later i11 the LOBO.
rastY, the eggplant (covered with cheese and .bean
Services. are fre~ of charge w any UNM student..
··· sprouts) cooked just right, and at $I ·50 • reasonable
In the way .of New Mexican food, there is El Patio
--~~-l::!NJ\1'
handicapped students looking for employment may also
enough. The basic salad though, at 85 cents, was
I another story;. a few leaves of letJuce, some sprouts, ( 142 Harvard SE), which serves competent, if a little contact Career Services for the Handicapped.
boring, Mexican· ~are at prices one can live with. A:nd,
Cbris Esengard, director of the center, said that Career Services
1wo slices of mushy tomato, one minuscule bit of carrot
for the Handicapped helps handicapped people in .Bernalillo
and a slice of bread seemed somewhat short of of course,. there IS alwayU\:1.cDonal~s, Burger King,
agreeable.
Jack ln The Box, Taca·•vnia, and Pa~ry Queen, all on
County to find gainful employment.
The goal of the organization is job development for the hanThe atJnosphere is subdued and relaxing, though,
Cent.tal and ob:ious. Dairy,Queen has the best burgers
Handicapped people are helped to find job op·
dicapped,
i.
and the remainder of the .menu looked appetiz(Qg· ifd.,..of tHe group, I m told, as I m told fack I~ the Bo:' has
very veget&rian.
, __. -· ""
decent apple turnovers. One can venfy at h1s own nsk.
portunities not necessarily listed in the nl!Wspapers _and other.
-similar soi•rces:
.. -- . .
Pizza, that unquestioned staple, can be found <J.t four .. In the ice cream category, Hippo (120 Harvard SE)
Esengard said the center has a 40 percent success rate for the
locations near campus. Godfather's at 106 Buena Vista
has lfttle competition, The ice cream is homemade and
severely
handicapped.
SE, is the Schlotzsky's of the neighborhood piZJ!a:
cone prices and portions, if not outstanding, are
Services for the Handicapped is located at 620 Roma,
Career
excessive;"'"indulgent 11nd filling, not to mention ex·
reasonable. They also serve the best coffee, cappucino
Suite
B
(The
corner of7th and R.oma),
pensive. The Combo, a m&ssive mess of cheese, beef,
and expresso in town, as well as having the best jukebox
sausage, olives, onion and God.knows what else, runs
around. The atmosphere is intellectual, cosmic and
at about $8 for a large pie. But it can feed four, which
often stuffy, but one can always take the ice cream and
isn't bad for that kind of money.
run.
The aesthetj~ goal here is to ·pile as much cheese, and
wlmtcver else is included, on as thick as possible and
If choice is more important than quality, there ls
then add some. Whatever the pizza lacks in subtlety, it always Baskin-Robbins on the corner of Buena. Vista
makes up for in volume and sheer taste overlaodon the and Central. As long as one doesn't mind getting a
tnstc buds. The pizza isn't the best, but if one wants to flavor whose color doesn't even have a name, the
cat little and fill up, it's perfect.
sterilityofthe place should not be too disconcerting.
Nunzio's (I 07 Cornell SE) pizza resembles Godfather's in many ways, Ii1 its thick crust, liberalu;e of
Dairy Queen has good sundaes.
c-hee~e and cost. Like Godf<~ther's, they hav.e yet to
At 1600 Central SE there isLe Bistro (at the former
di,cover that sauce is as important as cheese, yet their
of lndrapura). It is French cuisine, with
location
piuas do possess a sttbtety and finesse thai Godfather's
emphasis
on the crepe. The crepe I had, a cheese and
Inch.
mushroom
for $2.75, was very well done, with aside of
At Perry's Pizza (2004 Central, at the corner of
zucchini
in
a tomato sauce which was very tasty. The
Buena Vlsta) they have discovered a bit of the com·
problem
as
always, was price; everything seemed
promise between the cheese and the sauce inherent in
overpriced
by
.50 to 70 cents. The food quality is fine,
the best pizzas. Their pie is Sicilian style: .square, and is
but
the
enjoyment
is somewhat lessened by the thought
superior to their rivals down the street. The sauce istangy, the crust chewy, the cheese not overbearing. The of ''I still think it was too muc.h." But Le Bistro is not
the exception, unfortunately.
interior decor has a style and warmth thatthe othertwo

J
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Necessary forthe well-furnished ap;utment or dorm-roo·m ·
are plants, and Laura Smith has a. large selection to
choose from every weekend.

Everything
but fleas
One family has on display "junk" that has accumulated in the garage for the past year, while, in the
next space, a man is having a "going out of business''
sale.
On a good day, up to 600 merchants, mostly individuals., gather in the eatlymorning hours at the.
State Fair Grounds to start setting up for the largest
flea market in Albuquerque.
A large selection of just about everything for
everybody can be found at the Fair Grounds every
Saturday and Sunday, weather permitting.
The only time of the year the flea market is not held
is during the State Fair, from September 8 until the 28
this year. There is no charge for parking or entry into
the market to buy goods.
Those wishing to clean out their closets and sell at
the market are assessed $3 per vehicle space every day
they set up business.
One customer, who also sells occa sionaily, said
most of the merchants who sell stolen goods or charge
high prices do not last very long at the market.
Whether the student is planning on making the
dorm room a bit more livable or furnishing a house or
apartment, the flea market is the place to go.

For the clean smoke, Jeiber, above,
specializes in selling hand-rnade pyrex
glass bongs. To help enjoy the evening
toke, a large selection of stereo equipment awaits pontelltial customers.

Your Supplier of Gags
&Merriment
Parphernalia for
the discriminating
smoker

I

Frosh face remedial classes
frOm

m any other courses except for a
each require three semester hours one-hour physical educati.on
and the natural science and social course ..
Approximately 20 percent of the
science courses take four semester
hours to complete. Students who incoming freshmen will have to
four-course
are required to take all four take the full,
classes will have a 14-hour course program, a University official
load their first semesters. These predicted.
The ACT ~ub-score cut•offs
students are not allowed to enroll
Coiifill({ed

page2
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Just for Fun
Montgomery Plaza Mall NE 883-1587

Ka.nnu•'ie.f.\
•rr-.

NEW MEXICOS
ORTHOPEDIC AND CERTIFIED
PRESCRIPTION FOOTWEAR CENTER

a~oo P.M. L9EG/NS SEPt 5]

1805 LAS LOMAS NE: .
24.4-0607
t>ARIIJ$ t.A2SE'-N, PASTOR

\JELCOME

~·

which are used to determine
whether a student must enroll in a
Basic Skills course vary according
to the national average for each
study. Students must
area of
score higher than 18 on the
English section of the test to be
exempt (rom a Basic Skills English

•Adult Games and Puzzles
•Wigs and Masks
•Tarot Cards
•Make-Up
•Kites
•Magic

Photos and story
by
John Chadwick

1

We feature one of the
largest sefectiorts ofDanskins
in the Rocky Mountain Clrea.
Danskins ARE FOR DANCING.
Classic qualitY and superb fit for
the beginner and the professional.
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255-8673
4819'21 Cenllol NE
Albuquerque NM 87108
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Classified Adver tisiog

1.

PERSONALS

MAlt lA, 1 JUST Wll.llt. .to bnlnCh you &t _The
Mor1ti1tg ·GlorY C!\fC, K.S.
08120
FRESH NI!V~R. FRd.ZEN· fhih, Stelt.k-$~- No
chcmlcri!s, .no -colors-. S1ilads. Albt~q_u_erque'.s_ best
seicction tLn9 ifvl:' CJtff!rH\Inm~nt nlshtly iiod lunc_hes.
Th~ Mbr'!ting Ol9rY ~933 Monte· Vtsta NE.
08!20
APUL,T PATIENTS WITH asthma afe nc~ded foi

ACCURATE iNFORMATION ASOUT co"· n 1wo monlh tri'nl of a new bronchodHiHor _dr~g.
rrnc¢p!iou, sterilization, abort[Qn, Right to Choose-. Patlcnts will be ·pnrtinlt)• ~;oprnp~nsM.~~-~ ror their
294-01?1.
rfn punidpntlon ·in thr sh!lly. lnt!!rested pa·rtk~ should
OSno
PkEGNANCY TESTING AND coun.sding, Phone cnlJ 843-2218' frOill 8:004~00 w~ckdnys,
247.9Rl9.
08/02
C'ONTACTS?'/7 POLISHING & SOLU !IONS~
Cn~ey Oplienl Company. 265-884(!.
tf(l
SPI<!NO ~ONCEPT!ONS SOUTHWEST. UNM's FOUND: SILVER BRACELI!T, set Of keys,
AnSililerary mago.,lno On sale now in Marron Hg.JI Chh'tes~ lc~tbook, BiolQl!Y L.nb Tectml(JUC n~scar!!h
not_ebook, wool scarf, b9.okb~&[ lln_l!'q .uot~boflk,
R.rn. ·[OS, UNM Ooakstorc nml cm the Mnll,$2.00.
lfn
tfn Jc.lemify and· clufm .ill 11lalogy m~in offiC".c.
~OST:
FOLDER
CONTAINlNO
talk
JiASSPORT and IDENTlfJC'ATlON PHOTOS. 3
on''Milo;:ropha&t:- f!untion". Also. ~Q(.I_ak slh:[C$. Call
for $).1St! Lowe5l pdr;es· in town! Fast, plea~hls,
2T'1-47S 1 d!!:Ytlme.
08'/20
ncar UNM. Cull ~65~2444. or come: io 1717 Okard
LOST: 81(3179, Hcwl~;u-Packnrd catcL_IIntor in
Blvd. NE.
tfn
bl<wk !~ather ~a_se, on Menaul Bivtl. NE between
POStTIONS AVAli:.ADI.l! fOR Conceptions·SW
Sa:Q Mateo .& .L-oul~iaml. Reward. 883·.1272 work,
$Jaff.. fine arts. literaryj or editing :expericllcl!'
,268·1054 home.
08120
prefclrcd. Ca!l299-4773.or 243-5;)27.
tfn.
PHOTOORAPHY EI'/THUSIASTS, STUDENTS!
Cu~tonl black•nnd-while :prp~-essing, priming. Fine.
~,train or push-p~oct:ssillg of film. Contacl .sheel~ or
KINI-:O'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM' Selectri~) and·
l!U~IOnl proof$- l-llg!1 qu:allt·y en/;ggemenu.,
rtow 3 minute Passport Photos~ No appointment.
m(!Un!ilig. -et~. A:d.viee if .asked. Call 265-2444 or
268·~5[5, We do keys,
tftn
C(JlJlf; I{) 171?-Qirard Blvd. :NE.
08/Jl
QA TYPING SERVICE;, A- com_plete 't)'ping and
JUDY-KI.DS WJLL be -crying, some will be
editorial system. T~chtfical, general. lc_,gal, medical,
slghin~; .I wi!J be -0Ylf1g, and Susan
kec'p trying.
12111
stholastic. CIJart~ & tilbles, 345·2125~
We'll miss ynlll Love, SusiJtl nnq Mindy.
OB/20.
GUITAR lESSONS:- ALL s-t)iies: -Mine'~ Ot1itar
HOW TO STUDY. $L2S. 'P<fper~ .Dept·•• NM, Box:
tf/n
25126 Lansing, Mich. 4&909.
09/04 Studio. 265·33 15.
QUIV!Rt\
DOOKSHOP
and
PHOTOORAPHY INSTRUCTION: Tutoring Ill ' FI\MOUS
photogr~phy .salle.ry Is located ·lh blocl: from
btt.sl~s QJ l>l.itck & white. shooJiilg and d.arll;rtiom.
Jo)!.nson Gym nt 111 Cornelt HourS 11-·6 Mon-Fri,
l.earn as much as you need, !hen sJop, UJ;e your
-SJ)e(;ial order service.
08/()2
carnci"_a to jt$ full potent_ial. Reasi:m.-blc rces, AJ)hoiOgrapher, 26~·2444.
08/JI
TYPIST. TERM PAPERS. Thesis, Resumes. -299·
8970.
08/2.9
WANTEP( CAR OR pick.u]'l, Must be ratr!y
cheap Pka~lf call Stu a1 iSS-9292
09/07
HOUSEPAINTING JNTERIO'R·EXTERIOR Free

2.

3.

LOST & FOUND

SERVICES

wm

.:r< MJ

e5Hnm1e.s1 low prices. Over 5 fears experience, C~ll
26l·l760.
08/ZO

!3REA!<FAS-T SPECIAL, TWO

)

j

'

--

q

--'

~~v-o

1oast and _potato~..$, Qn)y
$1.89. fl'r!!C green c'lllli on all es;gs-. Opi;;~l il.l 7a,m.
29J;l MOnte Vlstli' NE. 26.8-1040,
08/20

4.

THE. ClTADJ3L.-S.U.PEJtS lo~n!'i91l neu,r .UNM. &:
tlowruown.- Oood b-11s ser11lce everY -30 mlnU~t;s. I
hc~ircrum .or efnciency, $1£5-$240. AllrHiiHies pald.
De-luxe kltcJtert with dishwnshcr & d\sposal,
re~rcation n1b;n, 51Wimmin~ pool, TV room &
Iaumlry. Adt!h i;o111plc."<, np pet!;, 1520 UolYerslt}'
N_E, 243•'Z494,
tfri
FEMALJ; RQOMr\-1ATB WANT_EP Ia .share 2bdr.
2, biHh niol>Uc home 8 miles from UNM·. $!23 pel'
lllOr1tl~ plus ·Y1 eleciJic ~ _p)1one;, Call Karin at :264·
IH54 or·296-0SJO.
OB/3.1
NEED R60~1MA.TE -TO ~hare nice: lnr_ge .bmJ.'it; Jn
NW. 10 m_inules to UNM, big yard, pets o:k.
OB/20
About $200, includh_lg lrtilliies, S2H,)(J7-9.
ROOMMATE WANTED, 1490. square .ft,
iownho.use, 2- ~ bqths,. fir!:pl_ac.e, pool, h::nnls-. $150
plus !/: \-Jillitles. 243-6777 .office, S84·7854 ~On\~.
081-20
HOUSES, APARTMENTS AND dupkxcs, -600
va~:ttm;.i~s. ,om:n 365 d~ys. Call 262~I7.Sl. Cell L!S
Whill YPU _need. Vall~)' R~nj:lls, J90P . Cenlral SE.
0~/20

FOR .RENT TO n~sponsible niarried couple, Small
two· bedroom (arm ·hou_se in South 'Valley (has stove
<!liP rc;fi'igetatot). Ten· acres of Pil.!it!Jre fQr horses or
~ows. $2_50,00 _per month -plus u(ilhfes plus D.O. 20
ininLucs. to UNM. ·call Dr. Schade 277-4656 for
dcialfs,
0'8120
·sr.AC.fOUS ROOM IN nice hom_e ~n filtehange for
child tare and some li8h~ h9USeW9fk; Mll:H have;:
ear .. Ca,ll 24;3~2635,
08/20
ROOM FOR RENT -on campuS, "Former sor.ority
houJ;e. Full f!!cili!les. females .Only. Call Kathy afler
4p.m, 243-S858.
08/20
IN EXCHANGE FOR .anetnoon baby sfning and

f
J-

WARGAMES
WEST

games and miniature figures
Come set up your favorite battlegame
in our spaceous gameroom

see to believe

Har\Jard Uariet9

134 HARVARD DR. S. E.

Monday·Saturday10·6

Now a student life policy
a father can afford!
Insurance: $10,000
Premium: $30 a year
C:allcgc is cosliy enough without high ln~urance premiums . , . yet students sbouki be iilsurcd. Life
of Virginia tmw offers a way fo give >!Udet1ts ten thousand dollar cove1·age, for only thirty dollars a
year, ~·lth no mcdkal examination. Full-lime college students up to age 28 and high school seniors
who will be in college within six montl1s are elfgible,. And .the insurc.d may convert to permailent
imtlrancc ~11 any time the Studem Life Plan is in force, without evidence of insurability, For inf<Jrmation on the Stttdcnt I Jfe Plan, t:nll a Life of Virginia representative today,

Albuquerque Agency
8100 MoL1nl11in Ud, NE
AlbuquerqoeN,M, 81UO

(50.5} 2Gfi·8764
Gaylord Lopc:t RqlrcscntaHve (Class ''1.7)

Iloy L, Costley, Manager

LIFE~OF

VIRGINIA~
NATIONAl HfADQUAnTERS' RICHMOND

pllnncc~, lOIS· of ~lorngc 1 shi!deq l)lllio, $140, 262..-

175 I, Y<ltley Rentuls 1 ·$35 'fee.
QS/2{)
SHARB ROOMY VALLEY home, tninlwood
floors, fircpi@CC, 'J;Jtg_e·_ya_rd, $J}Q ~OYC_f5 CVCfYfhio_g,
Mlk'e-, t;'Vcnings, $71·59~9.
'
osn7
CAMPUS NEARflY, CARP,ET~D, Jl:!drm:,
JllOdCrtl- tlPP]i!UlCCS, f~!lCC:d' privately, $85mo, 262~
1751 Yqljcy Retl(nls,l3S fee,
06/20

S.

FORSALE

RY _EQUlPMENT··f'ROPA_NU stove and. A-C/DC
rl;frigcra(or from Podge can!pCJ vnn. Must sell.
CJlll ·2.99-4773. Ma~e au offl!r.
ttn
i\BSOL.UTELY MUST SELL--1978 ~awa~f!kl XE:~
100 .m~el and· .din motorcycle. Gre;n fPr gas
J1lilcage, Cull 299-4773. M~kc: ao offer.
1fn
ENGLANDE~ SlNOJ,E OED, :mauress-· <~ild- !,lox
springs; _lirm, ~xcellc;nt condltiQn, $100,.247·2:515.
OS/2(!
LQVE:l Y WI;OtiJNG DRESS, siz.e JQ, Worn 4-his.
CCisl $200~ seli for $60. 298·Jl83,
08120
VOLKSWAGEN BODY PARTS·~c-nglnc hoods.
Rear fender$, b~_ll 011_ l)'pe. C311 266·6475 cveni11gs,
<fn
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT,; 20 sen_satiomd sandwit::hcs, burritos (Albuquerque's bi$gest and besl),

200 million exams facing students

fiART-i'IML1 JQJ3 snu.luate .students only.

Aflern¢911~

a_nd evenings. MtlSi be able 19 wpr~
_FdJny and Saturday rJlghrs. M~st be 21. years old.
Apply In perSottr no plm))l!' Ct;tlls- plcp.se-, ·saveway
Liquor Sl9re:q1l ,5704 lPll1il$ NE, SSI6 Men!_iui.NE,
0912$

Uy Patricia McCorm.ack
Ul>l Educ~tion Editor
Tests; tests, and more tests are the
forecast in schools beca.use:
- Taxpl\yers need proof of diligence
under the schoolhouse roof.
._. Parents want certification of off.
spring's progress in the classroom.
- School bo&rds demand evidence
t~achers perform at professional levels,
_ Lawmakers seek reliable records of
·rogress
in. education supported by .Public
P
ltHlds.
Besides, pupils like to know how t)Jey're
.do·l'tJg, And. .Princ.ipals, colleg·e deans and
professors know it's good business to see

NEEOi:m: ENTHUSiASTIC,. DEP.ENP;\BCE,
alefl! ne.n.t _appearing people· for shirt work. Job
entitUs councsy -dlivit)g, s~rvit;ing - cfenrtlit~· car~.
See Ray Turner, U!.!dgeJ Re_nf-a •.Car, 2201 Yplc SE.
843-7230.
08/;27
NU¢LEAR ~BACTOR OPERATOR Jmlnces. The
navy Nuclear Powl.!r Progr~m is iotervi~Wltlg appJlc~m~ for rea.;(Qi" Qpefp.IOt lr;tinecs. Exter)SIVe
n<:ad!imle: study in n·u~Jcnr enghJeci'in~ to inclutl~
deo;trook. t:lectrfcal, or mechunic!ll' r(iac;tor
OPi:r~tJO!h insp~-cllon and -repair, TQ[) .!ial~ries,
bonuse11, pafd coHese· '<!nd other frin$-e benefils
available. Applic~nJs mu.st .~e high school·aradua!cs
17~~6 _yenrs ~ld; wlttq~ood ..marh background 1;111d
d~lrc -lO pl,lrsue advanced study in math anct
~nginecdl_l~ principa_ls. Call for apppintmeJll 143~
1907.
08120
RAfH'SfT IN ·oUR hQmi:: Monda)"; T1lesday,
Thur~day n-rtcrtJ.OOr1S:1 3 bloc~s to UNM. fee
'negotiable, 256-()209 a ncr 4:30p.m.
' QB/30
THEATRE WORt.;, PAR-T~TIME, evenit~gs _or
weekcnd.s, good working con~lifions, no e"perience
n<:~essar:Y, wiiiJraln. 293·1944_after7:30p;m.
tfn
DULL- WORK; HJGH ·-pay! P;~iHime _e:n campus,
dlsirlbuilng a~venising materi~ls: n_o s-elling.
Cho~:ue l'Ollr hours:, 4-2$ weekly~ Pay _I!> ·ba$ed upon_
the amo~.tn_l oJ tnaJertals dhtdbuJed, ou(' aYern~e
rep ·ea·rns S4.6!i/bour, American Passage; 708
Warren .Ave,N, Seat!!~. WA.Sl'8109, (206)282-81 J 1.•

Complete Line of
ARTIST SUPPLIES

how learning on their turf compares with
what goes on in classrooms ~cross the state
and nation.
The tnulti-demands fQr proof of progress
in the $140 billion education esta.b.lishment
feeds the $250 million standardized testing
indttstry in the United States.
Eiven though testing progr&ms &re being
criticized by variqus grol!ps, The criticism
isn't expected to slow ,down testing in a
· ·r·1can·t way 1n
· th e new sc hoo1 year
stgnt
except ,·n Ne\V ·y· ork· stat·e
. ··
·
··
Before theyear's out, students from prek' d
t
t
d t
h 1 'II b
'Ill ergar en
o gra ua e sc oo wt
e
•ttb.J·e t.ed to
· d t t .., 0 f 200 ·.11'
. mt ton
,,
. c . . a gran
oa
standardized tests. That comes out .to better

r·,

··uDIVCfSI
. . 'tY ·D'.ISCOUnt
with J.D.

.Ry Drew Von Bergen .
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Statistically
speaking,
Miss
America should be a small-town
lass who dr.aws .raves in her
swimsuit, plays the piano or sings,
and has measurements of 35.60,
23,40, 35.55.
. Delegates to the--l39th Annual
American Statistical Assodation
meeting · turned from pondering
productivity, the economy in t)Je
1980's, weather modification, and
mathematical
research,
to
analyzing today's beauty queens,

Two statisticians from Northern writing," they explained.
Illinois University George
They said, however, .there ''is
Miller and Chipei Tseng- issued an inherent small town bias hi the
a ··17-page report entitled "The Miss America pageant,'' noting
Anatomy of Miss America,"
large cities can send only one
Although they provided data on representative to state pageants.
the famed pageant ..from 1959 to
Currently, pageant. judging is
1978, Miller and Tseng would not based on a scale of one-third for
forecast exactly what the new Miss --talent, one"third forsWimsuit;·one
America - to be crowned next sixth for evening gown and onemonth in Atlan(ic City, N.J., will sixth for poise, but Miller and
be like.
Tseng said over the years there has
"A predictive model of a been "a definite bias toward
sequential decision nature is still swimsuit winners."
They said 16 of 52 swimsuit
un.der development at this

wiJi!c, threatens lo set college-admission
testing on it car, dislurbing the quiet at the
400-acre rural he<~dquarter~ of Education
Testing Service in Princeton, N.J.
The law s:ays after sotne tests are taken,
..:orrecl answers must be made public.; the
same for li1e questions; aQd that individuals
are ent.itled to see how .their tests were
s~ored.

If that is enforced, and there's no reason
to believe it won't be, the Scholastic
Appitlltde Test and others used for admission 10 t:ol!ege and professional schools

winners finished .first or second, symmetry of bust and hips, with
·~nd 22 finished third or betler,
waists approximately 12 inches
while only tWo of 57 talent smaller," they said,
winners finished second or better
California has had an entrant in
and six of 57 were third or better,
the top winners 17 ti111es, followed
"Clearly a talented participant by Florida, II; Ohio, nine, lind
must win the swimsuit contest to Texl\S,. .::ight, Ten states- Alaska,
have much. of a chance for the Dell!.W.are, N!arJJand, _Missouri,
high-er ranks,"-theys11id·.
Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New
Their figures showed that over Mexico, North Dak.ota and
the past 20 years, the mean Vermont- have never been in the
measurements of the winners were top five.
35.60 inches for bust, 23.40 for
Piano and singing were the most
waist and 35.55 for hips.
common talents leading to the
"Judges-do Seeil" io favor a·-crown. ··- .. -

.
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(Menaul at Eubank) .

Phone 299-0959

Come in-browse-have a cup of coffee
We have somethirig for everyone!

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
44 Cole or Holman
45 Snooze
1 Clout
45 Rooi part
5 M.D.'s ml·
47 "The Bells
lieu
of St.-·'
9 Muslim offt·
· 49 Des·ertplartl
· cials
53 Zinc or lea<J:
14 Calf
2 words
15 Can. prov.
16 Solitary
57 Flat
17 Style
58 Dwell
18 Noblemen
59 Russian
19 Zodiac sign
name
20 Hebrew
prophet
61 Steel girder
62
Shankal's
22 Exhibitor
forte
24 Tangoes
63
Sulk
26 Heavy
64 Importance
beams
65 Bounders
27 Natives of:
66 Formerly
SuffiX
67 Proceeds
29 Pronoun
30- Palmas
DOWN
33 Intensifying
37 "Hit the
1 Swiftness
-!"
2-Walfa
38 Consumed:
3 Once more
2 words
4 St~bborn
39 High note
5 Possesses
40 Climbing
6 Fetid
Vitie
7Den.ude
41 Motels' of old B.Amorous
42 Food store:
9 Visitor
2 words
10 Pseudonym

than three tests for each or 59,5 million
persons on the academic trl\il,
Among those c.alling for changes in
testing procedures are R<liph Nader, The
Nf!tional Ed.ucat ion Assodalion, the
National Association for the Advancement
of Colored Persons and the National PTA.
The NEA, a teacher's group, daims all
standardized tests s.h.ould be dumped except
those that:
_ diagnose learning needs.
- prescribe instructional activities.
_ measure student progress in the
curriculum content utilizing tests prcparet;l
or selected by the classroom teachers,
·
y ·

Statistics favor smaif=i0Wrl"'f)88'lltr~s,

~I:ZO

Calligraphy Supplies
Art Lessons
Cut Glass

.

Ship to Shore Treasures

OB/20

SPI\CJtilJs '2nn~M .• N.E;AR UNM; major a~r
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EMPLOYMENT

Brushes, W!iter·Color Paper,
Canvas, Easels, Ready-Made
and. Do.JI.Yourself Frames,
Stretcher Bars, ~"·cut Mats
&. fasi Custom-Cut Mat service.

~

first time in New Mexico

private yard, $190, 2~2-1751,
Valley R-enla_ls $35 fee.
08/20
FURN_iSH~P lf;lR APTS." $J45~160. Onl)r pay dec:
VictorJn T~rr.*;:e. Ap!s. 1410 ·central SE~ 842·653-a.

6.

We stoc" a large selection of:

3244 Central Ave. SE
Albuquerque,NM87106
(505)- 265-6100

&

08/20

.!!ah:.ds, freSh .frlJit. The M'oming Glory tJf co1,1rse,
2933 Moi'M Vl~ln NF., _2.61-\-7040,
0"/Jl

Winsor-Newlon, Rembrant, Liquitelt,

WARGAMES
WEST r-

,.,_-

(dfly!.i), .Angie.

WM.:K TO- ct.Ass, 3 big bedrCJom!i, :;z- bnths,

We
Carry:
.
Grumbacher, Shiva,Aikyds,.

~~

Handcrafted
Des ks-saooo
Bookcases.. s46°0

1 br. solar hpme 1 4 blocks
fr9U'J UNM, furrJished, 1dt ~tdlitir;s pfdd. MusJ have
experit:ncl! and se_nsl~iv]~y to .Y9Ll_!lg children.
Efrcctive Augus1 ~~. 266.·~751 (eves.), ·877~7060
~;irpetif18; 3ri1lian~es,

HOUSING

. -<>--\'-_/
--<,r· .:_z.
. '~.-()
,rThe only complete wargame
h.,r----·I Historical, Fantasy,
shop in Albuquerque
Science Fiction

l'

egg~,

homema!;l~ sqas~g~ pauj_~s.

h()us~keiipit% P~auriful
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11 Clay: In for"
mal
12 Anent:
2 words
13 Scorch
21 Arrangement
23 Stop up
25 Fat: Prefix .
28 "--Gal"
30 Seep
31 Skin disease
32 Card game
33 Pour down
341taiian valcano
35 Hollow
36 Unioh gp,

lA

REEVE

Speakers

E R R 0 A
0

y p~_

I o:t

37 Conducting
40 Fluid rocks
42 Foal's parent
43 Red apple:
Brlt,
45 Dubi;lers
47 Award
48 Enjoy
50 f'orbfdden
51 Ending for
eire ot i.mg
52 Vowel points
53 Spree
54 Rose's lover
55 Location
56 Circuits
60 Seine

;
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Our friendly, knowledgeable sales consultants
have made thousands of happy customers,

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Monday's Puzzle Solved:

ACROSS

L l

1

•

'1f (BJMaJ!fu Sl

!l ,'

Quality on sale
ModeiCR220
3 year warranty
. Very high 90db
s/n phono preamp
Low .059 distortion
Continous loudness
control
Regular price $2400°
Now S18995

Advent

Speaker system
itJ package
over 800,000
advents sold.
Hear this system
for sound value.

Advent
lu
speakers
Rotel RP2400·
low mass
straight arm
turntable,
walnut base
Rotel receiver
List $683.00

Now$.54995

.

'

Components
The 1st
cassette recorder
in Jlllpan.

· Models from
$200 to Sl,OOO.
Modei6550·Save Sl 00
Variable bias
for fiat response.
Remaining tape
timer accurate
to within 20
seconds-SN 65 wow
and flutter.
Flat response .05.
Regular 5450°0
NowS34995

Best quality buy
belt and direct
drive tum tables
sped~lbuy

w/cart.
Special trade in
-components...

Systems

Nh!DJ AmpHn~ne11
NAJD) 1rll!lll1l (g rr

Afi'WA

Toshiba·

rn· \\uJ00fA.·•
...

Phase research
speakers, Toshiba
turntable.
Total

s:;!~:l$790.
Hear a complete
Yamaha system
for lasting·
quality enjoyment.

Unhaopy

with

·your sound
An equalizer
will help
any system
Model520
audio control
Starting at $119°0
Others up to Sl ,000
Sold with money

back guarantee

;

~~).
-

'

Accessories

Portables

~<ecc«Drrdl «":s:Jn·e
SJl1l! trll ll'iiD if.Dce: ccarre
Discwasher
Soundguard
. Aspen cleaner
Permastat
Demagnetizers
Recording Tape
Ma:o.:ell·R/R and
cassette•spedals

Smallest micro
cassette recorder
fits in your
shirt pocket. TCM-200

§ONV
model TCM-600

Smallest regular
cassette recorder

Toshiba

Hear the great
Direct to Disc
Records
and I< Sampler

Economy Compact
Cassette•Portable
I<T" 1000-0nly s75

..

Craig
Language translator
portable-with
English, Spanish,
Italian, French,
Japanese, Swedish-A
constant com_l!anion
Earphones
from S1995
Yamaha,l<oss,
Sennhelser, SONY

S"iOO

Cassette
Blowout·
3 for $2.00 C60
Speakers
C()mponents
Systems
Portables
Accessories
Qualified Service
Trade•ins accepted

...

.......

Qualified Servicc:b
Trritlli«e-ins accept~d

3011 Monte Vista NE

Near UNMjust east of Central and Girard- 255•1694

financing and layaways
H~rbert and ARleen Bll'aggs

D
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frontier burger
Lean "Flavor--Kissed'' all beef patty,
hickorysmoke sauce, cheddar cheese,
thousand island & onions on ·
a· delicately toasted sesame seed bun.

Sa.lad w/ choice of dressing & Crisp French Fries
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